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Chapter 1. Introduction 
Air cargo logistics is becoming more important with the development of 
information technology, e-business, business globalization and just-in-time practice. 
An increasing number of shippers are choosing air freight over sea freight as the 
transportation mode. It is believed that air cargo logistics is an important issue for 
many international enterprises. 
1.1 Goals and Significance 
In general, logistics includes many topics such as route planning, inventory 
control and customer relations management. Among all the topics, the research on 
air cargo is relatively new. It started by Cochard (1985) who studied about the 
utilization of the aircraft. There were very few studies related to air cargo in the 
1980s. Until late 1990s, with the development of information technology, 
researchers and practitioners realize its importance in the supply chain and future 
business development. At the same time, integrators like DHL, UPS and FedEx, 
enter the market. They have expanded their business from express cargo and 
competed with the traditional forwarders. Thus, forwarders must improve their 
current practice so as to maintain their competitiveness. The purpose of this 
research is to model and solve a forwarder's shipment plan with consideration of 
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important factors such as delivery time, budget and capacity. The optimization is 
achieved by combinations of integration and consolidation of shipments. With the 
suggested shipment solution, it also gives forwarders guidance in taking other 
shipments and purchasing resources in the open markets such as e-Market. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
The reminder of this thesis is organized into following seven chapters. 
Chapter 2 reviews the air cargo industry in general and in Hong Kong. Chapter 3 
analyzes the air shipment cost using four examples as illustrations. It also presents 
a forwarder's means of increasing profits. With these findings, we identify our 
research problem and propose a mixed 0-1 LP model in chapter 4. Chapter 5 
presents a Tabu search method to solve the model. The implementation and results 
are also described. In chapter 6, we include extensions which consider risk or 
reliability, inventory penalty issues and improvement of the current search. 
Chapter 7 provides sensitivity analysis with implications of helping forwarders make 
wiser decision. Lastly, chapter 8 concludes the research and discusses the scope for 
future research. 
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Chapter 2. Review on Air Cargo Industry 
2.1 The Position of Air Cargo Logistics 
The globalization and e-business accelerate the need for fast and reliable goods 
transportation all over the world. In order to satisfy the demanding customers' 
needs, Just-In-Time (JIT) practice is adopted by many manufacturers. This results 
in much closer collaboration between all the parties involved in the logistics 
processes. In addition, with JIT practice, manufacturers choose to use a fast 
shipping process rather then keeping inventory, which increase demand of air 
transportation. Thus, air cargo, the fastest and most expensive mode of cargo 
transportation, has gained a lot of attentions since late 1990s.. 
2.2 General Air Cargo Practice 
In general, an air cargo shipment involves many parties. They can be 
categorized as parties involved in the physical flow and information flow. Physical 
flow parties include warehouse, trucking companies, airlines, terminal operators, 
shipper and consignees. While information flow parties are: customs, banks, and 
the most important one: forwarders, who involve in the management of most 
shipping processes. Forwarders are responsible to handle and ensure all the 
shipments are safely and timely transported from the shipper to the consignee. In 
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order to achieve that, they have to carefully plan, manage all the shipments and act 
as liaisons with other agents for the clients. Figure 1 shows the physical flow of an 
air shipment. As we can see from the figure, only few parties are involved in the 
physical flow. Yet there are far more parties participating in handling this shipment. 
As shown in Figure 2, forwarders and electronic agents, who are indispensable to the 
management and information flow of the processes, do not participate in the physical 
flow. In short, forwarders play a vital role in managing most of the processes and 
coordinating with all parties participating in the shipment. 
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The general practice for international forwarders are combining shipments and 
transporting them via one single flight. Then the appointed or partner forwarders 
on the destination country will deliver the shipments to various consignees as shown 
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in Figure 3. Most of the time, the processes involved in the origin country are 
managed by the local forwarders. While the processes involved in the destination 
country are handled by the overseas forwarders. 
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Figure 3. General practice of international forwarders 
With the above general understanding of shipment processes，we are interested 
in knowing whether there is any specific issue related to local shipping processes. 
We thus choose a pake to study the shipping processes in detail. 
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2.3 Hong Kong Air Cargo Practice - An Example 
Similar to the general practice described above, Hong Kong air cargo shipping 
processes involve multiple parties: shippers, freight forwarders, trucking companies, 
shipping companies, customs, warehousing agents, airport terminals, airlines and 
consignees. In addition, at least 3 electronic agents are involved : 1) Tradelink 
(ValueNet) is for helping general importers and exporters to handle their trade 
declarations electronically; 2) Traxon system is for querying the flight schedule, 
booking, and tracing the cargo status; and 3) COSAC (Community System for Air 
Cargo) in Hactl is for information exchange, cargo tracking, customs clearance, 
generation of Neutral Air Waybill, linkage to Tradelink, automatic notification, and 
accessibility of cargo information. 
In Figure 4，we depict the physical flow of a typical export cargo from China 
Pearl River Delta via Hong Kong to overseas countries. The information flow is 
shown in Figure 5. Same as the illustration in Figure 2，forwarders' role is essential 
in managing all the shipment processes and communicating with all other parties. 
With good management, not only the service level, but the profit level of all the 
participating parties can be increased. 
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Next，we will further analyze the individual processes and how freight 
forwarders manage these processes. Here we group the processes into three parts: 
1- From China (PRD) to Hong Kong 
Firstly，the shipper will appoint a Hong Kong freight forwarder as his/her agent 
or carrier for the cargo. Then the HK forwarder contacts a forwarder agent, 
trucking or shipping companies in China to transport the cargo to Hong Kong. The 
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agent will collect the cargo and transport it to the China - Hong Kong customs. 
After a series of export custom declaration and inspection procedures, a trucking 
company, which is appointed by the HK forwarder, continues deliver the cargo. 
2. From Hong Kong to Overseas 
The cargo is either transported to the warehouse for temporary storage or 
directly to the airport terminal (Hactl/AAT). The value added services such as 
repacking, labeling and palletization are taken place here or at the warehouse. At 
the same time, the freight forwarder will book the flight through Traxon system or 
directly from the carrier agent. Next, the forwarder will send a declaration form to 
Tradelink's ValueNet system for declaration electronically. The forwarder will use 
the Hactl COSAC system for custom clearance and issue of Airway bill. The cargo 
is then transported onto the flight. 
3. Overseas 
The HK forwarder will appoint an overseas agent to take over the last part of 
the processes. Similar to the China agent above, forwarder will also appoint a 
trucking company to collect the cargo, unpack it if necessary and send it to the 
consignee. In addition, the HK forwarder may request the overseas forwarder to 
collect part of the logistics service charge from the consignee on behalf of him/her. 
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At this point, we say that all the air cargo shipment processes are completed. 
Although the freight forwarders do not participate in the physical flow of cargo, they 
do play a very important role in the air cargo industry. In addition, the freight 
forwarders can actually take up many roles in this air cargo industry which increase 
their profit level. They will be further investigated in the later section. 
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Chapter 3. Air Cargo Cost Analysis 
In this chapter, we focus on the calculation of shipping cost for various types of 
cargos. We analyze the cost structure and distribution in the air cargo industry. 
We also explore the current ways for forwarders to reduce cost. 
3.1 Shipping Costs 
3.1.1 International Shipping Costs 
In air cargo, most of the practitioners follow the charging guidelines or 
calculation methods set by International Air Transport Association (LATA) Tact Rules 
(2000). These costing parameters can be divided into two sets. The cost 
parameters are based on the cargo's physical nature. The situation parameters vary 
according to the handling requirements. When we calculate the shipping cost, both 
sets of parameters must be taken into consideration: 
1. Cost parameters 
a. Volume 
b. Weight 
c. Origin and Destination 
d. Nature of the cargo: according to lATA, all the cargos are separated 
into nine categories. They have different charge rates on different 
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type of cargo. For example, live animals, valuable cargo, vulnerable 
cargo and dangerous cargo are charged much higher then standard 
cargo. 
e. Method of packing: members of LATA only accept two types of 
packing. Bulk (loose) packing is transporting goods as it is. Unit 
Load Device (ULD) packing is putting cargo into pallets for 
transportation. Each type of packing has its own set of charging 
scheme. 
f. Carriage declared value 
2. Situation parameters 
a. For extra services and special handling requirements. For example, 
warehouse service charges and Garment on Hanger (GOH) handling 
charges. 
Among these parameters, origin and destination, nature of the cargo, carriage 
declared value and services requirements are fixed parameters. Next, volume, 
weight and method of packing are adjustable parameters which depend on the 
packing method. 
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3.1.2 Local Shipping Costs 
Besides the standard charges stated by lATA, there are few local shipping costs 
which are normally guided by the local forwarder association. For example in 
Hong Kong, forwarders other than closely follow the charging guidelines set by 
lATA. They also refer to the tariff recommended by the Hong Kong Association of 
Freight Forwarding and Logistics (HAFFA). HAFFA, being the member of 
International Federation of Freight Forwarders Associations (FIATA) and Federation 
of Asia Pacific Aircargo Associations (FAPAA), is the only official association for 
forwarders in Hong Kong. Currently, over 90% of the Hong Kong forwarders are 
members of HAFFA. They all follow the HAFFA tariff which is reviewed annually. 
All these charges belong to the airfreight accessorial charges, which are examples of 
the extra services, special handling requirements mentioned above. 
a. Cartage: transportation and handling charge for distance between the 
shippers' domicile and agent's domicile 
b. Handling / documentation 
c. Regulated agent security 
d. Terminal handling 
e. Special service 
With the understanding of international and local shipping charging parameters, 
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we are able to calculate the shipping cost for any shipments via a specific place such 
as Hong Kong. 
3.2 Shipment Categorization 
In this section, we hope to illustrate the effect of the above cost parameters. 
As mentioned above, the adjustable parameters are weight, volume and method of 
packing. For charging method in air cargo industry, it mainly follows the LATA 
rules (2000). That is charging based on either gross weight or volume weight, 
whichever is higher. The gross weight is the actual weight of the cargo, while the 
volume weight is the equivalent weight transformed from its volume. For volume 
weight calculation: 1 cubic meter is equivalent to 166.67kg. 
As stated in previous section, the charge rate also varies according to different 
packing method. Currently, there are two packing methods in practice: bulk or Unit 
Load Device (ULD). If bulk packing is used, general cargo rate is used which is 
based on the gross volume weight calculation. If ULD packing is used, different 
charging scheme is applied. ULD is a special series of pallets or containers for 
storing cargo. Unlike general cargo rate, its charges are based on two parameters. 
The first one is the minimum charge of each ULD, pivot weight charge. Next, once 
the cargo weight is over the pivot weight for specific ULD, the excess weight will be 
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charged based on an additional charge rate. For each ULD, there are also 
maximum weight and volume to control its density. Table 1 is the general cargo 
rate, or bulk cargo rate for sending cargo from Hong Kong to Los Angeles, US. 
Table 2 is charge rate for Unit Load Device (ULD) via the same route. As we can 
see from these two tables, although the minimum charge for ULD packing is much 
higher, its unit cost per kg is 25% cheaper then bulk cargo. Therefore, if the cargo 
meets the pivot weight size, it will be much cheaper to use ULD packing. 
Table 1. lATA General Cargo Rate (loose cargo) for HK to LAX 













, 299.5 46.644 
300 27.066 
330 27.066 
Source: The Air Cargo Tariff (Tact) Rates North America, August 2000, International Air Transport 
Association (IAT A) 
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T a b l e 2 . l A T A U L D rate for H K to L A X 
Minimum Load factor for Max."“”“”Max, . , ~ 
•n-i plmensions Chaise Pivot Charge pivot weight volume volume Max. we^ht 
TVp^(inch) (HK$) Weight per kg (%) (CBM) weight (kg) (kg) 
2 96 X 125 x96 49966.8 2445 20.43631 83.82689489 17.5 2916.725 6804 
2A 88 X 125 x96 45575.4 2230 20.43739 80.60079762 16.6 2766.722 6033 
2H 96 X 125 X 118 61612.2 3015 20.43522 82.0763984 22.04 3673.4068 6800 
3 88 X 125 x 86 34639.8 1695 20.43646 69.04138903 丨4.73 2455.0491 
5 88 X 125 x64 28922.4 1415 20.43985 86.63092044 9.8 1633.366 4626 
6 60.4 X 125 x64 20233.2 990 20.43757 75.18836965 1.9 1316.693 3175 
7 88 x61.5 x 86 17776.2 870 20.43241 77.90888958 6.7 1116.689 
8 60.4x61.5 x-64 12386.4 606 20.43960 88.68115321 4.1 683.347 ” 1588 
8B 60.4x 81 x63 12807.6 605 21.16958 78.91146525 4.6 766.682 1588 
* U L D (Unit Load Device) Rate: Over pivot weight charge is HK$ 17.862 
Source: The Air Cargo Tariff (Tact) Rates North America, August 2000，International A i r Transport 
Association (LATA) 
With the above understanding, we can generalize that majority of the shipments 
can be categorized into four types which are differentiated by their packing 
methods, volume and gross weight comparison. If the shipment's volume weight 
is bigger than its gross weight, we call it as a high volume shipment. On the other 
hand, if its gross weight is bigger, we categorize it as a high density shipment. 
Then, we can define the four types of shipments as follows. Type 1 is a high 
volume bulk shipment. Type 2 is high density bulk shipment. Type 3 is high 
volume ULD shipment and lastly type 4 is high density ULD shipment. 
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3.2.1 Illustrative Examples 一 Hong Kong 
In order to have a better understanding on the charge differences for each type 
of shipments, we have to choose a city and put these four types of shipments into 
calculation. Hong Kong, which has well established air cargo industry, is chosen 
as the studying city. 
In general, forwarders have few transportation options: door-to-door, 
door-to-port, port-to-door and port-to-port. For most of shippers' requests, they 
either need door-to-door service or door-to-port service. For forwarders, even 
though they receive door-to-door request, majority of them cannot manage all the 
activities involved and have to subcontract to oversea forwarders for the 
port-to-door activities. As a result, that port-to-door's activities are out of the 
control of the local forwarders. Since this study is aiming to investigate the 
forwarders' charging and cost, we only consider the door-to-port mode in the 
following calculations. We only focus on the shipping cost until the point of 
arrival at LA airport. With this setup, we can refer to the shipping tariff set by 
lATA and HAFFA. 
All the shipments origins are cities locate in Pearl River Delta, China, and the 
destination is Los Angeles, U.S.A. Table 3 shows the descriptions of each 
shipment. Shipment 1 is an example of type 1 high volume bulk cargo. Shipment 
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2 is a type 2 high density heavy valuable shipment which needs special handling 
and surcharge. Shipment 3 is a type 3 high volume ULD packing cargo. Lastly, 
shipment 4 is type 4 high density ULD packing perishable goods. 
Table 3. Four types of shipments' descriptions 
ParametersT^pe 1 - High I l y p e 2 - High I Type 3 - High I Type 4 - High 
volume Bulk density Bulk volume ULD density ULD 
Volume 0.5 m3 each 0.5 m3 each 0.03 m3 each Q.12 m^ each 
Weight 30 kg each 200 kg each 0.9 kg each 45 kg each 
Value $20000 each $100000 each $2000each $ 10000 each 
Total piece ^ ^ ^ 
Garment, restrained Daily goods 
Type Electronics Valuable good cloth Perishable 
Method of Packing Pre-pack Bulk GOH Pre-packed 
Need repack, Pack into M Pre-packed ULD 
barcode labeling l(PAP) ULD AQ7 
Special Require unpack for 
Requirements inspection 
Origin Guangdong, China Guangdong, China Guangdong, China Guangdong, China 
Destination |LOS Angeles, US |Los Angeles, US [Los Angeles, US [Los Angeles, US 
In addition, we also include different handling requirements for these four 
shipments in order to illustrate the various service charges depicted in the previous 
section. Next, we will show the detailed cost calculation of the four shipments. 
A. Shipment 1 (High volume Bulk) 
Based on the following calculations, it is a type 1 volume cargo (low density 
cargo). Both the airline and the freight forwarder will charge according to volume 
weight instead of gross weight. 
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Gross weight = 30 x 30kg = 900kg 
Volume weight = volume in cubic cm / fixed unit conversion (6000) 
=500000 cubic cm x 30 / 6000 
=2500kg 
It is forwarders' normal practices that if the shipment is over certain weight (e.g. 
2000kg), a discount will be given to the shippers. Table 4 shows the total cost 
distribution, excluding some miscellaneous charges such as Tradelink yearly member 
fees. Figure 6 depicts that majority of cost goes to the airline carrier. 
Table 4. Total cost distribution of shipment 1 
Servicel>pe/ : ” Welglit/ Discount . v ' ^ ^ ：： ：： ^ ^ f f e f a l 
Company Unit cost Quantity Method of charging % Additional c h a i ^ Cost ’ • 
Shipping (CN to 
HK) $0.6/kg 2500kg fixed cost x total c. wt 10% $1,350.00 1.79% 
Cartage Charge 
(Trucking) $0.7/kg 2500kg fixed cost x total c. wt 10% Toll fee $40 $1,615.00 2.14% 
Bank Consignment 
$120 
Airline $30/kg 2500kg lATA Rate x c.wt 10% Airline Doc. $15 $67,635.00 89.76% 
Terminal $1.71/kg 2500kg HAFFA Rate xc. wt $4,275.00 5.67% 
basic charge for 1 st 
fixed amt + add. 
Tradelink charge $194.00 0.26% 
fixed charge x # 
Documentation $283 1 consignment $283.00 0.38% 
Total $75,352.00 
chargeable weight c. wt 
documentation charge doc. 
• Amount Amt 
Additional add. 
no. of # 
Air bridge toll fee Toll fee 
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Figure 6. Total cost distribution of shipment 1 
B. Shipment 2 (High density Bulk) 
Shipment 2 is a type 2 high density cargo. As shown by the following 
calculations, its gross weight is much bigger than its volume weight. In addition, as 
it is a valuable cargo, the airline charge rate is different. 
Gross weight = lOx 200kg = 2000kg 
Volume weight = volume in cubic cm / fixed unit conversion (6000) 
=500000 cubic cm x 10 / 6000 
/ 
=833.33kg 
Table 5 shows the cost distribution of this shipment. For this shipment, 
trucking is used instead of shipping from China to Hong Kong. The cost 
distribution of trucking is relatively bigger. Yet it is still very little comparing to 
the airline cost. Next, there are other services required in this shipment such as 
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re-labelling and heavy lift surcharge. 
Table 5. Total cost distribution of shipment 2 
“ • ‘ ~ ^ ： 
Servicc Weight/ Method of lO^unt total 
Type/Company Unit cost Quantity charging % Additional charges ‘.：：，.....:',，‘.• • ' Cont cost 
•p , . basic charge + 
= : g 、 $l-5/kg 2000kg add. charge forlO% $2,700 2.19% 
(CN-HK) diff. Truck 
in$0.7/kg 2000kg [；'xed cost per ~ ~ T o l l fee $40 ~ $ 2 , 4 8 0 2.01o/o 
HK f 6 kg X total c. wt Heavy lift surcharge $1180 ， 
n 如 “ 加 • Total value x Valuable cargo: cargo values . 
g 二 。 n ^ US$40/kg $5，Q ⑷ 4.05% 
$30/kg Bank Consignment $210 
Airline (^200 ^oookg ！^丁^ Rate x ^ fi^ne Doc. $15，POD 87.82% 
rate) x c. wt Certified True copy for MAWB 
= $60/kg ^ 
Re-Labeling/Re- packing: fixed 
Terminal $1.71/kg 2000kg "A^FA Rate * cost /man/hr x # man x # hr$ 3 46% 
c. wt worked = $1644 
Barcode labeling: $3 x 20 = $60 
basic charge 
™ 二 is: = S299 0.24% 
charge 
Documentation$283 1 = 二 二 • 0.23% 
Total $123,454 — 
B Trucking (CN-HK) 
「麵• 
E Documentat ion 
4% 2 %。？ r r ^ / � 
Figure 7. Total cost distribution of shipment 2 
For this valuable shipment, the major cost is still the airline cost, which makes 
up approximately 89% of the total cost (Figure 7). For extra service charges, it 
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only takes up an insignificant percentage of the total cost. 
3.2.3 Shipment 3 (High volume ULD； 
For this shipment, it has the same weight as shipment 1，but different packing is 
used. According to the following calculation, this shipment is a type 3 high volume 
ULD cargo. 
Gross weight = 500 x 0.9kg = 450kg 
Volume weight = volume in cubic cm / fixed unit conversion (6000) 
=30000 cubic cm x 500/ 6000 
=2500kg 
Since Unit Load Device (ULD) palletization is used instead of bulk 
transportation, the total cost is significantly less. In air cargo transportation, once 
the cargo reaches certain size that is eligible for any size of ULD, forwarders always 
choose ULD transportation instead of general cargo. It is because this makes the 
airline cost drops about 5-10%. As depicted in Table 6 and Fig 8，the airline cost is 
relatively less comparing to shipment 1. Next, due to the extra handling of garment 
on hanger and ULDs, the trucking cost increases significantly. 
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Table 6. Total cost distribution of shipment 3 
Service .. , . “ " “ Weight/ , ,: . “ ‘ “ ‘ Discount ""“ ：饭:: % of total • 
lype/Company Unit cost Quantity Method of charging %_ Additional charges " Cost cost .. 
Shipping $0.6/kg basic charge + add. 10% 
(China-HK) charge for diff. 
container $1,350 2.52% 
Trucking in HK $ 0 . 6 5 / p i e ^ P i c k u p Hanger Garment Toll fee $40 
ce = fixed price/piece x # Pick up/Delivery of 
piece ULDs $660 +$330 
Surcharge on job for 
S y ^ a b o r h o H d a y s 丨丨，���2.85% 
Airline pivot wt: pivot charge for certain 10% Bank Consignment 
$45575.4 ULD + add. charge (if $120 Airline Doc. • 
for > pivot wt) $15 
2230kg $45,493 85.08% 
Terminal $1.71/kg 2500kg HAFFA Rate * c. wt 
Charge ！ $4,275 8.00% 
Tradelink Restrained Textiles 
basic charge for 1 st Export License 
fixed amt + add, charge (RTEL) Application $544 1.02% 
Documentation $283 1 fixed charge x # 
consignment $283 0.53% 
— T o t a l $53,471 • 
8 5 . 0 8 % ^ „ … 1 1 1 ^ _ a Shipping from China to 
ooo/o 
2 8 5 0 / 0 - / 2.52% ' ^ 1 . 0 2 % 
0.53% 
Figure 8. Total cost distribution of shipment 3 
3.2.4 Shipment 4 (High density ULD； 
With the nature of this shipment, it is a type 4 high density cargo and gross 
weight is used for calculation. Although both shipments 3 and 4 use ULD packing, 
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we can see from Table 7 that the cost of airline is relatively less for type 4 shipment. 
This means that the charge for volume cargo is more expensive than dense cargo. 
Gross weight = 50 x 45kg =2250kg 
Volume weight = volume in cubic cm / fixed unit conversion (6000) 
=120000 cubic cm x 50 / 6000 
=1000kg 
Table 7. Total cost distribution of shipment 4 
T“、：”、！,〜 I ] fe f iount ,Add l t lo^ l % of total 
Typc/Compaiiy Unit cosHjuantity Method of charging - % chargea^ > ，’�Cost'”~^ cost -
Trucking (to a t o r 7-10/ 
(HK-CN) $ 1.5/kg fixed cost/kg x total c. wt 10% ' 
Io l l fee$40 $3^08 5.86% 
Pick up+ 
palletization + 
Cartage Charges $0.7/kg 2250kg fixed cost per kg x total c. wt 10% delivery of ULD 
， k $41,549 78.32% 
Consignment 
pivot charge for certain ULD $120 
Airline + add, charge (if > pivot wt) 10% Airline Doc $ 15 
Terminal Charge $1.71/kg 2250kg HAFFA Rate * c. wt $3，848 7.25% 
basic charge for 1 st fixed amt $21 {) q 40% 
Tradelink + add, charge ‘ ° 
Warehouse $0.15/kg 2250kg fixed charge x # consignment $1,013 1.91% 
Documentation $283 1 $283 0.53% 
T o ^ ； $53,047 
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Figure 9. Total cost distribution of shipment 4 
As a result, the total cost of these four shipments is $305324. This total cost is 
the cost that freight forwarders have to pay different parties. For forwarders, they 
will charge the shippers differently. Their charges are based on the above total cost, 
plus a percentage of profit that forwarders aim to earn. The charging price they 
quote to the shippers becomes: 
Charge per kg = Total cost x (1+ % profit) / total weight 
We believe that with the understanding of Hong Kong air cargo calculations, it 
can be applied to other places all over the world. It is because most of the 
forwarders are members of the national forwarders associations. Normally, these 
associations are members of international forwarders association such as FIATA and 
FAPPA. Therefore, they all follow certain guidelines set by these associations in 
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order to handle this kind of cross boarder business. In the next section, we will 
analyze the constitution of this shipping cost. 
3.3 Analysis of shipping cost 
From the previous four examples, we can see that there are many types of fixed 
charges by various service providers when transporting a cargo. These charges are 
based on weight, cargo type, number of Airway bills, and declared value. Among 
these charges, the major charges belong to the weight and type related charges such 
as terminal charge, airline charge and trucking charge. Other charges like 
documentation charge and toll fee charge are relatively insignificant. Therefore, in 
the following calculation, we will just focus on the weight and type related charges, 
and neglect other charges. 
Weight and Type: 
1. Terminal Charge 
2. Airline Charge 
3. Trucking Charge 
4. Shipping Charge 
5. Service Charge 
PerAWB: 
1. Documentation Charge: $283 
2. Airport bridge toll fee (charge per time) $40 
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3. Bank Consignment Charge: $120 plus 
4. Airline Documentation charge: $15 
Declared value: 
1. Tradelink Charge 
Cost distribution 
Figure 10 illustrates the average cost distribution among different parties 
involved in the shipment processes. Here we group all the additional service charge, 
like unpack ULD and warehouse storage as the service charge. We also group all 
the documentation charge, Tradelink charge and other administration charges as 
miscellaneous charge. We can see from the figure that both service charge and 
miscellaneous charges contribute very little to the overall cost. Therefore, we will 
also neglect these two types of charges in the following calculation. 
Airline 84% 
Misc.1% Services Chaise 
1% 
Figure 10. Cost distribution to different parties in the shipment process 
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If forwarders' charges only follow the above forwarder incentive scheme for a 
single shipment, it seems that their profit margin is very low. However, in the 
reality, their profit margin can be as high as 40% of the shipper's paying price. 
This is achieved by good shipment planning. Nowadays, forwarders are not 
handling a single shipment each time. They always manage multiple shipments 
from various shippers which they have to plan together. During their shipment 
planning, if they can apply integration, consolidation and other techniques, they can 
increase their profit level significantly. In turn, the cost distribution also varies 
accordingly. In the next section, we will explain these techniques in detail. 
3.4. Freight Forwarders' means for freight forwarders' success 
In many places, freight forwarders can take up many different roles in order to 
maximize their profit and efficiency in the industry. For example, in Hong Kong, 
forwarders can take up as many roles as shown in Figure 11. 
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Freight Forwarders in HK 
f \ ^ ^ \ (agent of car r ie r ) ) 
(Mult i-modal Operator ] / \ V V 
( Consolldator \ , « ‘ ， ， 、 
((contractual carrier) ) of consignee 1 
Figure 11. Hong Kong forwarder's roles 
With these role flexibilities, they can provide efficient services to shippers with 
lower price. For example, if a freight forwarder is an agent of shipper, consignee 
and carrier, one will charge both shipper and consignee and receive commission 
from carrier. Therefore, the forwarder can give discount to both shipper and 
consignee and keep a high profit margin at the same time. Or if the forwarder is an 
agent of shipper and consolidator, one can enjoy the significant amount of profit 
generated from cargo consolidation. However, in some countries like Mainland 
China and USA, there are regulations to govern the roles taken up by forwarders 
holding different licenses. Despite this, forwarders from all over the world can still 
apply some of techniques explained in the following sections to reduce their costs. 
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3.4.1 Consolidation 
Consolidation can be achieved by balancing the volume weight and gross 
weight for few mixed cargos under one Master Airway Bill (MAWB). Or pack 
different densities cargos into one ULD. In both cases, forwarders can earn the 
difference between volume weight and gross weight. Originally, all the. charges 
should be based on the chargeable weight. However, only freight forwarders 
charge the shippers base on chargeable weight in real practice. With consolidation, 
forwarders pay the trucking companies, airline terminals and warehouses based on 
the gross weight, and pay the airline companies based on the combined weight. 
Theoretically, they can save up to 50% of the costs that are charged by tucking, 
airport terminal and airline. We will illustrate this with a special case. 
Assume there are two shipments being sent from the same origin, shipped to the 
same location by the same flight. Their gross weight and volume weight are very 
extreme as depicted in Table 8. 
Table 8. Two Ideal Shipment weights 
Volume Weight (kg) Gross Weight (kg) Chargeable Weight 
Shipment 1— 25W 1 2500 
Shipment 2 1 2500 2500 
一 2501 2501 5000 
The forwarder will collect the charge from shipper base on the total chargeable 
weight that is 5000. With consolidation, the forwarder only needs to pay the airline 
based on the total volume weight or gross weight, which ever is higher. That means 
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for the above case, the forwarder only needs to pay cost of 2501kg to the airline. 
The forwarder can save the cost of 2499kg which was original paying the airline and 
transfer it into his/her pocket. However, this is only an ideal situation. For real 
practice, it is almost impossible to archive such perfect match. Yet, with more 
shipments available for consolidation, forwarders can still maximize their profits 
based on the above technique. 
In the next section, we will illustrate the consolidation of the above four 
shipments and the consolidation of only one kind of shipment. In both cases, the 
forwarder's profit margin can be greatly increased. 
A. Consolidation of four examples: 
Now we analyze the cumulative costs of four shipments by applying ULD 
packing. All the costs are based on the lATA and HAFFA tariff. Although we use 
Hong Kong as the study location, the result we find can be applied to other countries 
which follow the lATA tariff. As we can see from the Table 9，after consolidating 
these four shipments, the total cost can be reduced by 1/3. (Original cost: $305324 
and current cost: $207852) 
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Table 9. Four shipment cost with consolidation 
. 、 Cumulative Cumulative . . _ , . _ , . .. 
Activity Gross Volume Shipping Trucking Trucking Airport 
Shipment weSit(kg) WeightTkg) (^^-HK) (CN-HK) (HK-HK) Terminal Airhne Remark 
1 2500 $800 $1700 $2,950 $4,275 $50,398 ULD) 
(2H 
2 2900 3333.33 $800 $3,200 $5,226 $5,670 $123,224 ULD) 
(2H, 
2A 
3 3350 5833.33 $800 $3,800 $8,230 $9,975 $163,407 ULD) 
( 2 
piece 




— Total 852 Shipping to — 
— $204,852 Via Tmcidn^o HK | — 
Total Cost VS No. of Jobs 
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Figure 12 Four shipment cost with consolidation 
As shown by Figure 12, the difference in costs of the original jobs and the 
consolidated jobs increases as the number of shipments increases. It means that if 
more shipments are able to be consolidated, the forwarder's cost can be reduced 
significantly. In addition, after applying consolidation, we realize that the initial 
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charge of the Hong Kong internal trucking is much higher than the cost for 
individual shipments. This is because when we use ULD for transportation, 
forwarders need to order a truck to take an empty ULD from the airport, then 
perform palletization and transport the packed ULD to the airport terminal. These 
processes greatly increase the trucking cost. However, comparing to the savings in 
airline cost, the trucking cost is relatively very little. 
B. Consolidation of same type of cargo: 
Although the best practice of consolidation is combining cargos of different 
densities, it may not be able to achieve every time everywhere. However, we find 
that even consolidating same type of cargo, forwarders' costs still decrease if they 
can fully utilize the ULD capacities. In Table 10，though we only consider one type 
of cargo, shipment 4, significant amount of cost saving is attained. 
Table 10: Consolidation of shipment 4 
No. of Gross Volume Shipping Trucking Trucking Airport 
Jobs Weight Weight (CN-HK) (CN-HK) (HK-HK) Terminal Airline Remark 
1 2250 1000 $800 $850 $1,300 “ $3,848 ~$49,500 
_ 2 ~ 2 2 5 r " 1000 ‘ $400 — $600 $1,675 $3,848 $43,061 (2A ULD) 
— 3 " ^ 2 5 ^ " 1000 ‘ $267 一 $500 1,350 $42,776~ (2H ULD) 
• (1 piece 3， 
4 2250 1000 $200 $400 $1,425 $3,848 $42,192 1 piece 5) 
- 5 ~2250 1000— $160 $360 $1,180 ‘ $3,848 "$42,487 (2 pieces 2A) 
(1 piece 2H, 
6 2250 1000 $133 $467 $1,275 $3,848 $42,440 1 piece 2A) 
(2 piece 2A, 
7 2250 1000 $114 $443 $1,321 $3,848 $42,351 1 piece 5) 
— 8 " ^ 2 5 0 ~ 1000 “ $100 — $450 —$1,200 " s w T $42,343 (3 pieces 2A) 
(2 pieces 2A, 
9 2250 1000 $133 $356 $1,122 $3,848 $42,328 1 piece 2H) 
(3 pieces 2, 
10 2250 1000 $120 $360 $1,260 $3,848 $42,333 1 piece 6) 
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As we can see from Table 10，if we can combine 10 shipments and transport 
them altogether, the total cost is reduced to $478,002 (trucking [CN-HK] mode) each. 
If we ship them one by one, the total cost is $554,975. We thus can conclude that 
the cost difference of large quantity cargo with respect to small quantity can be very 
significant. . 
Next, based on this example, we can investigate how the cargo quantity affects 
the cost with respect to individual shipment process. First, the cost of airport 
terminal is fixed as it is charged based on weight. Thus, we only focus on those 
cost fluctuating processes: shipping, trucking and airline. As all these process 
charges are based a specific volume levels, they tend to charge less for larger volume. 
From Figure 13，we can see that the shipping cost for the ship process is decreasing 
gradually. 
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Shipping cost VS Number of Jobs 
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Figure 13 The relationship of shipping cost and number of jobs 
For trucking processes, both China to Hong Kong and within Hong Kong 
trucking processes are gradually decreasing, but they have different behavior. As 
shown in Figure 14，the trucking price from China to Hong Kong keeps decreasing 
with some fluctuations. From these fluctuations, we can estimate that the lowest 
cost for this type of high density cargo is about $350 per job or $0.156 per kg. On 
the other hand, as shown in Figure 15，trucking cost within HK consists of many 
fluctuations. The cause of these fluctuations is due to the additional charges of 
picking up, delivery and pallettization of the ULDs. They are calculated as part of 
the trucking charges. Thus, when more ULDs are needed, the cost increases. 
Next, if more shipments can be stored into the same number of ULD, the average 
cost drops significantly. This behavior can be clearly shown by the trucking cost 
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changes when increasing the number of shipments from three to five. In general, 
we can still see that the trucking cost drops gradually to about $1200 per job, or 
$0.53 per kg. It is 24% cheaper than transporting shipment in bulk which is about 
$0.7 per kg. 
Trucking cost(CN-HK) VS Number of Jobs 
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Figure 14 The relationship of trucking (CN-HK) cost and number of jobs 
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Figure 15 The relationship of trucking (HK) cost and number of jobs 
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Lastly, we analyze the cost of airline with respect to different number of jobs. 
As shown in Figure 16，the cost of using ULD transportation is much cheaper than 
bulk transportation. However, once ULD is used, the difference in average charges 
is not significant as the number of jobs increases. This is because the charges per 
kg of different sizes ULD are similar as depicted in Table 3. From the figure, we 
can conclude that the airline cost is about $42350 per job or $18.8 per kg once it is 
over 1.5 tons. This gives reference points for forwarder in quoting the charge price 
to shipper. Based on different cargo's weight, they can give how much discount 
accordingly. 








0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
Number of Jobs 
Figure 16 The relationship of airline cost and number of jobs 
With further investigation, we find that a Boeing 747 freighter can 
maximum load thirty 2A or 2H ULDs. Using this capacity, we can deduce the 
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number of jobs it can take and the minimum cost per job as shown in Table 11 and 
Figure 17. Similar to the result obtained in Table 10，the average cost keeps about 
$42400 per job with slight variations. As only 2A or 2H ULD are used here, for 
some number of jobs, 7 and 14 jobs, the cost is higher than the cost shown in 
previous table which the type of ULDs is not fixed. Thus, the assignment of 
different combinations of ULDs is very important in the cargo planning. In short, 
once more than two ULDs are used, the average cost is lower than $42700. This 
also gives a very good guideline for forwarders to estimate the airline process cost. 
Table 11. Consolidation of certain type of shipment 
Number of Jobs Gross Weight Volume Weight Airline (per job) 
1 2 m ^ $49,500 
2 2 m 1000 — $43,061 (2A ULD) 
3 1000 — $42,776 (2H ULD) 
4 2250 — 1000 “ $43,061 (2 pieces 2A) 
5 ^ 1000 一 $42,487 (2 pieces 2A) 
(1 piece 2A, 
6 ^ $42,440 1 piece 2H) 
Z 2250 — 1000 “ $42,651 (3 pieces 2A) 
8 ^ 1000 — $42,343 (3 pieces 2A) 
(2 pieces 2A, 
9 ^ ^ $42,328 1 piece 2H) 
1 0 翌 1000 ~ $42,487 (4 pieces 2A) 
(3 pieces 2A 
1 1 ^ $42,461 1 piece 2H) 
12 ^ 1000 — $42,582 (5 pieces 2A) 
14 ^ 1000 — $42,651 (6 pieces 2A) 
16 ^ 1000 一 $42,343 (6 pieces 2A) 
20 2250 . 1000 — $42,487 (8 pieces 2A) 
25 ^ 1000 — $42,487 (10 pieces 2A) 
30 ^ 1000 — $42,487 (12 pieces 2A) 
42 ^ 1000 — $42,377 (16 pieces 2A) 
55 ^ 1000 — $42,382 (21 pieces 2A) 
72 ^ 1000 — $42,343 (27 pieces 2A) 
80 2250 1000 $42,343 (30 pieces 2A) 
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C. Equalization scheme 
According to lATA rule, airlines set minimum charge for different types of 
ULDs. This minimum charge is calculated based on the pivot weight. In addition, 
most of the airlines require forwarder booking the ULD in advance so that they can 
have better flight planning. However, as majority of the air cargo are small weight 
and require fast delivery, forwarders may not have enough cargo in hand to meet the 
pivot weight of the booked ULD. This under-utilization of ULD results in extra 
cost for the forwarders. In turn, forwarder charges the shipper higher if his/her 
shipment is an urgent cargo which has to be delivered even under pivot weight. It 
is because when time is critical, forwarders cannot apply the consolidation technique 
mentioned above and gain full benefit from ULD packing. 
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In order to solve this problem, some airlines (e.g., Cathy Pacific) offer ULD 
equalization scheme to encourage forwarders booking ULDs. It is eligible for 
ULDs which are delivered to the airline terminal within a period of time, like 48 
hours. It is very common that some of these ULDs will be under pivot weight. 
With this scheme, the airline will charge based on either the total pivot weight or the 
total chargeable weight, whichever higher. As shown in Table 12，there is one ULD 
exceeds the pivot weight, while all the other ULDs are just half of the pivot weight. 
Based on this scheme, the airline only charges the forwarder 5800kg in total. On 
the other hand, the forwarder charges shippers based on the higher one of the pivot 
and chargeable weight (bolded numbers). The total weight that forwarder charges 
shippers becomes 7700kg. As a result, with this equalization scheme, forwarders 
can save 1900kg, which equals to 32.8% saving. 
Table 12. Equalization scheme for a list of ULDs 
ULD Number ULD Type Pivot Weight / kg Chargeable Weight 
1 — Q6 ^ 
一 2 A2 1300 650 “ 
~ 3 ‘ “ A2 1300 650 
4 A2 — 1300 — 650 
~ Total charge by airline 5800 5750 
Source: Cathy Pacific airline pivot weight charge 
This is a special type of consolidation which only applicable for few airlines. 
If there is no equalization scheme, which is the case in China, freight forwarders 
cannot save this portion of cost. 
In short, with good consolidation techniques and fully utilization of different 
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ULDs' loadable volume and weight, the forwarders' cost can be much lower. 
3.4.2 Integration 
A. Integration of physical processes 
Integration means assigning one company to handle more than one linked 
processes. Generally, the company will give certain percentage of discount. For 
the four examples describe above, they only involve very few physical processes. 
As shown in Table 13，comparing to consolidation, the effect of integration of 
physical processes is relatively less. 
Table 13. Integration of four shipments 
X^tivity T ^ 
c. Weight Trucking Trucking (with 15% Airport 
S h i p m ^ (kg) (CN-HK) (HK-HK) Discount) Terminal Airline 
1 2500 $1，350 $1,615 $2,520 $4,275 $67,635 
2 2000 $2,700 $2,480 $4,403 $4,272 $108,420 
3 2500 $1,350 $1,525 $2,444 $4,275 $45,493 
4 2250 $3,038 $3,108 $5,224 $3,848 $41,549 
saving $2,575 
Therefore, integration effect is more significant if the shipment requires many 
shipment processes, like warehouse storage, value added services or transporting in a 
big country via trucks like USA or China. 
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B. Integration of agents roles 
On the other hand, the integration of roles for agents can be very significant. 
If a service provider is also an agent of few parties, one can reduce the cost by 
integration of roles. For example, the airline carriers set their charges based on the 
LATA rate with a discount that varies seasonally. Then they give shippers' agents 
5% incentive and carriers' agents 15-30% incentive depends on the route and season. 
Therefore, if a freight forwarder is both the agent of carrier and shipper, one can 
enjoy the combined incentives. 
Consider example 1, assuming that the total incentives of freight forwarder is 
5%+20%, it will charge the shipper $75352 for airline cost. But actually it only 
pays to the airline: 30 x 75% x 2500kg + $135 = $54135. Thus, the freight 
forwarder already earns $19000 solely from airline incentives. 
From Section 3.2, we find out that airline is the major part of charge in the 
shipment process. If the charging method by forwarder to shipper is 5% additional 
charge of all the total cost of the shipment, which means for shipment 1 to 4 is: 
$79119.6，$129626.7, $ 66451.4 and $42848.4 respectively. Nonetheless, this 5% 
is definitely not the profit margin of forwarders. With the consolidation scheme 
explained above, the profit margin increased to 32%: ($305324-$207852)/ $305324. 
With integration scheme, the profit margin is increased by another 1 -10%. We can 
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see that a significant portion of the costs actually goes to the forwarders' pocket. 
Therefore, using the above techniques, forwarders can earn a lot of money and 
provide a relative low charging rate to shippers at the same time. Yet, there are still 
more ways for forwarders to decrease the cost so as to further increase their profit 
margin. 
3.4.3 Cooperation among freight forwarders to combine the cargos 
It is quite often that small freight forwarders will cooperate with one another to 
combine shipments. For example, if one forwarder has volume cargo, the other 
forwarder has dense cargos, one will co-load the cargo in either ULD form or loose 
form with other forwarder, and they will share the profit. 
3.5 Summary 
In short, if the forwarders can apply the techniques mentioned above, they can 
fully enjoy all the benefits bring along. Since the equalization scheme and the 
integration of agents roles are not worldwide applicable, we exclude them out so as 
to clearly identify the effect of general consolidation and integration. As shown in 
Table 14，if the forwarder still charges shipper $309589 for these processes, he/she 
can earn as much as $139000, which is about 45% of the charging price. Clearly as 
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shown in Figure 18，there are many rooms for forwarders to reduce their charging 
price and yet making a substantial amount of profit. 
Table 14. Total cost with various methods. 
Agents of Airline (20% 
Charging price discount, with integration 
Shipment (5% incentive) Normal Integration Consolidation and consolidation) 
1 $78,618.75 $74,875 $74,430 $48,799 
2 $202,384.35 $192,747 $191,525 $137,320 $111,454 -‘ 
3 $257,660.55 $245,391 $243,737 $185,412 $151,076 
4 $312,133.50 $297,270 $294,358 $207,852 $167,386 
Shipment costs under various scheme •Hi^ Charging price 
— u (5% incentive) 
$280,000 丨丨丨丨丨丨.丨丨丨•丨丨. \ 
Integration 
$240,000 ^ ^ 丨丨 
$200,000 — � 
-一丨 - ^ C o n s o l i d a t i o n 
$120,000 -^^― —— 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ " • •^Agen t s of Airline 
— (20% discount, 
- p " " " ^ 1 . integration and 
2 3 consolidation) 
S h i p m c n l 
Figure 18. A graph of shipping cost under various schemes 
With the above schemes, forwarders' cost is much lower. Therefore, 
forwarders can provide discount to their shippers in order to gain more business. For 
the above combination of shipments, even forwarder gives shippers 25% discount, 
their profit margin can still be as high as 25.4 %. When comparing Figure 19 with 
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Figure 19. Cost distribution to different parties with consolidation and integration 
Unfortunately, there is no well-established system or model to guide forwarders 
to apply the above practices. Current, most of them are based on their experience, 
limited information on hand to make the decision. Therefore they cannot fully 
maximize their profit most of the time. It is necessary to have a model to guide 
them. In the following sections, we will provide a model for shipment planning. 
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Chapter 4. A Mixed 0-1 LP Model of Air Cargo Logistics 
integration & consolidation 
4.1 Statement of the Problem 
Nowadays, enterprises commonly outsource their logistic processes. This 
make third party logistics (3PL) providers gain importance in the business world. 
Forwarders play a significant role in today's logistics industry. They are 
responsible to handle and ensure all the shipments are safely and timely transported 
from the shipper to the consignee. Being the agents of different shippers, the 
forwarders' job is not managing one shipment, but designing a plan for a set of 
shipments (jobs). This creates a complicated situation which requires forwarders to 
plan well. We call this a shipment plan (Figure 20). First, forwarders must 
identify what are the specific shipment processes required for each shipment. Then, 
they have to perform activities allocation: assigning the respective activities of each 
shipment to the respective logistics agents. Generally, there are 3 ways to allocate 
these activities: in house, alliance and sub-contract. In house means the forwarder 
oneself has the resources to handle some of the shipment process such as trucking. 
Alliance means forwarders are virtually teaming up as one company. They share 
the profit earn from transporting goods cooperatively. Sub-contract means 
assigning certain shipment process to the service agents based on their charging cost. 
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It is independent of the profit earned by the forwarder. 
Alliance 
B o 
B h . — o — i o 






— • Goods flow 
Figure 20. Shipment Plan 
During the planning of shipments, forwarders can try to make use two 
techniques to reduce their cost. If consecutive activities of a job are assigned to the 
same agent or an alliance agent, then a saving can be achieved - this is saving due to 
integration. Integrating two consecutive activities reduces setup cost and setup time. 
If activities of different jobs are consolidated into one and handled by a single agent, 
then a saving can be realized - this is saving due to consolidation. A substantial 
amount of cost saving and profit of forwarders are come from these two practices. 
Therefore, a decision making tool is necessary to help forwarders to make decision 
by applying these practices. 
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4.2 Literature Review 
In this paper, we model and optimize the air cargo shipment processes with 
consolidation and integration. Gupta and Bagchi (1987) studied the minimum 
cost-effective load for freight consolidation under a just-in-time procurement 
environment. Detailed issues regarding flight consolidation such as pick-up and 
delivery cost, handling, inventory and line haul costs were presented. Also, 
empirical data analysis was given to identify the cost difference between direct flight 
and consolidated flight. Hall (1987) studied the consolidation of three specific 
processes. They are inventory, vehicles and terminal consolidation. Specific set 
of formulas and simulations were presented for those processes. Pooley and 
Stenger (1992) raised the shipment consolidation concern from the shipper's point of 
view. Empirical study was given to study the factors such as network design issues, 
impact of order sizes and geographic distribution of customer demand. Later, Tyan, 
Wang and Du (2003) studied the various freight consolidation policies of 3PL with 
freight capacities and deliver deadline. Three consolidation policies were 
developed in this study and a mathematical programming model were developed. It 
is one of the few studies which focused on air freight consolidation, specific issue 
related to air cargo such as ULD was discussed. 
When most of the single consolidation issues had been discussed, researchers 
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began to formulate models and algorithms to optimize the multi-commodity flow 
problem. Popken (1994) presented an algorithm for the multi-attribute, 
multi-commodity flow problem with consolidation and inventory costs. Density 
and weight capacity calculations were presented in his research. Then Pirkul and 
Jayaraman (1998), Saym (2002)，presented model and methodologies for 
multi-commodity, multi-plant transportation problem. Sophisticated heuristic 
methodologies were presented for this kind of NP-complete problem. 
Next, as there were not many service providers able to take up a series of 
activities of a shipment, there were very few research related to the integration aspect. 
Until the existence of integrators, (e.g. UPS and FedEx), people begin to realize that 
a significant amount of cost and time can be saved via integration. This idea of 
managing both integration and consolidation was described by Leung, Hui and Wang 
(2003). They proposed a 0-1 LP model for integration and consolidation with cost 
minimization. 
However, for a shipment, not only cost matters. Especially for air cargo, 
which is time definite and high value, many other issues needed to take into 
consideration in the planning. Forwarders also concern the following things. First 
is whether the shipment will be delivered timely. Next, whether the shipment is 
free from high risk of loss and damage. Lastly, whether the capacity of the service 
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providers such as freight capacity exceeds. These issues were not considered in the 
model of Leung et al (2003). As result, we modify their model by adding in the 
constraints mentioned above. After including these resources constraints, our 
model is a mixed 0-1 integer program. 
In the following, we first present the basic model with a set of logical 
constraints, then we add in the resources constraints: capacity, cost, and time. After 
the new model is formed, we then discuss the solving procedure and methods. 
4.3 Objective Function 
In this model, we consider one forwarder who has a number of different jobs on 
hand to ship. In a single forwarder case, we assume that the forwarder aims to 
reduce cost with respect a set of constraints: delivery time, budget and capacity or 
resource of service providers. 
The objective is the minimization of the sum setup and processing cost of a set 
of jobs，which can be expressed as follows. 
M i n : I ^ Z J A . … - 1 > 丄 - Z / . ^ . ⑴ 
Where 
Xijk = 1, if zth agent is assigned to activity j of job k, 0 otherwise. 
ym = 1, if all activities in the mth. set are integrated, 0 otherwise; where each set 
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defines a series of consecutive activities. There are M such sets covering 
all possible combinations of integration, m=l, ...,M-
Zn= 1, if all similar activities in the nth set are consolidated, 0 otherwise; where 
each set defines a combination of similar activities. There are N such 
sets covering all possible combinations of consolidations, n=l, ...’N. 
Sijk= setup cost of activity j of job k if iih agent is assigned to the activity. 
ciijk = processing cost of activity j of job k if zth agent is assigned to the activity. 
Wm = setup cost savings due to integration of activities in set m. 
r„ = cost savings due to consolidation of activities in set n. 
4.4 Logical Constraints 
We also included the logical constraints presented in the model of Leung et al 
(2003). Below are the summary of those constraints. 
- A s s i g n m e n t of agents to activities 
S Xijk = 1 V 乂 k (2) 
—Integration of two or more consecutive activities 
ym^Xijk VXijk em, (3) 
—Consolidation of same activities 
Zn ^ Xijk V Xijk e n (4 ) 
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- L o g i c constraints for integration 
All the preliminary sets of integration given by the forwarder are 
divided into two groups {[Ji, Ui} where 77/ is the set of single integrations 
and r h the set of multiple integrations. 
L c .严 / ' _ , "’厂仏+ 1《少〜 (5 ) 
where 仏 equals to the total number of activities in integration ki. 
L r ， ; r … 1 ) 务 丄 （6) 
where ；rf c ；rf) means ；r?) is a proper subset of ；rf^ and L is a very 
large number. 
- L o g i c constraints for consolidation 
All preliminary sets of consolidations given by the forwarder are 
divided into two groups {Qi, where Dj is the set of single 
consolidations, and is the set of multiple consolidations. 
化 、 (7) 
where q: equals to the total number of jobs in consolidation juj 
(8) 
where / / f c 成、means is a proper subset of . 
Next, we add in important resources constraints: capacity, budget and time 
described as follows. 
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4.5 Resources Constraints 
The second set of constraints is the resource constraints. These constraints 
ensure that the consolidations do not exceed capacity constraints, the target cost of a 
particular job is not deviated and the shipment must be able to arrive in time. 
• Capacity Limit 
V V (9) 
where v/a： is the weight, V2k is the volume requirement of activity type (j,k) and 
Viij is the weight capacity, Viy is the volume capacity of agent i for j activity 
type. 
• Target Cost 
< hk \ / k (11) 
where is savings due to integration for job k’ is savings due 
to consolidation of activities (J’k\ and bk is the target cost of job k. 
• Target Completion Time 
T ^ t 诉 - d . y . + Tu-m ^ Tjk Vy. k (12) 
P r + P 2 + e „ z „ < T j , y j , k ( 13 ) 
P i ^ t i j k ^ n V y , / ^ ( 14 ) 
Vy k (15) 
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T j , < C , V y = v (16) 
(17) 
where % is the processing time for agent i to perform activity j of job k, dm is 
the time saving due to integration, is additional time due to consolidation. 
Tjk is the completion time after activity (j,k) of job k, and Q is the maximum 
completion time for job k p^  and pj are positive numbers to ensure the 
time synchronization of current task and immediate previous task. Mis a big 
number and v is the number of activity for job k. 
4.6 The Model 
M i n : £ Z y Z . i'ijk + aijk)hjk — IL^^.y. - 仏 
Z/^yjt = 1 Vy, k 
ym^Xijk VXi jk em, 
Zn^Xijk ‘ V Xijk 
丨 ” � r 丨 等 > > )丄 
S (1 — )L 
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z � A 叫 
Hi Z y K - * -T.'^.y'n ^ bk V众 
严ijkhjk — d^ym + ^ Tjk y j , k 
Px+Pl+^n^n^Tj, y j , k • 
Pi ^hjk^n Vy, A: 
Tj,<C, \/J=v 
To,=0 
Xijk, ym„ Zn G {0,1} and 7 ^ > 0 
4.7 Properties of the Model 
The model is a mixed linear 0-1 program. Different from the model of Leung 
et al. (2003), we include time, capacity and budget constraints in our model. These 
constraints complicate our model and make it difficult to solve using some generic 
optimization models. We also caimot solve the model using the heuristic method 
and branch-and-bound method developed in Leung et al. (2003) which do not able to 
handle the additional resources constraints. In addition, their computation times 
increase exponentially as the program size getting big. As part of the model has 
similar characteristics to the fixed charge model, as described by Nemhauser (1988)， 
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it is an NP-hard problem. It is known that NP- hard problem is difficult to be 
solved using simple established methods. Therefore, we need to find out a new 
way to solve this model. In our study, we choose to use Tabu search as the solving 
technique. 
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Chapter 5. Solution Process 
In this chapter, we first present the overall solution procedure which the core 
part is a Tabu search. Then, we explain the reasons of selecting Tabu search. 
With the basic idea of it, we use a simple example to illustrate the effectiveness of 
this approach. Finally, we build a Java-based system according to this" solution 
procedure and compare the result obtained with the LP solutions. 
The solution process flow is presented in Figure 21. We first use a quick 
method to find an initial solution. Then we use Tabu search to resolve it. The 
stopping criteria are: either the total number of iterations is finished or it has attained 
a certain satisfaction level with respect to the linear programming result. 
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Input data ^^^ 
] r 
Use LP to solve the model. Let the value of 
objective function be fip. 
\ r 
Use Greedy search to find the initial solution. 
T r 
Let the value of objective function is fts. “ 
Iteration k = 0 
^ r 
Iteration k increase by 1. Use Tabu Search to 
p. solve the model. Calculate fts for current iteration. 
No 
i Yes 
Output the result < 
y[ 
( S t o p ) 
Figure 21. Solution Procedure 
5.1 Tabu Search 
For the above solution process, a Tabu based local search heuristic method is 
developed to solve the model problem. Tabu search was presented in 1980s. 
According to Glover (1990), the main characteristic of Tabu search is its memory 
structures. There are four dimensions in the memory structures. The first one is 
quality which differentiates the merit of solutions visited during the search. The 
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second one is recency which keeps track of solutions attributes that have changed 
during the recent past. The third one is frequency which keeps track of the 
attributes occurrences in good solutions, Tabu list etc. The last one is influence 
which considers the impact of the choices made during the search, not only quality 
but also on structure. With these dimensions, Tabu search incorporates two 
strategies. Adaptive memory analyzes current alternatives in relation to previous 
good solutions. Responsive exploration identifies that bad strategic choice can 
yield more information than a good random choice. In its short-term mode, the 
search process attempts to avoid local optimum by further exploring the 
neighborhood of a local optimal solution. In particular, the search history 
incorporated in the process, certain attributes of recently visited solution areas are 
considered as "Tabu". Further moves containing these elements in the Tabu list are 
excluded. The Tabu mechanism prevents moves leading back to these solutions in 
a number of next iterations determined by a given Tabu list size. 
Many researchers, Wesley and Laguna (1993)，Lokketangen and Glover (1998)， 
found that Tabu search effective in solving the mixed integer programming. In 
addition, Costamagna, Fanni, and Giacinto (1998) performed a comparison analysis 
on Tabu search with other heuristic programs: genetic algorithm and simulated 
annealing. Tabu search had generally good performance in the aspect of 
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computational time comparing to heuristic algorithm, genetic algorithm and 
annealing algorithm. As the model will be implemented in a web-based 
environment in future, short computation time is a must to satisfy the need of online 
users. In 1997，Glover and Manuel (1997) gave a detailed description on how to 
improve the performance in Tabu search with various techniques such as short term 
memory, long term memory and dynamic Tabu tenure. These techniques are used 
to further improve our model in the future. 
Furthermore, we must understand the appropriateness of its concepts related to 
our specific model. As mentioned above, the current way for forwarders to make 
plan is based on their experience, most of the time they can only see immediate 
benefit generated by certain low cost agent. That means they cannot see the real 
optimum solution which attains greatest saving not from assigning to the lowest cost 
agents, but biggest number of integrations and consolidations. With the Tabu 
search mechanism, it can escape from the local optimum seen by the forwarders and 
proceed to the global optimum. Next, as the model itself is an NP- hard problem, 
an efficient method is critical to meet the needs of time-definite air cargo industry. 
Tabu search, with relatively short computation time among all the integer 
programming approaches, is thus selected. Lastly, when we consider ways for 
improving our model which are depicted in chapter 6, Tabu search's capability is 
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ready for these new requirements such as solving non-linear program and preparing 
solution sets for sensitivity analysis. 
5.2 Tabu Search Algorithm 
With the general understanding of the whole solution procedure, we will now 
present the core steps of this solution procedure in detail. 
Step 1. Variables initialization. 
Initialize variables to store all the data, with all Xijk set to 0. 
Step 2. Tabu Search preparations. 
a. Calculate and initialize the Tabu List size based on the problem size 
b. Initialize a variable "Maxit" to store maximum iterations number. 
Step 3. Find a starting solution. 
Perform any kind of quick methods (e.g. Greedy search) to find an initial 
solution for to start the iterations. Assign the respective Xijk = 1 
Step 4. Calculate the Total Cost fts. 
fts is calculated by considering the constraints and saving from consolidation 
and integration. Constraints violation is handled by adding punishment cost 
t o ^ . 
Step 5. Create a candidate list of moves. 
For each assigned activity, calculate the total cost by assigning certain 
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activity to two neighbor agents instead of the assigned agent. 
Step 6. Choose the best admissible candidate. 
Compare all the alternative costs and choose the smallest among all these 
alternative costs. If the selected dropping node is in the Tabu list, check its 
aspiration criteria. Replace the original solution X by setting the new 
setting the new selected Xi'j'k, 二 1, the old X^ k = 0. 
Step 7. Update the Tabu list. 
Add the newly added node into the Tabu list by pushing those nodes already 
in the Tabu list to the back. The last node in the Tabu list is dropped out if it 
exceeds the Tabu list size. 
Step 8. Update the best cost and solution if applicable. 
Step 9. Check against the stopping criteria. 
Check whether the solution satisfaction level and iteration number has 
reached. If yes，present the final best cost and solution stored. If not, 
increase iteration by one, go back to step 5. 
Next, we will illustrate this solution procedure with a simple example. 
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5.3 Illustrative Example 
In this section, we provide an illustrative example. Assume there are 3 jobs, 
each being at most 3 activities. For each activity there are at most 3 agents capable 
to perform the activity. All the information about the jobs and the agents are shown 
in Table 15，16 and 17. The symbol '*' denotes that it is not available or not 
applicable. 
Table 15. Basic activity costs, times and resource requirements 
Activityl Activity 2 A c t i v i t y 3 Complet ion Time 
Limit 
(cost, time, resource) 
" j ^ Agent 1 一 10,4,8 34，3，15 23,8,16 15 
Agent 2 Not available 36, 7,15 24, 4, 16 
Agent 3 ~l<ot available “ 33.5, 15 — 22，3，16 
Agent 1 一 1 5 ’ 5’ 12 25,5，17 34’ 4’ 20 17 
Agent 2 Not available 27, 8, 17 32, 7, 20 
Agent 3 一 12, 5’ 12 Not available 33’ 6，20 
• j ^ Agent 1 —Not applicable 45 ,5 ,24 50,5 ,25 10 
Agent 2 Not applicable 47, 3, 24 52, 7, 24 
Agent 3 Not applicable 44，7，24~~ 54, 4，23 
Capacity Agent 1 30 78 100 
L i m i t Agent 2 Not available ^ 50 
Agent 3 15 50 | 70 
Table 16. Cost and time savings for integrations 
Activities 1 & 2 Activities 2 & 3 Activities 1，2 & 3 
(cost saving, time saving) 
Job 1 Agent 1 ^ ^ M 
Agent 2 Not applicable Not applicable 
Agent 3 Not 叩plicable ^ Not applicable 
Job 2 Agent 1 • 2 ,3 ^ M 
Agent 2 Not applicable Not applicable 
Agent 3 2,3 一 ^ 
Job 3 Agent 1 Not applicable 2 ,4 Not applicable 
Agent 2 Not applicable — M Not applicable 
Agent 3 No ta^Ucab le 1 ,1 Not applicable 
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Table 17. Cost savings for consolidations 
J o b s l & 2 I Jobs 2& 3 | Jobs 1& 3 I Jobs 1，2 & 3 
‘ (cost saving) 
Activ i ty 1 Agent 1 1 Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 
Agent 2 Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 
Agent 3 Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable Not applicable 
Act iv i ty 2 Agent 1 1 2 2 ^ 
Agent 2 3 4 1 6 
Agent 3 Not applicable Not applicable 2 1 
Act iv i ty 3 Agent 1 2 2 I 4 
Agent 2 1 1 2 3 
Agents I 3 I 3 I 1 I 4 
Following the algorithm described above, the initial solution is as follows 
and the cost is 228. 
Activity assignment (馬；0 111 321 331 312 122 232 323 133 
Cost 10 33 22 12 25 32 44 50 
Here, both activities 2 and 3 of job 1 are assigned to agent 3. There are 2 units 
of cost saving and 3 units of time saving due to integrations. Next, since activity 2 
of job 1 and 3 are assigned to agent 3，2 units of cost saving due to consolidations. 
But the processing time of job I's activity increase from 5 to 7 regardless there is 
time saving due to integration. On the other hand, as time constraint of job 3 is 
violated, we add 1000 penalty to the total cost. The total cost is 228-2-2 + 1 time 
violation (job 3))* 1000 which equals to 1224. The best cost is also set to 1224 
initially. 
Iteration Number 1 
The length of the Tabu Queue is set to be 4. We find out all the neighboring 
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solutions of the current solution, i.e., if the activity was originally assigned agent 2， 
we calculate the cost by assigning it to either agent 1 or 3. The neighboring 
solutions of the current solution are: 
Add Drop New Cost 
211 111 2214 
221 321 1231 
231 331 1230 
212 312 2215 
222 122 1230 
132 232 1230 
332 232 1229 
223 323 229 
233 133 1229 
Activity assignment (^vt) HI 321 331 312 122 232 223 133 
Cost 10 33 22 12 25 32 47 50 
The cost is now 229 and best cost is updated to 229 also. For this solution, 
there is no consolidation. In job 1, with the integration of activities 2 and 3, there is 
a time saving of 2 units. Next, node 323 is dropped and put into the Tabu Queue. 
It must wait for 4 iterations before it is eligible for consideration. The Tabu Queue 
after iteration 1 is: (323，—, —, __) 
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Iteration Number 2 
The neighboring solutions in iteration 2 are: 
Add Drop New Cost 
211 111 1219 
212 321 234 
231 331 232 
212 312 1217 
222 122 1224 
132 232 231 
332 232 227 
123 223 225 
323 223 1226 
233 133 1227 
Again, both the cost and best cost are updated to 225. The solution after 
iteration 2 is: 
Activity assignment HI 321 331 312 122 232 123 133 
Cost 10 33 24 12 25 32 45 50 
For this solution, there are 2 sets of integrations: 321 and 331; 123 and 133, 
with no constraint violation. Node 223 is dropped and added into the Tabu Queue. 
The Tabu queue is (323，223，—，�• 
Iteration Number 3 
The neighbor solutions in iteration 3 are: 
Add Drop New Cost 
211 . I l l 1215 
221 321 230 
231 331 228 
212 312 1213 
222 122 1227 
132 232 221 
332 232 225 
223 123 229 
233 133 1228 
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The cost is 221 and the best cost is also 221. The solution after iteration 3 is: 
Activity assignment {Xyk) 111 321 331 312 122 132 123 133 
Cost 10 33 24 12 25 34 45 50 
In this solution, there are 3 sets of integrations (321 and 331，122 and 132, 123 
and 133) and 2 sets of consolidations (122 and 123，132 and 133). Node 232 is 
dropped and added into the Tabu Queue. The Tabu queue is (323，223’ 232，_). 
Iteration Number 4 
The neighbor solutions in iteration 4 are: 
Add Drop New Cost 
211 111 1211 
221 321 226 
231 331 225 
212 312 1209 
22 2 122 230 
I 232 132 225 | ^ 
223 123 226 
233 133 1226 
The cost is now 225 and the best cost is kept 221. The solution after iteration 4 is: 
Activity assignment (Xyk) 111 321 231 312 122 132 123 133 
cost 10 33 24 12 25 34 45 50 
We choose 231 as the adding node since the node 232 is still in the Tabu Queue, 
and the solution result is not better than the best result so far. This means it does 
not fulfill the aspiration criteria and thus it cannot be added into the solution. As 
result, node 331 is dropped and added into the Tabu Queue. The Tabu queue 
becomes (323,223,232，331). 
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Iteration Number 5 
After 5 iterations, the neighboring solutions are: 
Add Drop New Cost 
211 111 1215 
221 321 227 
131 'm 1224 
331 231 221 I ^ 7 Tabu 
212 312 1213 / 
111 m 234 / 
232 132 227 | , 
223 123 231 
233 133 1226 
Nodes 331 and 232 are still in the Tabu Queue, and they do not fulfill the 
aspiration criteria. We choose the other best result with the cost of 227 instead. 
Now, the cost is 227 (no constraints violation) and best cost is 221 (with no update in 
best cost). The solution is: 
Activity assignment (J^O HI 221 231 312 122 132 123 133 
Cost 10 36 22 12 25 33 45 50 
After 5 iterations, the best result is 221. To test whether this is a local 
optimum or a global optimum, Tabu search started to search for other good solutions 
from iteration 4. With this adaptive memory and responsive exploration, it can 
quickly get close to the optimum solution and escape from the local optimum. 
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5.4 Implementation and Results 
Based on the solution procedure and algorithm mentioned 5.2, we implement it 
as an application written in Java language. The following is a summary of the Tabu 
search and LP results with various job, activity and agent sizes. The system is 
running on a Pentium IV IG Hz personal computer. The computational time and 
performance against linear programming are presented to show how good this Tabu 
search method is. Here, we use a 3-dimensional matrix to represent job, activity 
and agent. Each matrix is programmed to have 60% completion. For example, if 
a job has 5 activities, on average there are about 3 agents able to perform each 
activity. Table 18 to Table 20 show the results for various problem sizes. The 
detailed simulation results are shown in the appendix Table Al. As we can see 
from Table 18，for small size problems, most of the time LP can find feasible 
solutions. Also, the Tabu search results are very close to LP results. In Table 19, 
we can see that as the problem size is greater than 5 x 5 x 5, the result found by LP is 
no more infeasible. This means the assignments are not 0 or 1 integer, but fractions. 
In addition, though Tabu search able to find feasible results, the results are getting 
further from the LP results. However, it does not mean that the Tabu search 
performance becomes poorer as the problem size is getting bigger. It only means 
that the LP results are further away from the realistic integer solution. This can be 
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proved by the following extension Section 6.1. Though we use different approach 
as the initial solution for Tabu search, the improvement is very little. Table 20 
shows the results of large problem size. We can see that even for problem size as 
big as 10 X 10 X 10，the computation time of Tabu search is only about 20 seconds 
which is acceptable in an online environment. In short, the performance of Tabu 
search is generally promising to generate good solutions. Next, we will find ways 
to improve the current approach hoping to attain even better solution. 
Table 18. Simulation results of Tabu search for small problem size 
Problem size LP result Tabu search result Computation time 
(job X act X agt) (Feasible / infeasible) VS LP result (sec) 
3 x 3 x 3 feasible 100.0% 0.173 
3 x 4 x 4 feasible 100.0% 0.66 
3 x 6 x 5 feasible 97.7% 0.7 
4 x 4 x 4 feasible or infeasible 99.4% 0.53 
Table 19. Simulation results of Tabu search for medium problem size 
Problem size LP result Tabu search result Computation time 
(job X act X agt) (Feasible / infeasible) VS LP result (sec) 
4 x 7 x 8 infeasible 98.0% 3 
5 x 5 x 3 ‘ feasible 99.9% 1.4 
5 x 5 x 5 feasible or infeasible 98.2% 1.6 
5 x 5 x 6 infeasible 96.6% 1.6 
5 x 3 x 6 infeasible 81.8% 0.7 
5 x 6 x 5 infeasible 95.8% 2.2 
7 x 4 x 4 infeasible 82.9% 2.2 
6 x 6 x 5 infeasible 89.7% 3.9 
5 x 6 x 6 infeasible 98.1% 2.9 
6 x 6 x 6 infeasible 86.4% 2.9 
6 x 7 x 6 infeasible 96.4% 4.4 
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6 x 6 x 7 infeasible 87.8% 3.2 
6 x 7 x 7 infeasible 94.4% 4.2 
7 x 4 x 8 infeasible 63.4% 2.2 
7 x 6 x 6 infeasible 76.2% 5.1 
7 x 7 x 7 infeasible 74.4% 6.3 
Table 20. Simulation results of Tabu search for large problem size 
Problem size LP result Tabu search result Computation 
(job X act X agt) (Feasible / infeasible) VS LP result time (sec) 
7 x 7 x 8 infeasible 58.6% 5.5 
7 x 8 x 7 infeasible 76.9% 8.2 
7 x 8 x 8 infeasible 69.5% 9.5 
8 x 7 x 7 infeasible 40.5% 9 
8 x 3 x 6 infeasible 86.5% 2.3 
8 x 8 x 8 infeasible 78.1% 9.3 
8 x 4 x 5 infeasible 60.7% 2.9 
8 x 9 x 3 infeasible 71.7% 16.5 
6 x 9 x 8 infeasible 87.1% 7.6 
9 x 4 x 5 infeasible 64.8% 4.1 
9 x 7 x 3 infeasible 75.6% 21 
9 x 3 x 7 infeasible 22.4% 1.9 
9 x 9 x 9 infeasible 37.2% 21 
10 X10 X10 infeasible 97.2% 20 
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Chapter 6. Extensions 
Our extensions consist of four aspects. First, we use different approaches as 
the initial solution so as improve the solution found by Tabu search. Next, we hope 
to increase the completeness of the model by introduce the risk factor. This makes 
the model become non-linear, but Tabu search is able to solve it. Then, we improve 
the consolidation accuracy by introducing the inventory cost due to extra time 
needed for consolidation. Lastly, we propose a two phase method to extend the 
usefulness of current model. 
6.1 Different approaches as the initial solution 
In Leung et. al (2003)，they solved their modified model with incremental cost 
by finding the LP solution first. Then, they feed the fractional result into a heuristic 
model aiming to find the integer solution. In our model, we do not need to use 
incremental cost. Next, with the additional sets of resources constraints, we choose 
Tabu search. Yet, instead of using greedy search as the initial solution, we also 
interest in knowing how much improvement will be made if we incorporate other 
approaches as the initial solution. As a result, we use the heuristic method 
described in Leung et al. (2003) as the way to find the initial solution. Table 21 
shows some of the comparisons of original performance and new performance. 
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Detailed simulation results can be found in Appendix Table A1. From Table 21, we 
can see that using heuristic search as initial solution, the performance of all the 
results increased by 0 to 2.5 %. However, the computation time increases 
exponentially. For the problem size of 10 x 10 x 10, the computation time jumps 
from 20 seconds to 13 hours. In addition, we also realize that when the LP results 
are far from the integer solutions, heuristic search takes much longer time to locate 
the integer solutions. In conclusion, we have to consider the tradeoffs of 
computation time and performance while applying different approaches. 
Table 21. Comparisons in results by using greedy search and heuristic search as initial 
solution 
Computation 
LP Results Tabu search Tabu search 
Problem size Computation time (sec) 
Feasible / result (G) VS LP result (H) VS 
(job X act X agt) time (sec) (Heuristic+ 
infeasible result LP result 
Tabu Search) 
3 x 3 x 3 feasible 100.0% 0.125 100.0% 1.5 
feasible/ 
4 x 4 x 4 99.2% 0.53 99.9% 2.2 
infeasible 
feasible/ 
5 x 5 x 5 98.2% 1.6 98.7% 13.7 
infeasible 
5 x 5 x 6 infeasible 96.6% 1.6 97.8% 36 
5 x 6 x 5 infeasible 95.8% 2.2 97.5% 7.6 
6 x 6 x 6 infeasible 86.4% 2.9 87.5% 231.4 
V 
7 x 4 x 8 infeasible 63.4% 2.2 65.2% 562 
7 x 6 x 6 infeasible 76.2% 5.1 78.4% 664.8 
7 x 7 x 7 infeasible 74.4% 6.3 75.9% 2657 
8 x 7 x 7 infeasible 40.5% 9 41.8% 7641 
8 x 8 x 8 infeasible 78.1% 5 79.0% 7204 
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8 x 9 x 3 infeasible 71.7% 16.5 72.3% 3389 
9 x 4 x 5 infeasible 64.8% 4.1 65.8% 746.4 
9 x 7 x 3 infeasible 75.6% 21 76.1% 2853 
9 x 9 x 9 infeasible 37.2% 21 38.3% 51358 
1 0 x 1 0 x 1 0 infeasible 97.2% 20 99.8% 47850 
6.2 Risk or Reliability Limit 
As stated in section 4.2，risk and reliability issue is also one main issue that 
forwarders are considering during the planning. The formula of this constraint is 
depicted as follows: 
( n 人 y k ( 1 7 ) 
where y yk ： Successful probability (reliability) for agent i to perform job k's 
yth acitivity. Et Minimum reliability limit for job k. f^. is successful rate for 
transfer activity from a g e n t � t o agent ， a r e the set of activities that no 
integration take place, g" is successful rate for consolidating «th set of activities 
which involve activities in Ath job. /„ is the nth set of activities which represent 
activities being consolidated in Mi job. 
However, we cannot add this constraint into our model as it is a nonlinear 
constraint. Otherwise, we cannot solve it using the mixed 0-1 LP method. 
Despite that, we can include this constraint into the Tabu search algorithm since 
there is no linearity issue in it. This improves our model by adding the ability to 
handle the risk factor. 
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In the following example, we will show how the risk factor plays a role in the 
solution. Here, we choose a case while there are 4 jobs with each has 4 activities. 
Currently, there are 4 agents available in handling some of the activities (* means not 
available) as depicted in Table 22. Table 23 shows the time taken for each agent to 
perform the specific activity and the maximum allowed time for completing each 
job. 
Table 22. Four jobs' information 
Cost 迄二，agt2，agt Volume Weight Budget 
(MT^ * 1800 20 
J o b l (3500,*,3481,*) (3701,2073,*,*)、o,、 ’， ， (3050,3180’*，*) 1063 855 12000 
M 
Job 2 (2399,*,*,2591) (2671,•,2534,*) ( • , 2640 ,2700 , * )(魏2950 ,3666 ^^^ gOO 12000 
Job 3 (2746,1645，*，*) (3391,•,3500,*) (•,•,2450,1967) (2165,1523,*,*) 500 750 9144 
Job 4 (*,1401,1700,*) (3005,*,3358,*) (*,2834,*,1912) (*,*,1801,2755) 946 652 10308 
“ ""((9128,1509,484 ((1617,3993,108 ((3162,3729,937 ((3921，7169,739 
Pacity|5’1604)) 丨5,*)) |3，1050)) |3,4428)) 
Table 23. Agent's service time 
Time 卜人 1，〜g尸， 
agt 3,agt4 
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 Max Time 
Job 1 (7’*’8，*) (4，8’*，*) ^ , 4 ) (8,6,*,*) 30 
Job 2 (5,*，*，6) (6，*，8，*) & ， * ) (8,6,5,6) 26 
Job 3 (6，4，*，*) (6，*’5，*) ^ , 6 ) (4,6,*,*) 25 
Job 4 |(*，4’5，*) |(6，*，6，*) |(*，4，*，6) |(*’*’6，4) 22 
We first perform the solution process and find out the result which is shown in 
Table 24. 
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Table 24. Original Assignment Result 
Job Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 Time Taken 
1 3 2 1 1 28 
2 1 3 3 2 26 
3 ^ 2 1 4 2 22 
4 2 1 4 3 22 
The total cost is $34777. Then we add in the reliability constraint with the 
information shown in Table 25. 
Table 25. Agent's reliability level 
l l ime | A g 人 I f ’ 
agt 3，agt4 
Iv^in 
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 reliability 
Job 1 (0.9,*,0.8,*) (0.8,0.85,•,•) (0.9,*,0.8,0.9) (0.75,0.9,*,*) 0.35 
Job 2 (0.8,*,*,0.75) (0.9,*,0.75,*) (*,0.85,0.8,*) (0.96,0.92,0.8,0.9) 0.35 
Job 3 (0.95,0.76,*,*) (0.8,*,0.85,*) (*,•,0.9,0.85) (0.9,0.95,*,*) 0.4 
Job 4 (*,0.7,0.85,*) (0.76,•,0.85,*) (•,0.85,*,0.8) (*,*,0.8,0.95) 0.3 
In order to simplify our example, we assume ，the successful rate for transfer 
activity from agent to agent is 0.97. While g"，successful rate for 
consolidating «th set of activities, is 0.95. As depicted by the results shown in 
Table 26, with the reliability constraint, more integrations will be encouraged for 
shipment which requires high reliability level. For jobs 2, 3 and 4, there are 
changes in the activity assignments so as to let agents 2, 3 and 4 have the chance to 
perform integration. However, the decrease in number of consolidations increases 
the total cost to $36905. 
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Table 26. Assignment Result with reliability factor 
Job Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 Time Taken Reliability 
~ ~ i 3 2 1 1 28 0.41 
2 1 3 2 2 26 0.42 
_ _ - ； 1 3 2 ^ 0.50 
^ 4 2 1 4 4 22 0.36 
From the above example, we can conclude that reliability is playing a very 
important role in the shipment assignment process. The example we used only 
consists of four activities for each job, but the reliability level is already considerably 
low. Thus, if more activities are involved in the shipment, more integration will be 
encouraged over consolidation. 
6.3 Consolidation with inventory penalty 
In the previous solution process, we did not include the inventory cost due to the 
time increase for waiting consolidation. In this section, we include a fixed 
inventory rate F (1kg of goods store for 1 unit of time). In the following example, 
we set F as $0.5. With this modification, there are slight changes to the solution 
found. As shown in Table 27，one of the assignments changes and the total cost 
increases slightly to $35704. This is because the inventory penalty triggers the 
budget constraint violation of the original solution. Therefore, some of the 
assignments have to change in order to satisfy the budget constraint. 
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Table 27. Assignment Result with inventory penalty due to consolidation 
Activity 1 Activity 2 Activity 3 Activity 4 Time Taken 
Job 1 3 2 1 1 28 
Job 2 1 3 3 2 24 
Job 3 2 1 3 2 21 
Job 4 2 1 4 3 22 
In short, given the inventory penalty is not big, its effect on shipment activities' 
assignment is insignificant. 
6.4 Two Phase Method 
In current approach, the solutions are based on cost minimization. However, 
forwarders may put time or risk factor as the most important factor during their 
design. In order to cater for these diversified needs in planning, forwarders may 
use a two phase method to solve the shipment planning problem. As shown in 
Figure 28，we first find a solution by Tabu search in phase 1. Together with a set of 
good alternative solutions found, we ask the forwarder to give score or rate priority 
on the time, risk and cost factors. With their choices, we help them to select the 
best solution among these solutions. If the forwarder does not satisfy with the 
solution, we proceed to the sensitivity analysis approach. Then we fit in the 
V 
updated constraints value into the Tabu search again. This whole process will stop 




A set of alternatives found by the Tabu search 
(i.e. 10 best costs found) 
，r 
/ Priority Rating^]^^ 
^ r 
Time Risk Cost 
No ^ ^ ^ ： ^ 
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Yes T 
i 4 _ 
/ Final Solution / Trade off or Relax 
— / Capacity, Cost, Time, Risk 
Figure 22. Two Phase method 
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Chapter 7. Sensitivity Analysis 
With our current model and implementation, we are able to perform initial study 
on how the relation on the current budget, time and capacity factors. We also can 
identify how integration and consolidation play a role in the solution. With this 
information, we can identify the tradeoffs relationship and relaxation rules in the 
future. These give guidance forwarders in managing jobs and resources, meeting 
delivery time and collaborating with other alliances or sub-contract agents. 
In the following analysis, we use a four jobs example with the information shown 
in Table 22. We make comparisons in the following aspects: delivery time, 
charging price and cost and resources allocations. In addition, we also present the 
application of the solutions found by Tabu search. 
7.1 Delivery time 
In this section, we analyze how the delivery time affects shipping cost. With 
this analysis, forwarder can see the fixed window and movable window. Fixed 
window represents the corresponding period of time that forwarders must perform 
certain activity. Movable window shows the slack time left for forwarders to 
flexibly manage their activities. After knowing these windows, forwarders can 
judge whether accepting more jobs into the current shipment plan. We achieve this 
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by varying the maximum completion time of each job. From the results we 
obtained, some jobs' completion times are very rigid that a slight reduction will 
cause time constraint violation, like jobs 1 and 4. While for jobs 2 and 3，they have 
a range of time limit. 
Table 28. Job 2 result by varying maximum time 
Job Time Max Time Actual Cost Overall cost Remark 
2 28 32 9050 34674 
2 28 30 9050 34674 
2 28 28 9050 34674 
2 24 26 9949 35629 
2 24 24 9949 35629 
2 21 23 10139 36960 
2 21 21 10139 36960 
2 28 20 9050 534674 (Job 2 time 
constraint) 
Job 2 cost V S t ime 
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Time 
I Actual cost VS max time budget VS max time Actual cost VS actual time 
Figure 23 Job 2 cost VS time 
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From Table 28 and Figure 23, we can see that there are 4 units of movable 
window (difference between actual time and max time) for job 2 initially. Thus, as 
the max time reduces from 32 to 28，there is no change to the solution as the time is 
not the binding constraint. However, as movable window is decreasing to zero, 
forwarder can no longer consolidate the shipments while not violating the current 
time requirement on job 2. 
Once the max time is set to 26，the current solution is no longer feasible. In 
order to fulfill the new time requirement, the system has to give up some 
consolidations which cause time penalty. As a result, with fewer consolidations, 
the job cost increases. On the other hand, with different assignment, we can see 
that there are 2 units of movable window. This means forwarder is able to 
consolidate other shipments into the current plan while meeting this new delivery 
time requirement. 
Until certain point, further reducing the consolidations can no longer fulfill the 
tight time requirement. Then the system, instead of choosing agent with the lowest 
cost, chooses agent with short completion time or agents who are able to integrate 
« few activities. As a result, the job cost continues to increase as the time limit 
decreases. For each unit of reduction in delivery time, there are always some 
movable windows to guide forwarder to consolidate other potential jobs. Finally, 
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21 is the minimum time job 2 can attain with the current set of available agents. 
This means, in order to further decrease delivery time of job 2, either new agent must 
be assigned, or job 2 has to be taken out from the current shipment plan and assign to 
the alliances. 
Table 29. Job 3 result by varying time 
Job Time Max Time Cost Overall cost Remark 
3 21 29 8106 35629 
3 21 27 8106 35629 
3 21 25 8106 35629 
3 20 20 8351 36066 
3 19 19 8901 36474 
3 18 18 8901 36804 
3 21 17 8106 535629 (Job 3 time constraint) 
Job 3 Cost VS Time 
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Figure 24 Job 3 Cost VS Time 
. As shown in Table 29 and Figure 24, the movable window of job 3 is zero once 
the maximum time is reduced to 20. This gives forwarders ideas that some of jobs' 
completion time can be very rigid (fixed window is big) that slight time decrement 
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can increase total cost. Therefore, special attention must be paid to this kind of 
shipments as they are very sensitive to the delivery time factor. 
7. 2 Charging price and cost 
Next, we also interest in knowing how forwarders would quote price to shippers. 
In order to do this, forwarders must know the current cost for each job and the 
corresponding delivery time. Then forwarders are able to fulfill shippers' requests 
such as discount, early delivery time. We perform the analysis by varying the 
budget of each job step by step and observe the changes in actual completion time 
and actual cost. 
For job 1 and 2，we can see gradual changes to both the actual completion time 
and total cost. Yet, the completion time of job 1 and job 2 changes differently with 
respect to the budget. While for jobs 3 and 4，as shown by Table 30，there is not 
much room for budget reduction as it will violate other constraints. If we assume 
the integration saving is relatively less then the consolidation saving, decreasing the 
budget constraint may force more consolidations happen. This results in longer 
completion time which violates the time constraint. More consolidation also leads 
m 
to the capacity constraint violation. Therefore, the current budget is the minimum 
budget unless other binding constraints are relaxed. For job 3，unless the shipper 
accepts later arrival time, forwarder cannot further reduce the charging price beyond 
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8106. For job 4，cheaper agents have to be found in order to fulfill the budget 
reduction. 
Table 30. Job 3 and 4 results by varying budget 
Job Budget Cost Total Time Total cost Remark 
3 9144 8106 21 35629 
3 8100 7954 24 534914 (job 2 time constraint violation) 
3 7950 7671 22 535103 (volume constratint act 3 agt:4) 
3 7650 8106 21 535629 (job 3 budget constraint) 
4 10308 7677 22 35629 
4 7650 7485 22 535103 (volume constraint act 3 agt:4) 
4 7450 7677 22 535629 (Job 4 budget constraint) 
Table 31. Job 1 result by varying budget 
Job Budget Cost Total Time Total cost Remark 
1 12000 10089 28 35629 
1 11000 10089 28 35629 
1 10000 9808 28 35672 
1 9800 9784 29 35914 
1 9700 9479 30 534674 (Job 2 time constraint violation) 
1 9600 9479 30 534674 
1 9500 9479 30 534674 
1 9400 9784 29 535629 (Job 1 budget violation) 
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Figure 25 Job 1 Time VS Budget 
As shown in Table 31 and Figure 25，the actual time is inversely proportional to 
the budget. At first, as the budget constraint is not binding, decreasing the budget 
limit does not change the solution found. The actual cost of the job keeps at 
$10089 until the budget limit decreases to $10000. At this point, the budget 
constraint makes the current solution infeasible. It forces the system to find another 
set of solution. It turns out that the new job cost is $9808 while the actual time 
remains unchanged. This may due to the following situations. First, for a 
particular activity in job 1，instead of choosing an agent which results in more 
consolidations so as to lower the overall total cost of 4 jobs, the agent with the 
m 
cheapest cost is chosen. This results in fewer consolidations, but the completion 
time of the particular job remains unchanged. Second, the system selects another 
set of integration and consolidation which minimizes the cost of job 1 regardless 
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whether the cost increases in other jobs. The different combination of integration 
and consolidation may result in the same required time. We will depict this 
situation in job 2. 
Next, as the budget further decreases to $9800，it makes the current solution 
infeasible again. In this case, the system should have searched all the lowest cost 
activity described above, but still cannot attain the budget limit. Then, the system 
has to force more consolidations. Therefore, the actual time increases. At the 
same time, the consolidated activities involved in other jobs are not the best choices. 
Therefore, the consolidation saving cannot compensate the total cost increased by 
assigning different agents. The total cost of 4 jobs increases. When the budget 
further decreases until $9700, though the system managed to find out the solution 
with the job cost equals to $9479, the increased number of consolidations violates 
job 2's time constraint. This result is valid until the budget reduced to $9400 where 
the job 1 budget constraint itself is violated which goes back to the situation of jobs 
3 and 4. 
0. 
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Table 32. Job 2 result by varying budget 
Job Budget Cost Total Time Total cost Remark 
2 12000 9757 24 35629 
2 11000 9757 24 35629 
2 10000 9757 24 35629 
2 9700 9538 26 35640 
2 9500 9058 23 36083 
2 9300 9058 23 36083 
2 9050 9050 28 534674 (job 2 time constraint violation) 
2 9000 9757 24 535629 (Job 2 budget violation) 
Job 2 Time VS Budget 
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Figure 26 Job 2 Time VS Budget 
As shown in Table 32 and Figure 26, job 2's result fluctuates. Similar to job 1， 
at the beginning, since the budget is not the binding constraint, reducing budget limit 
has no effect on the solution. When the budget constraint reduces to $9700, the 
ft-
actual cost decreases while the time increases. This is because the $9700 budget 
constraint makes the previous solution infeasible. The system begins to search 
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activities with more consolidations so as to fulfill the constraint requirement. 
However, when the budget decreases further to $9500, the cost drops to $9058 and 
the time also drops to 23. This is because as the actual time with cost $9538 
reaches the time constraint, there is no more room for further reduction by changing 
to more consolidations. Thus, the system tries to choose another set of assignments 
which have more integrations and fewer consolidations. As a result, the actual time 
may even be less. With this, though job 1 can meet its budget constraint, it gives up 
many initial consolidations which contribute significantly to the total cost saving. 
Thus the overall cost of 4 jobs increases as shown in Figure 27. 
4 Jobs Total cost VS Budget 
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Figure 2 7 . 4 Jobs total cost VS Budget 
From Figure 27, we can deduce that when the individual job's budget decreases, 
the corresponding total cost increases. At the beginning, when the budget 
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constraint is the not the binding constraint, the solution is bounded by other 
constraints. The system tries to find the best combination of consolidation and 
integration so as to minimize the total cost of 4 jobs. Once the budget constraint of 
a certain job is reduced, it makes the current solution infeasible. This forces the 
system to select more consolidations corresponding to that job which results in time 
increases. At the same time, the newly added consolidations are worse than the 
original consolidations or assignment. Thus, the total cost of 4 jobs increases. 
Upon certain point, increasing number of consolidations related to the particular job 
can no longer meet the budget constraint or violate other constraints. Then, the 
system tries another set of assignment which focuses on a particular job. Its first 
priority is trying to integrate and consolidate the activities belong to the targeted job 
so as the meet the budget limit. As other jobs' cost reductions are secondary 
consideration, the overall cost increases significantly like the case in job 2. 
To sum up, we find that not all the jobs have the room for budget reduction. It 
all depends on the initial budget requirement. Therefore, when shippers ask for 
price reduction, forwarders must consider the corresponding total cost and 
. completion time. In addition, when forwarders quote price for new jobs, they can 
also refer to the sensitivity analysis of jobs with similar characteristics (types and 
delivery time requirement). 
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7.3 Resources allocations 
Forwarders are also interested in making best use of their resources. It would 
be useful if there are analysis telling forwarders the current utilization of resources 
and shortage of certain resources. Then, forwarders can decide whether they have 
to purchase more resources or trade the unused resources. The analysis is done by 
observing the total cost changes by varying agents' capacity limit. 
In this example, most of the capacity limits are inflexible. Little reductions 
will cause capacity constraints violations. It is because most agents only take up 
one or two jobs' activities. They are not allowed to take up more activities as it will 
violate the completion time constraint. In short, in order to promote consolidation, 
we must either relax the time constraint or have agents with bigger resources 
capacities. 
Table 33. Total cost result by varying agent 2，s capacity 
Agent Activity cap. used cap. Limit Job involved Total cost 
2 4 1550 7169 2,3 35257 
2 . 4 1550 5000 2,3 35257 
2 4 800 1500 2 35757 
2 4 750 780 3 35917 
2 4 0 700 36024 
2 4 0 0 36024 
m 
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Figure 28 Total Cost VS volume for activity 4 by agent 2 
As shown in Table 33 and Figure 28, at first agent 2's capacity for activity 4 
are under use. Therefore, if the forwarder is able to find jobs which require activity 
4，more consolidations can be achieved to reduce forwarders cost. On the other 
hand, the forwarder also can trade the unused capacities to other forwarders as long 
as it does not violate the current delivery constraints. As the total capacities 
decreases, fewer jobs can be taken by the particular agent. With fewer 
consolidations attained, the overall cost increases. This suggests forwarders that 
the price of purchasing more resources for the current shipments in hand. That is, it 
should not be bigger than the increment of total cost. Lastly, when the capacity is 
reduced to 700，none of the jobs can be taken up by this agent. If this is the 
resources left in the forwarder's hand, he/she should sell it out rather than keeping it 
unused. 
In general, the capacities behaviors are quite similar among different types of 
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activities. As shown in Table 34 and Figure 29，agent 4's capacity is similar to 
agent 2. With this analysis, we can clearly identify the surplus, shortage and 
current usage of each job. When the total capacity of an agent on certain activity 
decreases, the agent can no longer take up as many jobs for consolidation as before. 
Thus, the overall cost increases as some of original consolidated jobs' activities have 
to be assigned to other agents. For this agent, we first set its capacity to 800，which 
is not possible taking up any activities. As we increase its capacity, more jobs are 
assigned to this agent and the total cost reduces. Again, this clearly guides 
forwarders how much should pay in buying more resources from agent 4. 
Table 34. Total cost result by varying agent 4's capacity 
Agent Activity cap. used cap. Limit Job involved Total cost 
4 3 0 800 36095 
4 3 946 1100 4 35257 
4 3 1446 1500 3,4 34900 
4 3 1446 2100 3,4 34900 
4 3 1446 2600 3,4 34900 
Total Cost VS Volume for Act 3 by agent 4 
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Figure 29. Total Cost VS volume for activity 3 by agent 4 
7.4 A series of good solutions 
As mentioned in section 6.4，forwarders do not only concern about cost 
reduction but also care about delivery time and risk issue. Using Tabu search, we 
can fulfill their concerns by displaying a series of good solutions found so as to 
allow them to select among this shipment plan. 
As shown by the following Table 35, we consider a 5 x 5 x 5 problem. Four 
different solutions were suggested by Tabu search as the good solutions. By 
comparing the results found in Table 36 and the requirements in Table 35, forwarders 
can select different solution accordingly. In general, lower cost means longer 
completion time and lower reliability level on average. It is because most of the 
cost reductions are the result of consolidations. They result in longer completion 
time and lower reliability correspondingly. In this example, if cost is their highest 
tn 
concern, they should choose solution 4. If time is their major concern, they should 
choose solution 1 which has ample movable window for each job. If reliability is 
the highest priority, solution 3 which has higher reliability level on average should be 
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chosen. In addition, if shippers now request change of budget, delivery time or 
reliability level, forwarders can immediately respond to their requests by selecting a 
suitable plan among all these solutions without running the program again. This 
greatly reduces forwarders' operating time and increases their flexibilities. 
Moreover, other advanced selection methods such as AHP can be implemented in 
helping forwarders choosing the solution. Rating or scoring scheme can be set up 
to compare the cost, time and reliability factors among the solutions. Special 
ranking can also be set based on the importance of individual job's factors. 
Table 35. Five jobs particulars 
Budget Max Time Min reliability 
Job 1 18678 ^ 
Job 2 14444 30 
Job 3 14977 ^ ^ 
Job 4 16752 28 
Job 5 18491 32 
Table 36. Four Best solutions 
Solution 1 Cost Actual time Reliability 
Total cost: Job 1 10901 lA 0.21 
53983 Job 2 12061 26 0.17 
Job 3 12115 26 0.20 
Job 4 9396 20 0.14 
Job 5 9510 22 0.29 
Solution 2 Job 1 12701 ^ 0.23 
Total cost: Job 2 11170 2A 0.17 
53537 Job 3 11150 24 0.2 
Job 4 9006 20 0.14 
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Job 5 9510 22 ~ 0.29 
Solution 3 Jobl 12701 ^ 0-23 
Total cost: Job 2 11170 ^ 0.17 
53108 Job 3 11150 24 0.20 
J ^ 8297 n 0.15 
J ^ 9790 22 0.23 
Solution4 Jobl 10304 ^ .. 0.21 
Total cost: Job 2 12061 ^ 0-17 
53003 Job 3 12115 26 0-20 
Job 4 8687 19 0.15 
Job 5 9836 22 0.21 
ft 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion 
In this thesis, we have performed comprehensive study on the forwarders' 
shipment plan. We first analyzed air cargo practice and the shipping cost. Based 
on the forwarders practices on integration and consolidation, we formulate it as a 
mixed 0-1 LP model. This model includes most of the forwarders' resources 
concerns. The Tabu search method is proved to be an effective method in solving 
this model. We can also incorporate various sensitivity analyses so as to provide 
forwarders guidelines in handling additional shippers' requests and potential 
shipments. 
8.1 Future Work 
During the study, we also identify some areas that need to be improved. First 
of all, we find that the budget constraint can be optional in the model. As the 
objective of this model is lower the total cost of all the jobs, the inclusion of budget 
constraints restrains the solution space. Solution with budget violation in some jobs, 
but lower total cost is ruled out. Yet, budget constraints are still very useful, 
especially in helping forwarders in making decision of accepting new jobs. 
Therefore, instead making budget constraints as hard constraints, we should modify 
them as soft constraints. 
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Next, the cost savings due to integration and consolidation are given by 
forwarders with pre-calculation. Since they may involve some internal costing 
rules, we do not apply the calculation methods mentioned in chapter 3. Yet, it is 
easy to incorporate these costing rules into our system so as to help forwarders 
calculating these savings, including the setup cost of consolidation and 
de-consolidation. 
In addition, there are still rooms for exploration in the sensitivity analysis area. 
For this research, we only consider the adjustment of one certain resources 
constraint's limit by keeping all the other parameters constant. We also interest in 
the effect of adjusting multiple resources constraints' limits together. It is also 
useful to find out how would the modification of agents' charges affect the result. 
We can further identify the importance of certain job with respect to the resources 
usages by dynamically add in or delete a job. Furthermore, we should introduce 
scoring method such as AHP to handle the good solutions brought by different 
sensitivity analysis techniques. 
Lastly, we should implement the system as a web-based decision support 
. system. Then, upon seeing any new request from shipper in e-Market, forwarders 
can immediately plan the shipments together with the shipments in hand and take 
corresponding actions. 
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8.2 Future Research 
For the current research, we solve the model using Tabu search only. We 
should explore improvements by customizing this generic method so as to fit our 
model. We should also look for other heuristics methods that are suitable in solving 
this kind of model. 
Moreover, on top of the single forwarder' perspective in shipment planning, we 
can also look into the issues of multiple forwarders collaborations. With this 
shipment planning system, forwarders are given new opportunities in cooperating 
with other forwarders and agents in the web environment. Based on the fast results 
suggested, forwarders able to identify potential shipments and service providers to fit 
into their shipment plan. The shipment plan is no more a one short static process, 
but a dynamic process which changes as new opportunities exist. Therefore, in 
order to make this dynamic cooperation possible on the web, we have to first identify 
the differences in single forwarder shipment planning and multiple forwarders 
shipment planning. Then, we can generalize a set of trading rules, portfolio, which 
are based on the model and sensitivity analysis, to guide the collaboration among 
forwarders. 
In this research, we only focus on the shipment processes involved in the air 
cargo logistics. We believe after establishing the model and solving mechanism, 
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we are able to apply it on other areas with little modifications. For example, use 
similar models and techniques to solve the sea cargo and road cargo logistics 
problems. The model can also be modified for specific needs in areas such as 
military logistics or passengers' logistics. 
m 
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1. Variable initializations 
2. Read input choice 
a. if choice = 0 
Call the function to generate the jobs according specified size (job i, activity 
j and agent k) 
b. if choice = 1 
Specify the variables according to the input testrunsid 
Extract the corresponding data from job, agent, integration and consolidation 
tables and input into the variables 
3. Prepare to execute the Tabu Search 
a. Perform the Greedy Search Function to find the initial solution 
b. Run the constraint calculation function to calculate the cost saving due to 
consolidation and integration and the penalty due to constraints violations. 
c. Specify the Tabu List Length according to the problem size 
d. Run the Tabu Search using Greedy Solution as initial solution 
e. Perform Linear Program to find the optimum value 
f. Feed the result found by Linear Program into Heuristic Search 
g. Use the result found by Heuristic Search as the initial solution for Tabu Search 
h. Run Tabu Search again 
(Note: Step 3.e to 3.h are optional) 
4. Output the result found 
Generate Jobs 
1. Generate the data required for each job and each agent by randomized number 
set by certain rules. 
a. Store the data related to job into table called Job. 
b. Store the data related to agent into table called OptimizationDataTable. 
2. Generate a set vector variables in order to prepare for Linear Programming use. 
3. Integration Handling 
a. Find all the possible integration combinations 
•f 
b. Store the integration information into the integration! table. 
4. Consolidation Handling 
a. Find all the possible integration combinations 
b. Store the consolidation information into the consolidation: table. 
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Greedy Search 
1. For each job: 
For each activity: 
Search the agent whose charging price is lowest 
Record the corresponding total cost and time taken for each job 
2. Return the result 
Constraint Calculate Function 
1. Check for integration 
For each job 
For each agent 
Check whether there are two or more consecutive activities assigned 
to the same agent. 
If yes 
Record the integration saving with respect to that particular job 
Record the time saving corresponding to each activities 
involved. 
Reduce the corresponding job risk 
2. Check for consolidation 
For each activity 
For each agent 
Check whether there are two or more jobs taken by the same 
agent. 
If yes 
Find the maximum time for all the activities involved 
Increase that time with penalty due to consolidation 
Assign the new time as the time taken for all the activities involved in 
this consolidation. 
Increase the risk of each job due to consolidation 
Find the difference between the original time and new time taken. Use 
this difference to calculate additional inventory cost. 
Synchronize the completion of all activities immediate before the 
current consolidated activities. 
Add the inventory cost if extra time is needed for waiting. 
3. Check for capacity constraint 
For each agent 
For each activity 
Add all the resources needed for each job 
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Increase number of constraints violations if the agent's capacity is 
exceeded for particular activity. 
4. Check for Job related constraints 
For eachjob 
If each job's total cost is over the budget of the job 
Increase number of constraints violations by 1 
If each job's total time is over the maximum delivery time of the job 
Increase number of constraints violations by 1 
If each job's risk is under the minimum risk of the job 
Increase number of constraints violations by 1 
5. Calculate the new total cost 
Total cost = total cost + no. of constraints * penalty cost 
Tabu Search Function 
1. Begin the iterations as specified 
2. For each element in the current solution 
a. Change the solution by assigning to its left neighbor 
b. Calculate the new total cost by calling the constraint calculate function 
c. Record the new total cost temporarily in an array called acost 
d. Revert the solution back to original solution 
e. Change the solution by assigning to its right neighbor 
f. Calculate the new total cost by calling the constraint calculate function 
g. Record the new total cost temporarily in an array called acost 
3. Find the minimum total costs stored in the acost array. 
4. Check whether the adding neighbor is in the Tabu list or not 
If yes 
Check aspiration criteria 
If fulfills 
Update the current solution and Best Cost and Solution found 
If not fulfills 
Repeat steps 3 until it is not in the Tabu List 
If not 
Update the Tabu List 
Update the current solution 
Update the Best Cost and Solution if needed 




1. Read all the information and for jobs, agents, integrations and consolidations and 
store into corresponding format for calling LP function. 
2. Generate the constraints 
3. Generate the obj ect function 
4. Generate the matrix required for the LP 
5. Call LP function 







import java.math. * ； 
import java.sql.*; 
public class Main 
{ 
public static int job,act,agt,maxno,temp,check,csave,tsave,punishment,initcost; 
public static float rsave; 
public static Hashtable bestpath = new Hashtable(); 
public static int bestCost; 
public static int weight•，volume[]，maxtime[] ,budget[], 
capacity[][],time[][][]，cost[]i][]’jobactcost|;][]dobacttime[][]，jobactagt[][；yobtime[]’jobcost[]; 
public static double risk[] [] [] ,maxrisk[] J obactrisk[] [] j obrisk[]； 
public static byte x[ ] [ ] [ ] ; 
public static int itsave•，icost[]; 
public static float irsave []; 
public static Hashtable intsave = new Hashtable(); 
public static Hashtable consave = new Hashtable(); 
public static Hashtable timesave = new Hashtable(); 
public static Hashtable risksave = new HashtableQ; 
public static TabuList tabuList; 
public static int jobnumber,testmnsid; 
public static Vector vdata = new Vector(); 
public static void main (String args[]) 
{ 
// Initialize our objects 
Integer jo, ac, agent, tid, jn, tempi; 
” i n t i ’ j , k ; 
" byte tempt, tempi; 
int choice; 
System.out.println("choice: “ + args[0]); 
tempi = Integer. value0f(args[0]); 
choice =tempi.intValue(); 
initcost = 100000; 
maxno=500000; 
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i f (choice == 0) 
{ 
System.out.println("no.of job “ + args[l]); 
System.out.println("no.of activity" + args[2]); 
System.out.println("no.of agents" + args[3]); 
//int job,act,agt,i,j,k,maxno,temp,check,csave,tsave,rsave; 
jo = Integer.valueOf(args[ 1 ]); 
ac = Integer. valueOf(args[2]); 
agent = Integer. valueOf(args[3]); 
job =jo.intValue(); 
act = ac.intValueO; 
agt = agent, int Value(); 
jobtime = new int[ job+l]; 
jobcost = new int[ job+l]; 
jobrisk = new double[job+1]; 
jobactcost = new int[ job+l] [act+l] ; 
jobacttime = new int[ job+l] [act+l] ; 
jobactrisk = new double [j ob+1 ] [act+1 ]； 
itsave = new int[ job+l]; 
irsave =new float[job+1]; 
icost = new int[ job+l] ; 
GeneIC0806 G1 = new GeneIC0806(); II for generating consolidation cost 
GLmainlQ; 
// prepare to create new list 
} 
else 
i f (choice == 1) 
{ 
tid = Integer. valueOf(args[ 1 ]); 
j n = Integer. valueOf(args[2]); 
jo = Integer. valueOf(args[3]); 
ac = Integer. valueOf(args[4]); 
agent = Integer. valueOf(args[5]); 
job =jo.intValue(); 
act = ac.intValueO; 
agt = agent, int Value(); 
jobnumber = jn.intValueO; 
testrunsid = tid.intValue(); 
weight = new int[ job+l] ; 
volume = new int[ job+l] ; 
maxtime = new int[ job+l]; 
maxrisk = new double[job+l]; 
budget = new int[ job+l] ; 
jobactcost = new int[ job+l] [act+l ] ; 
jobactagt = new int[ job+l] [act+l] ; 
jobacttime = new int[ job+l] [act+l ] ; 
jobactrisk = new double [j ob+1 ] [act+1 ]； 
jobtime = new int[ job+l] ; 
jobcost = new int[ job+l] ; 
jobrisk = new double[job+1]; 
»» 
itsave = new int [ job+l] ; 
irsave =new float[job+l]; 
icost = new int [ job+l] ; 
capacity = new int[act+l][agt+l]; 
//? need the agt increase like that? 
X = new byte[j ob+1 ] [act+1 ] [agt+1 ]； 
//byte initSolution[][][]; ‘ 
cost = new int[j ob+1 ] [act+1 ] [agt+1 ]； 
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time = new int[j ob+1 ] [act+1 ] [agt+1 ]； 
risk = new doubleU ob+1 ] [act+1 ] [agt+1 ]； 
for (i = l ; i< job+ l ; i++) 
{ 
fo r ( j = l ; j < a g t + l ; j + + ) 
f o r ( k = l ; k < a c t + l ; k + + ) { 
























public static void ReadJob(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{ 
/ /System.out.pr int ln("****************the main class job number is: 
"+Main.j obnumber)； 
int j obn = j obnumber-j ob+1 ； 
System. out.println( "j obn"+j obn)； 
int i; 
try{ 
Driver]V[anager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
"oracle.jdbc.^iver.OracleDriver").newInstance()); 
}catch(Exception e){ 
. System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk:l52hlogistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = 'corm.createStatement(); 
for ( i= l ; i< job+l ; i++) 
{ 
, String strings" select * from Job where Jobnumber + jobn + 
ResultSet rsetl = stmtl .executeQuery( string); 
while(rsetl .next()) 
{ 
weight ⑴ = r s e t l .getlnt(" Weight"); 
volume [i] = rsetl .getlnt(" Volume"); 
maxtime[i] = rsetl .getInt("MaxTime"); 
maxrisk[i] = rsetl .getFloat("MaxRisk"); 
budget [i] = rsetl.getInt("Budget")； 
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} 






public static void ReadData(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{ 
/ /System.out .pr int ln("**************** the main class job number is: "+Main.jobnumber); 
try{ 
DriverManager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
"oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver").newInstance()); 
} catch(Exception e) { 
System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk: 1521:logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn. createStatement()； 
String strings"select * from OptimizationDataTable where TestRunsID ="• + TestRunsID 
+ "’ order by jobnumber,activitynumber,agentnumber asc"; 




{AgentField = rsetl .getInt("AgentNumber")； 
ActivityField = rsetl.getInt("ActivityNumber"); 
JobField = rsetl .getlnt(" JobNumber"); 
//System.out.println("jobField: "+JobField+ “ jobnumber: "+jobnumber+" job+1 
"+( job+l) +” act: "+ActivityField+" agent:"+AgentField); 
cost[JobField-jobnumber+job] [ActivityField] [AgentField] = rsetl .getInt("Price"); 
risk[ JobField-j obnumber+j ob] [ActivityField] [AgentField] = rsetl .getFloat("Risk"); 
time [JobField-j obnumber+j ob] [ActivityField] [AgentField] = rsetl .getInt("Time"); 




public static void readIntegration2(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{ 
try{ 
DriverManager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
. "oracle.j dbc. ^iver.OracleDriver").newInstance())； 
}catch(Exception e){ 
System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thm:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk: 1521 :logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn.createStatement()； 
, String temps； 
in tk ; 
// String string 1 =" select * from Integration2"； 
String string 1-'select * from Integration! where TestRunsID - " + TestRunsID + order 
by intenumber asc"; 
ResultSet rsetl = stmtl .executeQuery(stringl); 
while(rsetl .next()) 
{ 
int modelRunNum = rsetl.getInt("TestRunsID"); 
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int inteNumber = rsetl .getInt("InteNumber"); 
int agentNumber = rsetl .getInt("AgentNumber"); 
int jobField = rsetl .getInt("JobNumber"); 
int inteBeginActivity = rsetl.getInt("InteBeginAc"); 
int inteEndActivity = rsetl .getInt("InteEndAc")； 
int savingCost = rsetl .getInt("SavingCost")； 
int savingTime = rsetl .getInt("Savingtime"); 




temps = temps + new Integer(jobField).toString() + ”」i+new Integer(k).toString() 
+ "_"+new Integer(agentNumber).toString()+"_"； 
“ } .. 
// System.out.println("tempS in integration:"+tempS+" saving:"+savingCost); 
MD5 hash = new MD5(tempS); 
intsave.put(hash.asHex(),new Integer(savingCost)); 
timesave.put(hash.asHex(),new Integer(savingTime))； 




public static void readConsolidation2(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{ 
try{ 
DriverManager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
"oracle .jdbc.driver.OracleDriver").newInstance()); 
}catch(Exception e){ 
System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getCoimection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk:l52l:logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn.createStatement(); 
//String string 1=" select * from Consolidation2"; 
String stringl="select * from Consolidation2 where TestRunsID =•" + TestRunsID + 
'"order by consonumber,agentnumber asc"; 
ResultSet rsetl = stmtl .executeQuery(stringl); 
int modelRunNum=-100; 
int tempconso=l ； 
String tempS =""； 
while(rsetl .next()) 
{ 
modelRunNum= rsetl .getInt("TestRunsID"); 
int consoNumber=rsetl. getlnt(" ConsoNumber")； 
int agentNumber=rset 1 ,getInt("AgentNumber"); 
int activityNumber=rsetl.getInt("ActivityNumber"); 
int jobField=T-setl .getlnt(" JobNumber"); 
int savingCost=rsetl .getInt("SavingCost"); 
int savingTime = rsetl .getInt("Savingtime"); 
_ float savingRisk = rsetl .getFloat("SavingRisk"); 
if(consoNumber == tempconso) 
{ 
tempS = tempS + new Integer(jobField),toString() +"_"+ new 
Integer(activityNumber),toString() +"_"+ new Integer(agentNumber).toString()+"_"； 
csave = savingCost; 
tsave = savingTime; 





//System.out.println("tempS in consolidation:"+tempS+" saving:"+csave); 




System.out.println("tempS in consolidation:"+tempS+" risk saving:"+rsave); 
tempconso = consoNumber; 
tempS = new Integer(jobField).toString()+"_" + new 
Integer(activityNumber).toString() +"_"+ new Integer(agentNumber).toString()+"_"; 
} “ 
} 
// System.out.println("tempS in last consolidation:"+tempS+" saving:"+csave); 






public static void RunTabu() 
{ 
i n t i ’ j , k ; 
int solution[][]=new int[( job*act)+l] [3]; 
int bestsolution[][]; 
int bsolution[][] = new int[( job*act)+l] [3]; 
int newcost; 
float bestcost; 
CostCalculate cc = new CostCalculate(); 
Calendar c = Calendar.getlnstance(); 
long d l = c.getTimelnMillisO; 
System.out.println("StartTime:" + d l ) ; 
MyGreedyStartSolution initSolution = new MyGreedyStartSolution(x,cost,job,act,agt); 
int gcost = initSolution.getcostO; 
System.out.println("greedy solution cost: "+gcost+"\n\n\n"); 
newcost = cc.calculate(initSolution.getx(),gcost); 
System.out.println("After calculating the consolidation and integration solution: 
"+newcost); 
int count = initSolution.getcount(); 
solution = initSolution.getsolutionO; 
for ( i = 1; i <= count; i++) { 
bsolution[i][0] = solution[i][0]; 
bsolut ion[ i ] [ l ] = solut ionj i j f l j ; 




i f (agt>7) 
l en= 10; 
else 
// len = agt+2; 
len = agt+2; 
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tabuList = new TabuList(len); 
TabuSearch tabuSearch = new TabuSearch(solution,count,tabuList,newcost,false,solution); 
//TabuSearch tabuSearch = new TabuSearch(initSolution,tabuList,newcost,false,bsolution); 
// Start solving 
tabuSearch. setIterationsToGo(j ob*act*5); 
tabuSearch.startSolvingO; 
c = Calendar.getlnstanceO; 
long d2 = c.getTimeInMillis(); 
System. out.println("End Time:" + d2); 
System.out.println("Time Elapsed:" +(d2-dl)); 
// Show solution 
int rawcost = 0; 
//rawcost =tabuSearch.calculateccost(); 
//System.out.println("The raw cost found of the best solution is: "+rawcost); 
bestsolution = tabuSearch.getBestSolution(); 
bestcost = tabuSearch.getBestCostO; 
System.out.println("The best cost found after tabu search (greedy Search) is :"+bestcost); 
for ( i = 1; i <= count; i++) { 
System.out.println(bestsolution[i][0]+" , "+bestsolution[i][ l]+"，"+ bestsolution[i][2]); 
} 
LPVer0217 L l=new LPVer0217(); 
float[][][] Xoptimal=L 1 .main 1 (testmnsid,jobnumberjob,act,agt)； 
HeurVe0806 H l=new HeurVe0806(); 
int [ ] [ ] [ ] XinHe=Hl.mainl(testmnsid,Xoptimal); 
//float tempi = Hl.retumObjO; 
newcost = new Float(Hl.retumObj()).intValue(); 
for( k=l ;k<=job;k++) 
{ 
for( j= ly<=act ; j++) 
{ 
for( i=l ; i<=agt; i++) 
{ 




count = 0; 
f o r ( i = l ; i < j o b + l ; i + + ) 
{ 
f o r ( j = l ; j < a c t + l ; j + + ) 
{ 
for( k = l ; k < a g t + l ; k + + ) 
{ 
i f ( (x [ i ]D ] [k ] > 0)&&(cost[ i ] [ j ] [k]<initcost)) 
{ 
count ++; 
solution[count][0] = i; 
solution[count] [1] = j ; 






gcost = 0; 
fbr( i = 1; i <Main.job+l; i + + ) 
{ 
for( j = 1; j <Main.act+l; j + + ) 
{ 
for ( k = l ; k < Main.agt + 1 ； k++) { 
i f ( x [ i ] [ j ] [ k ] > 0 ) 
{ 
//System.out.println("The cost of:"+i+" "+j+" "+k+" is "+Main.cost[i][ j][k]); 





System.out.println("Cost before int and con:"+gcost); 
newcost = cc. calculate(x, gcost)； 
System.out.println("Cost in Main:"+ newcost); 
TabuSearch tabuSearchl = new TabuSearch(solution,count,tabuList,newcost,false,solution); 
//TabuSearch tabuSearch = new TabuSearch(initSolution,tabuList,newcost,false,bsolution); 
// Start solving 
tabuSearch 1. setIterationsToGo(j ob*act*3); 
tabuSearchl .startSolving(); 
c = Calendar.getlnstanceO; 
long d3 = c.getTimelnMillisO; 
System.out.println("End Time:" + d3); 
System.out.println("Time Elapsed:" +(d3-d2)); 
// Show solution 
rawcost = 0; 
bestsolution = tabuSearchl .getBestSolution(); 
bestcost = tabuSearchl .getBestCost(); 
System.out.println("The best cost found after tabu search is :"+bestcost); 
for ( i = 1; i <= count; i++) { 
System.out.println(bestsolution[i][0]+" ’ "+bestsolution[i][l]+"，"+ bestsolution[i][2]); 
} 
} // end runtabu 
} II end class Main 
2.GenelC0806.java (Generate Jobs) 
package ts; 
import Java.sql.*; 




public void mainl () 





glC. fconsolidationO ； 
try{ 
gIC.InserConsolidation2(Main.testrunsid); 






{ float scost[][][]; 
/* 
* nj - the number of job 
* nac - the number of activity 
* nag —the number of agents 
* nap - the number of cost table 
*/ 
int nj, nac, nag, nap; 
/ * 
* vdata ~ the input table by user, it is a table including four column: 
* job number, activity number, agent number, cost. 
* vcorrespon ~ the corresponding relationship between the column number in model 
* for a variable and its parameters (for example, its agent number,activity number 
* and job number. 
* vcoragent ~ the corresponding relation between the agent number used in model 
* and that in real world, for example, agent number "321001" in real world 
* corresponds the agent number "2". 
* vcorjob ~ the corresponding relation between the job number used in model 
* and that used in real world, for example, the job number "45678" in real world 
* corresponds the job number "3" in the model. 
* vcoractivity ~ the corresponding relation between the activity number used in model 
* and that in real world, for example, the activity number “ 123421 “ in real world 
* corresponds the activity number "1" in the model. 
* vintegration ~ a vector stores the all integrations, each element corresponds one. 
* vconsolidation~a vector stores the all consolidations, each element corresponds one. 
*/ 
public static Vector vdata = new Vector(); 
Vector vcorrespond 二 new Vector(); 
Vector vcoragent = new Vector(); 
Vector vcoractivity = new Vector(); 
Vector vcorjob = new Vector(); 
Vector vintegration = new Vector(); 
Vector vconsolidation = new Vector(); 
public static Random r = new Random( 10000)； 




„ for(j=Oy<=vdata.size()-1 ；j++) 
{odata Odatal=(odata)( vdata. get(j)); 
newv = Odata 1 .agentnumber; 
mark=l; 
for(i=0;i<=vcoragent.size()-1 ；i++) 






{ i i= i i+ l ; 




i i 二 0; 
for(j=OJ<=vdata.size()-l ;j++) 
{odata Odata 1 ={odata)(vdata.get(j)); 
newv = Odata 1 .activitynumber; 
mark=l; 
for(i=0;i<=vcoractivity.size()-1 ；i++) 




i f (mark==l) 
{ i i= i i+ l ; 






{odata Odata 1 =(odata)(vdata.get(j)); 
newv = Odata 1.jobnumber; 
mark=l; 
for(i=0;i<=vcorjob.size()-l ;i++) 
{corj ob A j ob=(coij ob)( vcorj ob.get(i)); 
if( A j ob.i jobnumber=^ewv) 
{mark=-l;} 
} 
i f ( m a r k = l ) 
{ i i= i i+ l ; 















{odata Odata 1 =(odata)(vdata.get(j))； 
int JobNumberl = Odata 1 .jobnumber; 
int ActivityNumberl = Odata 1 .activitynumber; 
int AgentNumberl = Odata 1 .agentnumber; 
float Costl = Odata 1.cost; 
//scost[needagentnumber] [needactivitynumber] [needj obnumber]=Cost 1 ； 
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scost[ AgentNumber 1 ] [ActivityNumber 1 ] [JobNumber 1 ]=Cost 1 ； 
//System.out.println(" scost: agent: "+AgentNumber 1 +" act:"+ActivityNumber 1 +" 
job:"+JobNumberl+" Cost"+Costl); 
float aa=scost[needagentnumber] [needactivitynumber] [needj obnumber]； 
} 
} 
/ * * * the main tasks of this method are finding the available combination of consolidations*/ 
public void fconsolidation() 
{FindNonZeroElementO; 
} 
/ * * * the main tasks of this method are finding the subset of elements of which the costs are greater 
than 0 when agent and activity are fixed, in order to find the combination of the consolidations*/ 




int temp = 0; 
int testmnsid = 0; 
Main.weight = new int[Main.job+l]; 
Main.volume = new int[Main.job+l]; 
Main.budget = new int[Main.job+l]; 
Main.maxtime = new int[Main.job+l]; 
Main.maxrisk = new double [Main.job+1]; 
Main.capacity = new int[Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
//? need the agt increase like that? 
Main.x = new byte[Main.job+1 ][Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
llhyXt initSolution[][][]; 
Main.cost = new int [Main.j ob+1 ] [Main. act+1 ] [Main. agt+1 ]； 
Main.time = new int [Main.j ob+1 ] [Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
Main.risk = new double[Main.job+1 ] [Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
float floatcost = 0; 
Main.punishment = Main.maxno; 
String stmt = null; 
DataHandling dh = new DataHandling(); 
try{ 
dh.OpenDatabaseO; 
} catch(SQLException e) {e .printStackTrace();} 
Random r = new Random(); 
ResultSet rsetl = null; 
stmt = "select testrunsid_seq.nextval from dual"; 
t r y { . -
rsetl = dh.GetData(stmt); 
rsetl.next(); 
Main.testninsid = rsetl .getlntC'nextval"); 
} catch(SQLException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
System.out.printIn("TestRunSID: "+Main.testnmsid); 
for (i = 1; i<Main.job+l; i++) 
{ 
^ Main.weight[i] = r.nextlnt( 1000)+l 00; 
“ Main. volume[i] = r.nextlnt( 1000)+100; 
Main.maxtime[i]=r.nextInt(400)+500; 
for ( j= l ;j<Main.act+l;j++) 
{ 
Main.budget[i] += r.nextlnt(7000); 
} 
Main.maxrisk[i]= r.nextFloat(); 
i f (Main.maxrisk[i]>0.5) 
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Main.maxrisk[i] = Main.maxrisk[i]-(new Float(0.4)).floatValue(); 
stmt 二 "select jobjobnumber.nextval from dual"; 
try{ 
rsetl = dh.GetData(stmt); 
rsetl.nextQ; 
Main.jobnumber = rsetl .getlntC'nextval"); 
} catch(SQLException e) {e .printStackTrace() ；} 
System.out.println("Jobnumber: "+Main.jobnumber)； 






} catch(SQLException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
} 
for ( i = 1; i<Main.act+l; i++) 
for (j = 1 ； j<Main.agt+1 ；j++) 
{ 
Main.capacity[i][j] = r.nextInt(10000)+500*Main.job/2; 
// Main.capacity[i][j] = Main.maxno; 
} 
Main.jobnumber = Main.jobnumber-Main.job+1; 
for ( i = 1; i<Main. job+l; i++) 
{ 
for (j = 1; j < Main, agt + 1 ； j++) 
for (k = 1; k < Main.act + 1 ； k++) { 
Main.x[ i ] [k] I j ] = 0; 
do { 
temp = r.nextlnt(6500); 
} while (temp<1000); 
//System.out.println("temp: ”+temp+" i: "+i+" j : ”+j+" k: ”+k); 
i f (temp > 3900) 
{ 
Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ] = Main.initcost; 
Main.t ime[i ] [k][ j ] = 100; 
//System.out.println("time: "+t ime[ i ] [ j ] [k]) ; 




Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ] = temp + 400; 
, M a i n . t i m e [ i ] [k ] [ j ] = temp / 1 0 0 0 * 2 + 2; 
//System.out.println("time: "+t ime[ i ] [ j ] [k]) ; 
Main.r isk[ i ] [k] [ j ] = r.nextFloat(); 
i f (Main.r isk[ i ] [k] [ j ]<0.7) 
Main.r isk[ i ] [k] [ j ] = (Main.risk[i ] [k][ j ] /10) + (new Float(0.7)).floatValue(); 
} 
i f ( ( k > 0) & & (k < Main.act + 1)) { 
^ stmt = "insert into OPTIMIZATIONDATATABLE values(" + Main.testmnsid + 
"，"+ Mainjobnumber + + k + "，" + j + "’" + Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ] + 
null,null,null," + Main.r isk[ i ] [k] [ j ] + + Main.t ime[i ] [k] [ j ] + 
","+Main.capacity[k][ j ]+")"; 
i f (Main.cost[ i ] [k] [ j ]<3900){ 
floatcost = Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ] ; 
vdata.addElement(new odata^, k, 












Main.j obnumber += 1; 
} 
} 
public static void InputIntegration() 
{ ” 
// integration initialization 
inti，j，k; 
String tempS, tempE; 
String stmt = null; 
int csave = 10; • 
int tsave=0; 
float rsave= 0; 
int check; 
Random r = new Random(6000); 
int beginact = 1 ； 
int intnumber = 1 ； 
int count = 0; 
DataHandling dh = new DataHandling(); 
try{ 
dh.OpenDatabaseO; 
} catch(SQLException e) {e.printStackTrace();} 
for ( i = 1; i<Main.job+l; i++) 
for ( j = l ； j<Main.agt+l; j++) 
{ 
temps = 
check = 0; 
k = l ; 
beginact = 1 ； 
//System.out.println(“the value for agent is:"+j); 
while (k<Main.act+l) 
{ 
// System.out.println("before k:"+k); 
i f(Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ]>3900) 
{ 
i f (Main.check>=2) 
{ 
//System.out.println("before k:"+k); 
k = k - Main.check; 
//System.out.println("after k:"+k); 
} 
, check = 0; 
csave = 0; 
tsave = 0; 





csave = csave + r.nextlnt(500); 
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tsave = tsave + r.nextInt(500)/100+2; 
// divide this rsave 
rsave = rsave*(r.nextFloat()/10+(new Float(0.9)).floatValue()); 
check = check + 1 ； 
i f (check==l) 




tempS = tempS + new Integer(i).toString()+"_"+ new Integer(k).toString() + "_ "+ 
new Integer⑴.toString()+"_"; 一 
i f (check>=2) 
{ .. 
MD5 hash = new MD5(tempS); 
Main.intsave.put(hash.asHex(),new Integer(Main.csave)); 
Main.timesave.put(hash.asHex(),new Integer(tsave)); 
Main.risksave .put(hash. asHex() ’ new Float(rsave))； 
count++; 
//System.out.println("integration TempS: "+tempS+" check:"+check+" 
beginact:"+beginact+" csave: "+csave+"intnumber:"+intnumber); 
i f ( (k>0) & & (k<Main.act+l)) 
{ 
//System.out.println("integration hash:"+hash.asHex()+" intsave: "+csave+" 
timesave: ”+tsave+" risksave "+rsave); 
stmt = "insert into INTEGRATION! values("+Main.testrunsid+"," + intnumber 
+ ",’’ +j + "，“ + i+"，"+beginact+","+k+"，"+csave+"，"+tsave+”，”+rsave+")"; 










//System.out.println("k before addition is :"+k); 
k = k + l ; 
} 
} 
System.out.println("Total integration:" +count); 
} 
public void FindNonZeroElement() 
{Vector NonZeroElement=new Vector(); 
int NumberOfNonZero ； 
int i，j，k; 
for ( i= l ；i<=nag;i++) 
{ for( j=l ; j<=nac; j++) 
{NumberOfNoiiZero=0; 
, / * empty the vector */ 
NonZeroElement.removeAllElementsO; 
/ * i f the cost o f similar activities for different jobs for f ixied agent are big than zero, 
add them in vector NonZeroElement */ 
for(k=l ;k<=nj ;k++) 
{ 
/ / i f(scost[ i ] [ j ] [k]>0) 
i f ((scost[ i ] [ j ] [k]>0)&&(scost[ i ] [ j ] [k]<3900)) 
{ 
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NonZeroElement. addElement(ne w IndexGroup(i,j ,k)); 
NumberOfNonZero=NumberOfNonZero+l; 
} / / e n d o f i f 
}//end loop of k 







}//end loop of j 
}//end loop of i 
} //end method of FindNonZeroElement 
/ * * * the main tasks of this method are finding the combination for a given job set*/ 
public void CombinationForConsolidation(Vector NonZeroElement) 
{ 
intj，i，k,n; 




int u[]=new in t [n+ l ] ; 
/ * initial the array */ 
for(i=0;i<=n;i++) 
{u[ i ]=0;} 
// judge to stop 
int mark= l ; 
for( i= l ; i<=n; i++) 
{ i f (u[ i ]==0) 
{mark=0;} 
} 




j = j + l ; 
}whi le((u[ j ]>0)&&( j<n)) ; 
u [ j ] = l ; 
fo r ( i= l ; i<= j - l ; i++) 
{ u [ i ] = 0 ; . 
} 
//produced on combination 
NumberOfNonZero=0 ； 
for(k=l ;k<=n;k++) 
{ i f ( u [ k ] = l ) • 
{NumberOfNonZero=NumberOfNonZero+1 ；} 
} 
, i f(NumberOfNonZero>=2) 
{Vector cjob=new Vector(); 
for(k=l ;k<=n;k++) 
{ 
i f ( u [ k ] = l ) 
{IndexGroup IndexGl=new IndexGroup(); 
IndexG 1 =(IndexGroup)NonZeroElement.get(k-1); 
i2=IndexGl. i ; ‘ 




}//end of i f 
}//end of loop k 
/* read out each job for this consolidation for calculating the saving cost */ 
float sum2=0; 
for(int i5=0;i5<=cjob.size()-l ;i5++) 








vconsolidation. addElement(ne w consolidation(i2’j2’savingcost’-l，cjob)); 
} 
mark=l; 
for( i=l; i<=n;i++) • 
{ i f(u[i] 二=0) 
{mark=0;} 
}//end of loop i 
} 
} 
public void InserConsolidatioii2(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{String strings; 
try{ 
DriverManager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
"oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver").newInstance()); 
}catch(Exception e){ 
System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getCoimection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk:l52l:logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn.createStatement (); 
int valueOfModelUseNumber=TestRunsID ； 
int i 1 Jj ,cj ,temp 1, tempi ； 
String tempS=null; 
int csave, tsave; 
float rsave; 
int count = 0; 
System.out.println("total consolidation:"+ vconsolidation.size())； 
for(jj=0;jj<=vconsolidation.size()-1 ；jj++) 
{ 
consolidation con 1 =(consolidation)(vconsolidation.get(jj)); 
int conAgent=conl .agent; 
int conActivity=conl .activity; 
float conSavingCost=conl .savingcost; 
, Vector job2=new Vector(); 
job2=conl .c jobl ; 
tsave =T.nextInt(15); 
//temp2 = -r.nextlnt(15); 
tempS =,",; 
rsave = (con 1. savingcost)/1000+(new Float(0.5)). floatValue()； 
csave = 0; 
for(cj=0 ;cj<=j ob2. size()-1 ；cj++) 
{ 
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Integer k3=(Integer)j ob2. get(cj); 
int k4=k3.intValue(); 
int ConsoliNumber=jj+1 ； 
tempS= tempS+ new Integer(k4).toString()+"_" + new Integer(conActivity).toString() 
+•’—”+ new Integer(conAgent).toString()+"_"； 
count++; 
//System.out.println("TempS is :"+ tempS); 
// System.out.println("<p> consolidation2 22 22 
22run="+valueOfModelUseNumber+"conso="+ConsoliNuinber+ 
// "agent"+conAgent+"acti="+conActivity+"job="+k4+"sav="+conSavingCost); 
strings:” insert into Consolidation! 
values("+valueOfModelUseNumber+","+ConsoliNumber+ 
"，”+conAgent+"，"+conActivity+"，”+k4+"，"+conSavingCost+"’"+tsave+"，"+rsave+"j"; 
stmt 1 .execute(strings)； 
csave = Math.round(conSavingCost); 
} 
MD5 hash = new MD5(tempS); 







//System.out.println("Total consolidation:"+ count); 
} 
} 
/ * * * the main tasks of this are describing the informations for integrations*/ 







integration(int a 1，int j 1 ,int b 1，int e 1,float si, int Col) 
{agent=al; 
j o b = j l ; 












Vector c job l^new Vector(); 
float savingcost; 
int ColumnlnModel; 






for(int ii=0;ii<=cjob.size()-l ;ii++) 
{ 




3. My Greedy StartSolution.j ava (Greedy Search) 
package ts; 
public class MyGreedyStaitSolution 
{ • 
public MyGreedyStartSolution() {} // Appease clone() 
public static int solution[][] = new int[(Main.job*Main.act)+1 ] [3]; 
public static int Totalcost; 
public static byte solutionx[][][] =new byte [Main.j ob+1 ] [Main.act+2] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
public static int count; 
public MyGreedyStartSolution( byte x[][][]，int cost[][][], int job, int act, int agt) 
{ 
// Greedy neighbor initialize 
solutionx = X; 
Totalcost = 0; 
float mincost = 100000; 
int i j , k = 0; 
int tempi=0, tempj=0, tempk = 0; 
count = 0; 
//System.out.println("greedy solution class: •’+ cos t [ l ] [ l ] [ l ] ) ; 





fo r ( j = l ; j < a c t + l ; j + + ) 
{ 
for( k = l ; k < a g t + l ; k + + ) 
{ 
i f (cost[i][ j ][k] < mincost) 
{ 
mincost = cost[i][ j ] [k]; 
//System.out.println("greedy temp solution: "+i+j+k); 
//System.out.println("greedy solution class:"+ cost[i]| j ][k]); 
'//System.out.println("mincost: ”+mincost); 
tempi = i; 
tempj = j ; 
tempk = k; 
} 
} 
i f (mincosK100000) 
{ 
^ count += 1 ； 
solution[count][0] = tempi; 
solution[count][l] = tempj; 
solution[count][2] = tenpk; 
x[tempi] [tempj ] [tempk] = 1; 
Main.j obactcost[tempi] [tempj] = Main.cost[tempi] [tempj ] [tempk]； 
Main.j obactagt[tempi] [tempj] = tempk; 
Main.j obacttime[tempi] [tempj ] = Main.time [tempi] [tempj ] [tempk]； 
//System.out.println("job i:"+tempi+" act:"+ tempj+ "agt:"+tenpk+" time:"+" 
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acttime ： "+Main.j obacttime [tempi] [tempj ]); 
//Main.jobactrisk[tempi] [tempj] = Main.risk[tempi] [tempj ] [tempk]； 
/* 
i f (Main.jobactrisk[tempi] [tempj]<0.5) 
System.out.println("Greedy: risk "+ Main.jobactrisk[tempi][tempj]+" at 
job:”+tempi+" act:"+tempj+" agt:"+tempk); 
*/ 
Main.jobcost[i] += Main.cost[tempi] [tempj ] [tempk]； 
Main.jobtime[i] +=Main.time [tempi] [tempj ] [tempk]； 
//Main.jobrisk[i] *= Main.risk[tempi][tempj][tempk]； 
//System.out.println("greedy solution: "+tempi+tenpj+tempk)； 
Totalcost += mincost; 
} 
// assign one of the solution equal to 1 even none of the agent able to do such job. 
mincost = 100000; 
} 
} // end for 
solutionx = X; 
} // end constructor 
















} // end class MyGreedyStartSolution 






public class CostCalculate { 
public CostCalculateO {. 
} 
public int calculate(byte x[] [ ] [ ] , int cost) 
{ 
- int totalcost=0; 
int ccost=0,pcost =0,check=0; 
//int ctsave [ ] [ ] [ ]= new int[Main.job+1 ] [Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
//float crsave [ ] [ ] [ ] =new float[Main.job+1 ] [Main.act+1 ] [Main.agt+1 ]； 
int cons = 0,ttime=0,tvolume=0, tcost = 0; 
int i’j’k，l; 





double inventory = 0.5; 
//int weight[],volume[]，maxtime[] ,maxrisk[],capacity[][],cost[][][],time[][][],risk[][][]； 
II check for integration saving 
srule rule = new srule(); 
int intjob[]，intact •； 
intjob = new int[Main.job+l]; 
intact = new int[Main.act+l]; 
float rate = 0; 
i n t d i f f = 0 ; 
for (i = 1; i<Main.job+1 ；i++) 
{ 
ttime = 0; 
t r isk= 1; 
Main.icost[i] = 0; 
Main.itsave[i] = 0; 
Main.irsave[i] = 1; 
d i f r = 0 ; 
check = 0; 
tcost =0; 
for(j = 1; j<Main.agt+l; j++) 
{ 
for(k=l ； k<Main.act+1 ；k++) 
{ 
i f((x[i][k][ j ]>0)&&(Main.cost[ i ] [k][ j ]<Main.initcost)) 
{ 
Main.j obactcost[i][k] = Main.cost[i][k][j]; 
Main.jobacttime[i] [k] = Main.time [ i ] [k ] [ j ] ; 
//tempS = temps + new Integer(i).toString()+"_" + new Integer(k).toStrmg()+"_" + new 
Integer(j).toString()+"_"； “ “ 
check +=1; 
intjob[check] = i; 
intact[check] = k; 




i f (check>l) 
{ 
rate = rule, intsaving(check)； 
Main.icost[i] = Main.icost[i]+new Float(tcost*rate).intValue(); 
rate = rule.inttime(check); 
for (int m = 1 ；m<=check;m++) 
{ 
Main.j obacttime[intj ob[m] ] [intact[m] ]=ne w Float 
(Main.time[intjob[m]][intact[m]][j]*(l-rate)).intValue(); 
//System.out.println("integration time, job:”+intjob[m]+" act:"+intact[m] +" 








i f ((k==Main.act)&&(check>l)) 
{ 
rate = rule. intsaving(check)； 
Main.icost[i] = Main.icost[i]+new Float(tcost*rate).intValue(); 
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rate = rule. inttime(check)； 
for (int m = 1 ；m<=check;m++) 
{ 
Main.j obacttime [intj ob [m] ] [intact[m] ]=new Float 














// check for consolidation saving 
int q,ctime=0; 
int kjob = 0; 
int tempjob[] = new int[Main. job+l] ; 
int conact [] = new int[Main. job+l] ; 
int tweight=0; 
for (i = 1; i<Main.act+l; i++) 
{ 
for(j = 1 ； j<Main.agt+1 ；j++) 
{ 
fo r (k= l ; k<Main. job+l;k++) 
{ 
i f ( (x[k] [ i ] [ j ]>0)&&(Main.cost[k] [ i ] [ j ]<Main. ini tcost)) 
{ 




kjob = k; 
tvolume += Main, volume [k]; 
tweight += ]V[ain.weight[k]; 
//System.out.println("costCalculate consolidation volume :" + tvolume +" after job:"+ 
k)； . 
//System. out.println(" costCalculate ki j :•' +k+i+j)； 
} 
}/ / job 
if(check〉 l) 
{ • 
rate = rule.contime(check); 
ctime = 0; 
for ( q = l ; q<=check;q++) 
一 { 
i f (Main.jobacttime[tempjob[q]][i]>ctime) 
ctime = Main.j obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [ i ] ; 
Main.jobrisk[tempjob[q]] *= rule.conrisk; 
} 
ctime = ctime+new Float(ctime*rate).intValue(); // consolidation addition time 
rate = rule.consaving(check); 
for ( q = l ; q<=check;q++) 
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{ 




//System.out.println("Inventory cost for job"+tempjob[q]+" act: "+i+" agent:"+j+" 
is :"+invcost); 
/* inventory cost ended*/ 
Main.jobacttime[tempjob[q]][i]=ctime; 
//System.out.println("Consoldiation time, job:"+tempjob[q]+" act:"+i +" time:"+ 
Main.j obacttime [tempj ob[q]][ i ]); 
Main.j obactcost[tempj ob [q]] [ i] =new 
Float(Main.cost[tempjob[q]][i][j]*(l-rate)+invcost).intValue(); 
System.out.println("Jobcost cost for job"+tempjob[q]+" act: "+i+" agent:"+j+" 
is :"+Main.jobactcost[tempjob[q]][i]); 
} 
// check for the previous activity synchronization for consolidation 
i f ( i > l ) 
{ 
ctime = 0; 
for ( q = l ; q<=check;q++) 
{ 
i f (Main.jobacttime[tempjob[q]][i-1 ]>ctime) 
ctime = Main.j obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [i-1 ]; 
} 




(ctime-Mainjobacttime[tempjob[q]][ i- l ])*inventory*Main.volume[tempjob[q]]; 
//System.out.println("Inventory cost for prev job"+tempjob[q]+" act: "+i+" 
agent:"+j+" is :"+invcost); 
// invcost = 0; 
Main.j obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [i-1 ]=ctime; 
Main.j obactcost[tempjob[q]][i-l]=new 
Float(Main.jobactcost[tempjob[q]][i-1 ]+invcost). int Value()； 
System.out.println("Prev Jobcost cost for job"+tempjob[q]+" act: "+( i - l )+" 
agent: "+j+" is :"+Main.jobactcost[tempjob[q]] [i-1 ]); 
//System.out.println("Prev Consoldiation time, job:"+tempjob[q]+" act:"+(i- l) 





// cost = cost -ccost; 
// ccost = 0; 
i f (tweight > tvolume) 
tvolume = tweight; 
i f ( tvolume>0) 
System.out.println("volume in for act "+i+" agt:"+j+ ” volume "+tvolume+" capacity: 
’ "+ Main.capacity[i][ j]); 
i f ((tvolume)>Main. capacity [i] [ j ] ) 
{ 
//System.out.println("Capacity constraint in consolidation for agent:"+j+" in activity: 
"+ i+"wi th capacity is :“+Main.capacity[i] [ j ] ) ; 
cons += 1; 
} 
tvolume =0; 




int tempcost = 0，temptime; 
float temprisk = 1; 
cost = 0; 
for (i = 1 ；i<=Main.job;i++) 
{ 
tempcost = 0; 
temptime = 0; 
temprisk = 1 ； 
for ( j = l ；j<=Main.act;j++) 
{ 
tempcost +=Main.j obactcost[i] [j ]； 
temptime +=Main.j obacttime [i] [j ]； 
//System.out.println(”job i :”+i+" act:"+j+ “ time:"+" acttime:"+Main.jobacttime[i][j]); 
} 
Main.jobcost[i] = tempcost-Main.icost[i]; 
Main.jobtime[i] = temptime; 
//Main.jobrisk[i] = temprisk/Main.irsave[i]; 
System.out.println("cost in job "+i+" with cost "+Main.jobcost[i]+" budget: "+Main.budget[i]); 




//System.out.println("Budget constraint violation in job "+i+" with cost equal to 
"+(tempcost-Main.icost[i])+•’ budget "+Main.budget[i]); 
cons++； 
} 
i f ((temptime)>Main.maxtime[i]) 
{ 




i f (Main.jobrisk[i]<Main.maxrisk[i]) 
{ 
System.out.println("Risk constraint violation in job "+i+" with risk equal to 
"+(Main.jobrisk[i])+" minrisk "+Main.maxrisk[i]); 
cons++; 
} 
cost += Main.jobcost[i]; 
} 
cost = cost + cons* Main.maxno; 
//System.out.println("Cost after consolidation:"+cost+" with constraints "+cons); 
totalcost = cost; 
return totalcost; 
} 
public int newcalculate(byte x[] [ ] [ ] , int cost,int ojob, int oact, int ok, int nk) 
{ 
int totalcost=0; 
, int icostl=0,icost2=0, ccost=0,pcost =0,check=0; 
int tempj obcost[] ,tempj obtime[]； 
int tjobactcost[][] = new int[Main.job+1 ] [Main.act+1 ]； 
int tjobacttime[][] = new int[Main.j ob+1 ] [Main.act+1 ]； 
double tempj obrisk[]; 
int itsave = 0,irsave=0; 
int cons = 0，ttime二0,trisk=0，tvolume=0; 
in t i=0 j=0,k=0; 
tempj obcost = new int[Main. job+l] ; 
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tempjobtime = new int[Main.job+l]; 
tempjobrisk = Main.jobrisk; 
for( i = 1; i <Main.job+l; i++ ) 
{ 
tempjobrisk[i] = 1; 
for( j = 1; j <Main.act+l; j++ ) 
{ 
for ( k = l ; k < Main.agt + 1 ； k++) { 
i f ( x [ i ] [ j ] [ k ] > 0 ) 
{ 
tjobactcost[i][j] = Main.cost[i][ j][k]; 
tjobacttime[i][j] = Main.t ime[i][ j ] [k]; 






int tcost = 0,ncost=0; 
int countl=0,coimt2=0; 
int intjob[] = new int [Main.job+1]; 
int intact口 = new int [Main.act+1]; 
float rate; 
srule rule = new srule(); 
i n t d i f f = 0 ; 
for ( i = 1; i<Main.job+l; i++) 
{ 
ttime = 0; 
t r isk= 1; 
check = 0; 
Main.icost[i]=0; 
d i f f = 0 ; 
for(j = 1 ； j<Main.agt+l ;j++) 
{ 




//tempS = temps + new Integer(i).toString()+"_" + new Integer(k).toStrmg()+"_" + 
new Integer(j).toString()+"_"; _ 
check +=1; 
intjob[check] = i; 
,intact[check] = k; 




i f (check〉” 
> { 
rate = rule.intsaving(check); 
, Main.icost[i] = Main.icost[i]+new Float(tcost*rate).intValue(); 
//System.out.println("costCalculate for Integration tempS :" + tempS +" with 
saving "+ tempi, int Value。)； 
rate = rule.inttime(check)； 
for (int m = 1 ；m<=check;m++) 
{ 
tj obacttime[intj ob [m] ] [intact[m] ] =new Float 









i f ((k==Main.act)&&(check〉 l)) 
{ 
rate = rule, intsaving(check)； 
Main.icost[i] = Main.icost[i]+new Float(tcost*rate).intValue(); 
rate = rule. inttime(check)； 
for (int m = 1 ；m<=check;m++) 
{ 












tempjobrisk[i] *= Math.pow(rule.intrisk,diff)； 
} 
check =0; 
cons = 0; 
double inventory = 0.5; 
// check for consolidation saving 
int q，ctime=0; 
int kjob = 0; 
int tempjob[] = new int[Main. job+l] ; 
int conact [] = new int[Main. job+l] ; 
tvolume = 0; 
int tweight=0; 
for ( i = 1; i<Main.act+l; i++) 
{ 
for(j = 1 ； j<Main.agt+l ;j++) 
{ 
for(k=l ； k<Main.job+1 ；k++) 
{ 
i f ( (x[k] [ i ] [ j ]>0)&&(Main.cost[k] [ i ] [ j ]<Main. ini tcost)) 
{ 





. kjob = k; 
tvolume += Main, volume [k]; 
tweight += Main.weight[k]; 
//System.out.println("costCalculate check :" + check); 
//System.out.println("costCalculate ki j :" +k+i+j)； 
} 
}/ / job 
i f (check〉1) 
{ 
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rate = rule.contime(check); 
ctime = 0; 
for ( q = l ; q<=check;q++) 
{ 
i f (tj obacttime[tempj ob [q] ] [i]>ctime) 
ctime = tj obacttime [tempj ob[q] ] [ i]; 
tempjobrisk[tempjob[q]] *= rule.conrisk; 
} 
ctime = ctime+new Float(ctime *rate). intValue() ； II consolidation addition time 
rate = mle.coiisaving(check); 




(ctime-tj obacttime [tempj ob[q]] [i])*inventory*Main. volume [tempj ob [q]]； 
/* inventory cost ended*/ 
^ obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [i] =ctime ； 
^obactcost[tempjob[q]][i]=new 
Float(Main.cost[tempj ob[q] ] [ i ] [ j ] * ( l -rate)+invcost). intValue()； 
} 
// check for the previous activity synchronization for consolidation 
i f ( i > l ) 
{ 
ctime = 0; 
for ( q = l ; q<=check;q++) 
{ 
i f (tj obacttime [tempj ob [q ] ] [ i - l ] >ctime) 
ctime = tj obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [i-1 ]; 
} 





// invcost = 0; 
tj obacttime [tempj ob [q] ] [i-1 ]=ctime ； 
tjobactcost[tempjob[q]][i-l]=new 
Float(tj obactcost[tempj ob [q] ] [i-1 ]+invcost) .intValue()； 
} 
} 
, //System.out.println("costCalculate for Consolidation tempS + 
tempS+" saving cost:"+ccost); 
} 
check =0; 
// cost = cost -ccost; 
// ccost = 0; 
i f (tweight > tvolume) 
tvolume = tweight; 
i f ((tvolume)>Main. capacity [ i ] [ j ] ) 
‘ { 
//System.out.println("Capacity constraint in consolidation for agent:"+j+" in 
activity: ”+i); 
cons += 1 ； 
} 
tvolume 二0; 




int tempcost = 0,temptime; 
//float temprisk = 1 ； 
cost = 0; 
for (i = l;i<=Main.job;i++) 
{ 
tempcost = 0; 
temptime = 0; 
//temprisk = 1 ； 
for ( j= l ；j<=Main.act;j++) 
{ 
tempcost +=tj obactcost[i] [j ]； 
temptime +=tj obacttime [i] [j ]; 
} .. 
tempj obcost[i] = tempcost-Main.icost[i]； 
tempj obtime[i] = temptime; 
//Main.j obrisk[i] = temprisk/Main.irsave[i]; 
i f ((tempcost-Main.icost[i])>Main.budget[i]) 
{ 
//System.out.println("Budget constraint violation in job "+i+" with cost equal to 
"+(tempcost-Main.icost[i])+" budget "+Main.budget[i]); 
cons++; 
} 
//System.out.println("Newcalculate, Time in job "+i+" with time equal to "+temptime+" 
maxTime "+Main.maxtime[i]); 
i f ((temptime)>Main.maxtime[i]) 
{ 
//System.out.println("Time constraint violation in job ”+i+" with time equal to 
"+(temptime)+" maxTime "+Main.maxtime[i]); 
cons++; 
} 
cost += tempj obcost[i]; 
i f (tempjobrisk[i]<Main.maxrisk[i]) 
{ 
//System.out.println("Risk constraint violation in job "+i+" with risk equal to 




cost = cost + cons* Main.maxno; 
//System.out.println("Cost after newcalculate:"+cost+" with constraints 
" + G o n s + " 本 * • " 本 * * * * * * " ) • 




5. Tabu Search.] ava 
package ts; 
public class TabuSearch { 
public int iteration; 
public boolean min; 
, public static byte x[ ] [ ] [ ] ; 
public static int solution••； 
public static int initcost; 
public int bestcost; 
public static int bestsolution[][]; 
public int bestlOcost[] = new int[10]; 
public static int bestlOsolution[][][] = new int[10][][]; 
public static int bcounter = 0,curcoimt=0; 
public static int count, mincost,gcost; 
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public static int a[][][] = new int[ (Main.job * Main.act) * 2 + 1][2][3]; 
public static int acost[] = new int[ (Main.job * Main.act) * 2 + 1]; 
public TabuSearch(MyGreedyStartSolution initSolution,TabuList tabuList,int cost,boolean 
objective, int bsolution[][]) { 
int i; 
i f (obj ective==false) // minimization 
{ 
min = true; 
initcost = cost; 
solution = initSolution.getsolutionO; 
X = initSolution.getx(); 
count = initSolution.getcount(); 
gcost = initSolution.getcostO; 
bestcost = cost; 
//bestsolution = initSolution. getsolution(); 
bestsolution = bsolution; 
} 
} 
public void setIterationsToGo(int n) { 
iteration = n; 
} 
public void startSolving() { 
inti,j，k; 
int iter = 0; 
int c = 1; 
int d = 1; // difference in jumpping 
CostCalculate cc = new CostCalculate(); 
//int currentcost = initcost; 
int currentcost = gcost; 
int temp = 0; 
int tempcost = 0; 
// set no of iteration 
for (j =0 ;j <iteration;j++) 
{ 
//System.out.println("\n Iteration:" + j ) ; 
//System.out.printlnC'current cost:"+cuiTentcost); 
for (i = 0; i < count; i++) { 
//Add node 
temp = 2 * i + 1; 
acost[temp] = Main.maxno*10; 
a[temp][0][0] = solution[i + 1][0]; 
a[temp][0][l] = solution[i + 1][1]; 
a[temp][0][2] = solution[i + l ] [ 2 ] - d ; 
i f (a [ temp] [0 ] [2 ]>0) { 
//System.out.println("minus d “ + a[temp][0][0] + "，" + a[temp][0][l] +"，” + 
a[temp][0][2]); 
a[temp][l] = solution[i + 1]; // drop ith original node 
x[a[temp][0][0]][a[temp][0][l]][a[temp][0][2]] = 1; 
x[a[temp][ l ] [0]] [a[temp][ l ] [ l ] ] [a[temp][ l ] [2]] = 0; 
tempcost = currentcost -
, Main.cost[a[temp] [ 1 ] [0]][a[temp] [1][ 1 ]] [a[temp] [ 1 ] [2]]+Main.cost[a[temp] [0] [0]][a[temp] [0] [ 1 ]] [a[te 
mp][0][2]]; 
acost[temp] = cc.newcalculate(x, 
tempcost,a[temp][l][0],a[temp][l][l],a[temp][l][2],a[temp][0][2]); 
x[a[temp][0][0]][a[temp][0][l]][a[temp][0][2]] = 0; 
x[a[temp][ l ] [0]] [a[temp][ l ] [ l ] ] [a[temp][ l ] [2]] = 1; // original node 
} 
temp = 2 * i + 2; 
acost[temp] = Main.maxno*10; 
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a[temp][0][0] = solution[i + 1][0]; 
a[temp][0][ l ] = solution[i + 1][1]; 
a[temp][0][2] = solution[i + 1][2] + d; 
i f(a[temp][0][2] <= Main.agt) { 
a[temp][l] = solution[i + 1]; // drop ith original node 
//System.out.println("adding d “ + a[temp][0][0] + ”，“ + a[temp][0][ l ] +”，” + 
a[temp][0][2]); 
x[a[temp][0][0]][a[temp][0][l]][a[temp][0][2]] = 1; 
x[a[ temp][ l ] [0] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [ l ] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [2] ] = 0; 
"tempcost = initcost -
Main.cost[a[temp] [ 1 ] [0]][a[temp] [1][ l]][a[temp] [ 1 ] [2]]+Main.cost[a[temp] [0] [0] ] [a[temp] [0] [ 1 ]] [a[te 
mp][0][2]]; 
tempcost = currentcost -
Main.cost[a[temp][l][0]][a[temp][l][ l ] ] [a[temp][l][2]]+Main.cost[a[temp][0][0]][a[temp][0][ l ] ] [a[te 
mp][0][2]]; 
acost[temp] = cc.newcalculate(x, 
tempcost,a[temp] [ 1 ] [0],a[temp] [ 1 ] [ l],a[temp] [ 1 ] [2],a[temp] [0] [2]); 
x[a[temp] [0][0]][a[temp][0][ 1 ]] [a[temp][0][2]] = 0; // trying node 
x[a[ temp][ l ] [0] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [ l ] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [2] ] = 1; // original node 
} 
} 
mincost = acost[l]; 
String tempS =""； 
// check aspiration 
int found = 0; 
while (found == 0) { 
temp = fmdmincostO; 
//System.out.println("The best cost is: “ + bestcost); 
//gcost = acost[temp]; 
i f (temp ！ = 0) { 
mincost = acost[temp]; 
i f (acost[temp] = Main.maxno * 3) { 
found = 1 ； 
} 
else { 
temps = new Integer(a[temp] [ 1 ] [0]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp] [ 1 ] [ 1 ]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp] [ 1 ] [2]).toString(); 
//System.out.println("temp:" + tempS + “ get from find mincost is :" +acost[temp]+" 
TabuList size:"+Main.tabuList.size()); 
II System.out.println("TabuList contain: “ + tempS); 
i f (Main.tabuList.contains(tempS)) { 
//System.out.println("TabuList contain: “ + tempS); 
i f (mincost < bestcost) { 
setBestSolution(temp); 
bestcost = mincost; 
setBestlOSolution(bestcost); 
System.out.println( 
"The best cost is changed to for aspiration: “ + bestcost); 
found = 1 ； 
• Main.tabuList.remove(tempS); 
i f (Main.tabuList.sizeO == Main.tabuList.len) { 
System.out.println("removed item:" + Main.tabuList.remove(O)); 
} 
//System.out.println("Tabu List length:" + Main.tabuList.len); 
tempS = new Integer(a[temp] [0] [0]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp][0][l]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp] [0] [2]).toStringO； 
//System.out.println("tempS in TB for adding into the tabulist is:" + tempS); 
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Main.tabuList.add(tempS); 
//System.out.println("tabuList Size: “ + Main.tabuList.size())； 
} 
else { 
acost[temp] 二 Main.maxno * 3; // force it choosing another one 





//System.out.println("The Tabulist size now is :" +Main.tabuList.size() + ” with 
length: “ +Main.tabuList.len); 
i f (Main.tabuList.sizeO == Main.tabuList.len) 
{ 
II System.out.println("removed item:" + Main.tabuList.remove(O)); 
Main.tabuList.remove(O); 
// S y s t e m . o u t . p r i n t l n ( " • j a ^ u List length:" + 
Main.tabuList.len); 
} 
temps = new Integer(a[temp] [0] [0]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp] [0] [ 1 ]).toString() + 
new Integer(a[temp][0][2]).toStringO； 
Main.tabuList.add(tempS); 
found = 1; 
i f (mincost < bestcost) { 
setBestSolution(temp); 
bestcost = mincost; 
setBestl OSolution(bestcost); 






found = 1 ； 
} 
int tempi = 0; 
//System.out.println("Temp equal to :"+temp); 
i f (temp ！ = 0) { 
x[a[temp][0][0]][a[temp][0][l]][a[temp][0][2]] = 1; 
x[a[ temp][ l ] [0] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [ l ] ] [a[ temp][ l ] [2] ] = 0; 
tempi = temp % 2 + temp / 2; 
System.out.println("adding the node" + a[temp][0][0] + "，” +a[temp][0][ l ] + "，" + 
a[temp] [0] [2]+"with cost: "+acost[temp]); 
solution[tempi][0] = a[temp][0][0]; 
solution[tempi][l] = a[temp][0][ l ] ; 
solutionftempijfzj = a[temp][0][2]; 
//currentcost = acost[temp]; 
currentcost= calculatecost(x); 
System.out.printlnC'current cost update:"+currentcost); 
int tcost = cc.calculate(x,currentcost); 
II finalize cost 
p 









public void printBest 1 OSolution() { 
i n t i j ; 
i f (curcoiint==10){ 
bcoimter = 10; 
} 
for (i=0; i<bcounter;i++) 
{ 
System.out.println("solution ”+ i+" cost is :"+bestlOcost[i]); 
for (j =1 ； j <= count; j++) { 
System.out.println(best 1 Osolution[i][ j][0] + ••，•’+ best lOsolut ion[ i ] [ j ] [ l ]+ ••，" + 




public int getBestCost(){ 
return bestcost; 
} 
public void setBestSolution(int temp) { 
//System.out.println("Temp before division: "+ temp); 
int i; 
for ( i = 0; i < count; i++) { 
bestsolut ion[ i+l ] [0]= solution[i + 1][0]; 
bestsolut ioni i+l j f 1 solution[i + 1][1]; 
bestsolution[i+l][2] = solution[i + 1][2]; 
} 
int tempi = temp%2 + temp/2; 
//System.out.println("Temp after division:" + tempi); 
//System.out.println("TabuSearch: Setting BestSolution!!!!"); 
bestsolution[tempi] [0]= a[temp][0][0]； 
bestsolution[tempi] [ 1 ] = a[ temp][0] [ l ] ; 
bestsolution[tempi] [2] = a[temp][0][2]； 
} 
public void setBestlOSolution(int tcost) { 
int i = bcounter % 10; 
bestlOsolution[i] = bestsolution; 




bcounter = 0; 
curcount = 10; 
} 
} , 
public int findmincost() { 
int i, temp=l ； 
mincost =acost[ l ] ; 
for ( i = l ; i <= 2*count; i++) { 
i f (acost[i]<mincost) 
{ 
mincost =acost[i]; 
. //System.out.println("findmincost: "+acost[i]+"and i is "+i) ; 
temp = i; 
} } 
//System.out.printlnC'fmdmincost: "+mincost+"and i is "+temp); 
return temp; 
} 
public int calculatecost(byte [ ] [ ] [ ] tx){-
int i, j , k,tempk,tcost; 
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tcost = 0; 
tempk: 0; 
for( i = 1; i <Main. job+l ; i + + ) 
{ 
Main.j obrisk[i] = 1; 
for( j = 1; j <Main.act+l; j + + ) 
{ 
for ( k = l ; k < Main.agt + 1 ； k++) { 
i f ( t x [ i ] D ] [ k ] > 0 ) 
{ 
Main.j obactcost[i][j] = Main.cost[ i ] [ j ] [k]; 
Main.jobacttime[i][ j] = Main.t ime[i ] [ j ] [k] ; 
Main.j obactrisk[i] [ j ] = Main.r isk[ i ] [ j ] [k] ; 
Main.jobrisk[i] *= Main.r isk[ i ] [ j ] [k] ; 







6. LPVer0217.java (Linear Program) 
package ts; 
import java.sql.*; 






public static int TestRunsIDJobnumber, job,act,agt,ij,k,maxno,temp,check,csave,tsave,rsave; 
public LPVer0217(){ 
} 
public float[][][] main 1 (int TID’ int jobn，int jb’ int acti，int agti) 
//public static void main (String args []) 
{ 
TestRimsID = T ID; 
jobnumber = jobn; 
j o b = j b ; 
act = acti; 
agt = agti; 
maxno = 10000; 
LPmod3 ts=new LPmod3(); 
t ry{ 
ts.ReadData(TestRunsID); 








} catch(SQLException e){//System.out.println("mess="+e.toString()); 
}； 
ts.AssignCostO; 

















int NumberOOob, NumberOfActivity, NumberOfAgent, nap; 
Vector jobdata = new Vector(); 
Vector vdata = new Vector(); 
Vector vcorrespond = new Vector(); 
Vector vcoragent = new Vector(); 
Vector vcoractivity = new Vector(); 
Vector vcorjob = new Vector(); 
Vector vcortime = new Vector(); 
Vector vcorrisk =new Vector()； 
Vector vintegration = new Vector(); 
Vector vconsolidation = new Vector(); 
Vector vXintegration=new Vector(); 
Vector vXconsolidation=new Vector(); 
//Vector vIntergraSavingCost=new Vector(); 
//Vector vConsoSavingCost=new Vector(); 
Vector VCDB=new Vector(); 
Vector VIDB=new Vector(); 
public void ReadJob(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{ 




Connection conn = DriverManager.getCoimection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf,cuhk.edu.hk:l52l:logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = coim.createStatement(); 
for (i=0;i<LPVer0217.job;i++) 
{ , 
String string="select * from Job where Jobnumber =••’ + jobn + 
ResultSet rsetl = stmtl .executeQuery(string); 
while(rsetl.next()) 
{ 
WeightField = rsetl.getlnt(" Weight"); 
VolumeField = rsetl .getInt("Volumen"); 
MaxTimeField = rsetl.getInt("MaxTime"); 
MaxRiskField = rsetl .getInt("MaxRisk"); 
‘ } 
//jobdata.addElement(new 





public void ReadData(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
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} 
/ /System.out.pr int ln(“*»**************the main class job number is: "+Main.jobnumber); 
DriverManager.registerDriver(new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriverO); 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk: 1521:logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn.createStatement(); 
String string="select * from OptimizationDataTable where TestRunsID ="’ + TestRunsID + "’ 
order by jobnumber,activitynumber,agentnumber asc"; 




{AgentField = rsetl.getInt("AgentNumber"); 
ActivityField = rsetl.getInt("ActivityNumber"); 
JobField = rsetl.getInt("JobNumber"); ” 
CostField = rsetl .getFloatf Price”)； 
i f (CostField >=100000) 
CostField = 0; 
RiskField = rsetl.getInt("Risk")； 






public void readIntegration2(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{DriverManager.registerDriver(new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver()); 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk: 1521 :logistic","solver", "manager"); 
Statement stmtl = conn.createStatement(); 
String stringl="select * from Integration2 where TestRunsID ="' + TestRunsID + order by 
intenumber asc"; 
ResultSet rsetl = stmtl .executeQuery(stringl); 
while(rsetl.next()) 
{ 
int modelRunNum= rsetl .getInt("TestRunsID"); 
int inteNumber=rsetl .getInt("InteNumber"); 
int agentNumber=rset 1 .getInt("AgentNumber"); 
int jobNumber=rset 1 .getInt("JobNumber"); 
int inteBeginActivity=rset 1 .getInt("InteBeginAc"); 
int inteEndActi vity=rset 1 .getInt("InteEndAc"); 
float savingCost=rsetl .getlnt(" SavingCost"); 





public void readConsolidation2(int TestRunsID) throws SQLException 
{DriverManager.registerDriver(new oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver()); 
Connection conn = DriverManager.getConnection 
("jdbc:oracle:thin:@logistics.baf.cuhk.edu.hk: 1521 :logistic","solver", "manager")； 
, Statement stmtl = coim.createStatement()； 
//String string 1=" select * from Consolidation2"; 
String string 1="select * from Consolidation! where TestRunsID =•" + TestRunsID + '"order by 
consonumber,agentnumber asc"; 




modelRunNum= rsetl .getInt("TestRunsID"); 
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int consoNumber=rset 1 .getInt("ConsoNumber"); 
int agentNumber=rset 1 .getInt("AgentNumber"); 
int activityNumber=rsetl.getInt("ActivityNumber"); 





VCDB.addElement(new consoRecord(modelRunNum,-100’-1,-1,-1 ’ 0)); 
conn.closeQ; 
} 
public void AssignCost() 
{ 
int i i=0, i j ,newv,mark; 
ii=0; • 
for(j=0;j<=vdata.size()-l ;j++) 
{odata Odata 1 =(odata)(vdata.get(j))； 














for(j =0y <=vdata. size()-1 ；j++) 
{odata Odata 1 =(odata)(vdata.get(j))； 







i f ( m a r k = l ) 






for(j=0 J<=vdata.si2;e()-1 ;j++) 
{odata Odata 1 =(odata)(vdata.get(j)); 







i f( inark==l) 




scost=new float[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOfJob+1 ]； 
for(i=0;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) { 
for(j =0;j <=NumberOfActivity ;j++) { 





int needagentnumber=0,needj obnumber=0,needactivitynumber=0; 
for(j=OJ<=vdata.size()-l ;j++) 
{odata Odata 1 =(odata)( vdata.get(j)); 
int JobNumber 1 = Odata 1 Jobnumber; 
int ActivityNumber 1 = Odata 1 .activitynumber; 
int AgentNumber 1 = Odata 1 .agentnumber; 
float Costl = Odata 1.cost; 
for(i=0;i<=vcoragent.size()-l;i++) 





{coijob A j ob=(coij ob)(vcorj ob.get(i)); 











public float[][][] formatrixO 
{ 
float cost口 [] []=new float[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberODob+1 ]； 
// float XOptimal口 [] [] =new float[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOffob+1 ]； 
float maxValueOfCost=3 ； 
float bigNumber=2000000; 
intsubagent= 0; 





















/ / in t 
ncol=NumberOfAgent*NumberO0ob*NumberOfActivity+NumberOfIntegration+NumberOfConsoli 
dation-subagent-subact; 
System.out.println("Number of Integration二" +NumberOflntegration); 
System, out.println( "Number of consodliation=" +NumberOfConsolidation); 
zeroact= new int[NumberOflob*NumberOfActivity+1 ]； 
commoiiBigNumber=bigNumber*inaxValueOfCost; 
tempx = new int[ncol]; 
for ( k= l ; k<=ncol- l ; k++) 
{ 
tempx[k] = 1 ； 
} .. 
for(k=l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 
{ for ( j= l ； j<=NumberOfActivity;j++) 
{ 
zeroact[ (k - 1 ) * NumberOfActivity + j ] = 1; 
// System.out.println("zeroact before，job:"+ k+" act:" +j+" number is:" +((k -




{for( j=l ; j<=NumberOfActivi ty; j++) 
{ 
for ( i= l ;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ 
if(scost[i]| j][k]>0) 




tempx[(k- l )*NumberOfAct iv i ty*NumberOfAgent+(j- l )*NumberOfAgent+i] = 0; 
cost[i] [ j ] [k]=commoiiBigNumber; 
} } 
i f (subagent = NumberOfAgent) 
{ 
zeroact[ (k - 1) * NumberOfActivity + j ] = 0; 





ac=new float[nco w+1 ] [ncol+1 ]； 
for ( i= l ；i<=ncow;i++) 
{ fo r ( j= ly<=nco l ; j++) 
{ac[i ] [ j ]=0; • 
} 
} 
, int CoefficintOne= 1 ； 
dqcow=l; 
dqcol=l ; 
for (k= l ;k<=NumberOOob;k++) 
{ 
for( i=NumberOfActivity*(k-1)+1 ； i<=k*NumberOfActivity;i++) 
{ 
for( j=( i - l )*NumberOfAgent+l ; j<=i*NumberOfAgenty++) 
{ac 剛]=Coeff ic intOne; 
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vcorrespond. addElement(new 






Lintegration int l=new Lintegration(); 
// assign the value of the column and row beginning at 
dqcol=NumberOfActivity*NumberOfAgent*NumberOOob+1 ； 
dqcow=NumberOfActivity*NumberO0ob+1 ； 
// System.out.println(" 1. dqcow = "+ dqcow + “ dqcol =" + dqcol); 
int ActivityNumberl =0; 
Vector RighthandforIntegration=new Vector(); 




int 1 =(Lintegration)( vintegration. get(ii)); 
for( j=int l .beginactivity ;j<=int 1 .endactivity;j++) 
{ 
i= int l .agent; 
k=int l . job; 




}//end f o r j 
dqcol=dqcol+l; 
vintegration. set(ii，new Lintegration(i,k,int 1 .beginactivity，intl .endactivity,intl .savingcost, 
intl.IncrementSavingCost,kdqcol)); 
//System.out.println("2. dqcow = "+ dqcow + “ dqcol =" + dqcol); 
vcorrespond. addElement(new 
correspond(2,kdqcol,intl.agent,intl .job，intl .beginactivity,int l.endactivity)); 
Act i vityNumber 1 =0 ； 
for(j =int 1 .beginactivity J <=int 1 .endactivity;j++) 
{ 
i=intl.agent; 
k=int l . job; 
op=i+(j- l )*NumberOfAgent+(k-1) *NumberOfActivity*NumberOfAgent; 
ac [dqcow] [op]=CoefficintOne; 
Act i vityNumber 1 = Act i vityNumber 1+1; 
}//end f o r j 
RighthandforIntegration.addElement(new RightHand(dqcow, ActivityNumber 1 -1)); 
ac [dqcow] [kdqcol]=-1 ； 
dqcow=dqcow+l; 
}//end for i i 
// System.out.println("dqcow = "+ dqcow); 
int consolagent,consolactivity; 
iv=vconsolidation. size()； 
for(j=0 ；j <=vconsolidation. size()-l;j++) 
. { 
int kdqcol=dqcol; 
Lconsolidation con 1 =(Lconsolidation)( vconsolidation. get ⑴)； 
consolagent=conl .agent; 
consolactivity=con 1 .activity; 
Vector job2=new Vector(); 
job2=conl .c jobl ; 
//System.out.print("<p> conso number="+j+" agent="+consolagent+" 
activity="+consolacti vity)； 
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/* read out each job */ 
for(dt=0;dt<=job2.size()-l ;dt++) 
{ 
Integer k3=(Integer)j ob2. get(dt); 
int k4=k3.intValue(); 






// System.out.println("dqcol = "+ dqcol); 
vconsolidation. set(j，new 
Lconsolidation(conl .agent,con 1 .activity,con 1 .savingcost，conl .IncrementSavingCost,kdqcolJob2)); 
/* store the relationship between the column number and the parameters of current 
consolidation */ 
vcorrespond. addElement(new coiTespond(3,kdqcol,conl .agent,conl .activityJob2)); 
Act i vityNumber 1 =0 ； 
i=conl.agent; 
int j2=conl .activity; 
/* read out each job */ 
for(dt=0; dt<=job2.size()-l; dt++) 
{ 
Integer k3=(Integer)j ob2. get(dt); 
int k4=k3.intValue(); 
op=i+(j2-1 )*NumberOfAgent+(k4- l)*NumberOfActivity*NumberOfAgent; 
ac[dqcow] [op]=CoefficintOne; 
ActivityNumber 1 =ActivityNumber 1+1; 
}//end for dt 
RighthandforIntegration.addElement(new RightHand(dqcow, ActivityNumberl -1)); 





for( j= l J <=NumberOfActivity ;j++) 
{ 
for( i= l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ 
/* before relation 
pp=(i-l)*NumberOfActivity*NumberOfJob+G-l)*NumberOfJob+k; •/ 
pp=i+( j - l )*NumberOfAgent+(k-1 )*NumberOfActivity*NumberOfAgent; 






Lintegration int2=(Lintegration)(vintegration. get(ii))； 
iwork=int2. ColumnlnModel ； 
ac[dqcow][iwork]=-int2.IncrementSavingCost; 
//System.out.println(" inte savingcost="+ac[dqcow][iwork]); 
} 

















RightHand righthandl=new RightHand(); 
righthand 1 =(RightHand)RighthandforIntegration.get(ii)； 
ac[righthand 1 .row] [dqcol]=righthand 1 .value; 
}//end of i i 
System.out.println ("<centerxtable cellspacing=0 border=l>"); 
double v[] = new double[dqcol]; 
double rhs; 
System.out.println("no.of variables = " + dqcol); 
System.out.println("no. of rows = " + dqcow); 
try { 
model = new IloCplex(); 
model.setParam(IloCplex.IntParam.RootAlg, 1); 
IloNumVarType varTypel = IloNumVarType.Float; 
IloNumVarType varType2 = IloNumVarType.Int; 
X = new IloNumVar[dqcol]; 
IloIntVar t = model.intVar(0,0); 
IloNumExpr expr= t; 
for( j= l ；j<=dqcol-l ；j++) 
{ 
v[j]=ac[dqcow][j]; 
i f (tempx[j] ==1) 
{ 




X[ j ] = model.numVar(0, 0，varTypel); 








for(j=1 ；j <=dqcol-1 ；j ++) 
{vU]=ac[i]D]； 
} 
rhs = ac[i][dqcol]; 
//System.out.prmtln("rhs:"+rhs+" row is :"+i); 
i f(rhs>0) 
{ 
model.addEq(model.scalProd(v,X, 1，dqcol- l),rhs); 
‘ } } 
System.out.printlnC'After adding the first type of constraints"); 
for(i=NumberOfActivity*NumberOfJob+l ;i<=dqcow-l ;i++) 
{ 
for( j= l ;j<=dqcol-l ;j++) 
{v[ j ]=ac[ i ] [ j ] ; 
} 
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//System.out.println("one constraint ended"); 
rhs = ac[i][dqcol]; 
modeLaddLe(model.scalProd(X,v,l,dqcol-l),rhs); 
} 
System.out.println("After adding the second type of constraints"); 
i f (model.solveO ) { 
System. out.println()； 
System, out.println( "Solution status = " + model.getStatusQ); 
System.out.println(); 
System.out.println(" cost = " + model.getObjValue()); 
System.out.println(); } 
} 
catch (IloException ex) { 
System.out.println("Concert Error: “ + ex); 
} . 




public f loat[][][] PrintAssignmentO 
{ XOptimal=new float[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOOob+1 ]； 
int AgentNumber[]=new int[NumberOfAgent+1 ]； 
int JobNumber[]=new int[NumberOfJob+1 ]； 
int ActivityNumber[]=new int[NumberOfActivity+1 ]； 
coragent cagentl=new coragent(); 
coijob cjobl=new corjobQ; 
coractivity cactivityl=new coractivityO; 
int i l , i2 ; 
int InColorNumberl jConColorNumberl ； 
int InColorNumber2,ConColorNumber2; 
int InColorNumberS ,ConColorNumber3 ； 
String InColorStringjConColorString; 
int needagentnumber=-1，needj obnumber=-1 ,needactivitynumber=-1 ； 
float wcost; 
LDisplay口 [] [] assignmentdisplay=new 
LDisplay[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberO0ob+1 ]； 
int displayActivity[]=new int[NumberOfActivity+1 ]； 
int displayAgent[]=new int[NumberOfAgent+1 ]； 
int displayJob[]=new int[NumberOfJob+1 ]； 
for(int k=0;k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 
{for(mt j =Oij<=NumberOfActivity;j++) 
{for(int i=0;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
, {assignmentdisplay[i][j][k] =new LDisplay(); 
}//end of i 
}//end of j 
}//end of k 




. {assignmentdisplay [i] [j ] [k] .addAgentNumber(O)； 
assignmentdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addJobNumber(O); 
assignmentdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addActivityNumber(O); 
assignmentdisplay [ i j [j ] [k] .addCost(Of)； 
assignmentdisplay [ i j [ j ] [k]. IntaddColor(negativeNumber)； 
} / /endo f j 
}//end of i 










int DisplayMark=l ； 
float sumf=Of; 
try { 




System.out.println("<p> <h l> Information for Linear Program </hl>"); 
System.out.println("<p> <h2> the value of objective function for 
LP="+model.getObjValue()+"</h2>")； 






for(int i8 = l ; i 8 <=NumberOfActivity*NumberOfAgent*NumberOfJob; i8++) 






XOptimal[corrl .vagent][corrl. vactivity] [corr 1. vjob]= Ipf; 
} 
} "end of i f 
} "end of for 
// exit i f don't print 
model.endO; 
} catch (IloException ex) { 
System.out.println("Concert Error: “ + ex); 
} 
for(int k = l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 




}//end of i 
}//end of j 
}//end of k 
for(int i = l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{cagent 1 =(coragent)(vcoragent.get(i-1)); 
AgentNumber[i]=cagent 1 .ragentnumber; 
. } 
for(int j = l ；j<=NumberO0obij++) 
{cjobl=(coijob)(vcoijob.get(j-l)); 
JobNumber[j]=cjob 1 .rjobnumber; 
} 
for(int k = l ；k<=NumberOfActivity;k++) 
{cactivityl=(coractivity)(vcoractivity.get(k-1)); 
ActivityNumber[k]=cactivity 1 .ractivitynumber; 
} 
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i l = l ; 
System.out.print ("<table>"); 
for(int k = l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 
{for(int j=1 ;j <=NumberOfActi vity ;j ++) 
{for(int i = l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ 
for(i 1 =0;i 1 <=vcoragent.size()-1 ;i 1 ++) 




}//end of search agentnumber 
for( i l=0; i l<=vcorjob.size()- l ; i l++) 
{corjob A j ob=(coij ob)(vcoij ob.get(i 1))； 
if( A j ob.pjobnumber==k) 
{needj obnumber=Aj ob.ijobnumber; 
} 
}//end of search jobnumber 
for(i 1 =0;i 1 <=vcoractivity. size()-1 ;i 1 ++) 
{coractivity Aac=(coractivity)(vcoractivity. get(i 1)); 
if( Aac .pactivitynumber==j) 
{needactivitynumber: Aac.ractivitynumber; 
} 
}//end o f i l 
assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .addAgentNumber(needagentnumber); 
assignmentdisplay [i] [ j ] [k]. addJobNumber(needj obnumber); 
assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .addActivityNumber(needactivitynumber); 
wcost=scost[i] [ j ] [k ] ; 
assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k]. addCost(wcost)； 






i f((wcost>0)&&(XOptimal[ i ] [ j ] [k]〉0)) 
{assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .IntaddColor(positiveNumber2); 
} 
i f((wcost>0)&&(XOptimal[ i ] U] [k]==0)) 





System.out.print("<pxhl>assignment information</h 1 >"); 
System.out.print("<table border〉")； 
System.out.print("<tr>"); 
System.out.print("<th bgcolor=\"white\">”+" activity "+"</th>"); 
for(int j = l y<=NumberOfActivity;j++) 
{displayActivity[j]=assignmentdisplay[ l ] [ j ] [ l ] .activityNumber; 
System.out.print("<th bgcolor=\"white\">"+" activity^ "+displayActivity[j]+"</th>"); 
. } 
System.out.print("</tr>"); 
for(int i = l ;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{displayAgent[i]=assignmentdisplay[i] [ 1 ] [ 1 ] .agentNumber; 
} 
for(int k = l ；k<=NumberOOob;k++) 
{displayJob[k]=assignmentdisplay[ l ] [ l ] [ k ] . j obNumber; 
} 
for(int k = l ;k<=NumberO0ob;k++) 
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{ 
System.out.println("<trxtd colspan=40 bgcolor=\"white\">"+"Job: 
"+displayJob[k]+"</td></tr>")； 




for(int j = l y <=NumberO fActivity ;j ++) 
{ 
if(assignmentdisplay[i][j][k].DisplayColorI<0) 
{System.out.print("<td bgcolor-\"whiteV>"+"<img src=\"white.gif\" ALT=\"the 
agent"+ 
assignmentdisplay[i][j][k].agentNumber+" can not undertake the activity "+ 
assignmentdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .activityNumber+" of job ••+ 
assignmentdisplay[i]|j][k] . jobNumber+"\"x/td>"); 
}//end of i f 
if(assigimientdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorI=0) 
{System.out.println("<td bgcolor=\"Yellow\">"+"Cost: 
"+assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .Cost+ 
"<img src=\"yellow.gif\" ALT=\"the agent 
"+assignmentdisplay[i] [j ] [k]. agentNumber+ 
“can undertake the activity "+assignmentdisplay[i][j][k].activityNumber+" of 
j o b " + 
assignmentdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .jobNumber+", but the model did not choose it\"> 
</td>"); 
}//end of i f 
if(assignmentdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorI>0) 
{System.out.println("<td bgcolor=\"orange\">"+"Cost: 
"+assignmentdisplay[i] [j ] [k].Cost+ 
”x="+XOptimal[i][ jp]+ 
"<img src=\"orange.gif\" ALT=\"the model chose the agent"+ 
assignmentdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .agentNumber+" to undertake the activity "+ 
assignmentdisplay [i] {j ] [k] .activityNumber+" of job "+ 
assignmentdisplay[i]0][k].jobNumber+"\"x/td>")； 
}//end of i f 
}//end of for j 
System.out.print ("</tr>"); 
}//end of i 
}//end of for k 
System.out.print ("</table>"); 
System.out.println("<p><h4> in above table:</h4>"); 
System.out.println("<table><trxtd bgcolor=orange> Cost=46 </td>"); 
System.out.println("<td><h4> the orange color means the model chose which agent to 
undertake"+ , 
"which activity of which job</h4></td></tr>"); 
System.out.println("<tr><td bgcolor=white> Cost=0 </td>"); 
System.out.println(“<td><h4>the white dor means the agent can not undertake"+ 
"that activity of that j ob< /h4x / t dx / t r > " ) ; 
System.out.println("<tr><td bgcolor=yellow> Cost=56 </td>")； 
System.out.println("<tdxh4>the yellow color means the agent can undertake that activity 
of,,+ 
• "that job,but the model did not choose it</h4><td></trx/table>"); 
System.out.prmtln("<p><h4>If you move the mouse over the some part of checks, you can 
obtain"+ 
“more detail explaination.</h4>"); 
float口 [] [] rXin=new float[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOflob+1 ]； 
for(int k3=l ;k3<=NumberOfJob;k3++) 
{ for(int j 3= l ；j3<=NumberOfActivity;j3++) 
{ for(int i3=l ;i3<=NumberOfAgent;i3++) 














public void AssignArrayl() 
{ display Activity=new int[NumberOfActivity+1 ]; 
displayAgent=new int[NumberOfAgent+1 ]； 
displayJob=new int[NumberOfJob+1 ]； 




in t i , j ’ k , i l ; 
for( i= l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ 
for(i 1 =0;i 1 <=vcoragent.size()-1 ;i 1 ++) 
{coragent Aag=(coragent)( vcoragent. get(i 1))； 
if(Aag.pagentnumber==i) 
{needagentnumber=Aag.ragentnumber; 
}//end of i f 




{ for( i l=0; i l<=vcoi job.s ize()- l ; i l++) 
{corjob Ajob=(coijob)(vcoijob.get(i 1))； 
i f (Ajob.pjobnumber=k) 
{needj obnumber=Aj ob.ij obnumber; 
} 
}//end of search jobnumber 
displayJob[k]=needjobnumber; 
} 
for( j=ly<=NumberOfAct iv i ty; j++) 
{ 
for(i 1 =0;i 1 <=vcoractivity.size()-1 ;i 1 ++) 
{coractivity Aac=(coractivity)(vcoractivity.get(i 1)); 
if( Aac .pacti vitynumber==j) 
{needactivitynumber=Aac.ractivitynumber; 
} 




, public void PrintIntegration() 
{ i n t AgentNumber[]=new int[NumberOfAgent+1 ]； 
int JobNumber[]=new int[NumberOflob+1 ]； 
int ActivityNumber[]=new int[NumberOfActivity+1 ]； 
coragent cagentl=new coragent(); 
coijob cjobl=new corjobQ; 
coractivity cactivityl=new coractivity(); 
intil，i2; 
int InColorNumber 1 ,ConColorNumber 1 ； 
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int InColorNumber2,ConColorNumber2 ； 
int InColorNumberS ,ConColorNumber3 ； 
String InColorString,ConColorString; 
int needagentnumber=-1 ,needj obnumber=-1 ,needactivitynumber=-1 ； 
float wcost; 
Vector vInteInfonnation=new Vector(); 
LDisplay口 [] [] integrationdisplay=new 
LDisplay[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [^umberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOfJob+1 ]； 
int i，j，k; 
for(k=0;k<=NumberOOob;k++) 
{for(j =0 J <=NumberOfActi vity ;j++) 
{for(i=0;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{integrationdisplay [i] [j ] [k]=new LDisplay(); 
}//end of i 
}//end o f j 






integrationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k]. addAgentNumber(O)； 
integrationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addJobNumber(O); 
integrationdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .addActivityNumber(O); 
int negativeNumber=-1 ； 
integrationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .IntaddColor(negativeNumber)； 
integrationdisplay [i]^][k].addSavingCost(O.Of); 
}//end of i 
}//end o f j 
}//end of k 
for(k=l ;k<=NumberOffob;k++) 
{ for( j= l ；j <=NumberOfActivity ;j++) 
{ 
for( i=l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ 
}//end of i 
}//end o f j 
}//end of k 
int i i; 
FlntegrationForX(XOptiinal)； 
for(ii=0;ii<=vXintegration.size()-1 ；ii++) 
{Lintegration int 1 =(Lintegration)(vXintegration.get(ii)); 
i=int l .agent; 
k=intl . job; 
float minXV=int l .minX; 
int GenerateColorNuml 1=160; 
int GenerateColorNuml 2=80; 
int GenerateColorNuml 1 =70; 
int GenerateColorNum22=180; 
int GenerateColorNum31=10; 
• int GenerateColorNum32=240; 







int IntegrationNumber=ii+1 ； 
float DisplaySavingCost=(intl .savingcost)*miiLXV; 
II float DisplaySavingCost=(intl.savingcost); 
vintelnformation. addElement(ne w 
LIntegrationInformation(IntegrationNumber,DisplaySavingCost)); 
for(i 1 =0;i 1 <=vcoragent.size()-1 ；i 1 ++) 
{coragent Aag=(coragent)(vcoragent.get(i 1)); 
if(Aag.pagentnumber==i) 
{needagentnumber=Aag.ragentnumber;} 
} / / e n d o f i l 
for(i 1 =0 ; i 1 <=vcoijob.size()-1 ；i 1 ++) 
{corj ob A j ob=(coij ob)( vcorj ob. get(i 1)); 
if(Ajob.pjobnumber==k) 
{needj obnumber=Aj ob.ijobnumber; 
} 
} / / e n d o f i l 
for( j= int l .beginactivity ;j <=int 1 .endactivity;j++) 
{ 
for(i 1 =0 ;i 1 <=vcoractivity. size()-1 ;i 1 ++) 
{coractivity Aac=(coractivity)(vcoractivity.get(i 1)); 
i f (Aac.pactivi tynumber=j) 
{needactivitynumber=Aac.ractivitynumber; 
} 
}//end o f i l 
integrationdisplay [i] [j ] [k] • adciAgentNumber(needagentnumber)； 
integrationdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .addJobNumber(needj obnumber)； 
integrationdisplay [ i j ^ ] [k ] . addActivityNumber(needactivitynumber)； 
integrationdisplay[i][j][k].addintegrationNumber(IntegrationNumber); 
integrationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] . addSavingCost(DisplaySavingCost)； 
integrationdisplay [i][j][k].StringaddColor(ssI); 
int positiveNumberI=1 ； 
integrationdisplay [i] [j ] [k]. IntaddColor(positiveNumberl); 
}//end o f j 
}//end of i i 
System.out.print("<p><p><p><hl>integration infomiat ion</hl>"); 
System.out.println("<table border〉")； 
System.out.println("<tr>"); 
System.out.println("<th bgcolor=\"white\">”+” activity "+"</th>"); 
for ( j= l ； j<=NumberOfActivity;j++) 
{ 
System.out.println("<th bgcolor=\"white\">"+" activity^ "+displayActivity[ j ]+"</th>"); 
}//end q f j 
System.out.print("</tr>"); 
int zero4=0; 














if(integrationdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorI>zero4) 




}//end o f j 
}//end of i 
}//end of k 
System.out.println("</tr>")； 
System.out.println("</table>")； 
System.out.println("<p><h4>You can see above table in horizontal direction:"); 
System.out.println("<p>the each consecutive fragment with same Color represents an integration 
chosen by model < /h4x /p>" ) ; 
int iChangeRow=l ； 
int factor 1=2; 
System.out.println("<p><h3>")； 
Llntegrationlnformation oInteInfomiation=new LlntegrationlnformationO ； 
for(i=0 ； i<=vInteInformation. size()-1 ； i++) 
{oInteInformation=(LIntegratioiiInfonnation)(vInteInformation.get(i)); 
System.out.println("the Saving Cost of Integration 
"+oInteInformation.IntegratioiiNumber+" is “ 









public void PrintConsolidation() 
{ 
int il’i2’ij，k; 
int InColorNumberl，ConColorNumber 1 ； 
int InColorNumber2,ConColorNumber2 ； 
int InColorNumberS ,ConColorNumber3 ； 
String InColorString,ConColorString; 
int needagentnumber=-1 ’ needj obnumber=-1 ,needactivitynumber=-1 ； 
float wcost; 
Vector vConsoInformation=new Vector(); 
LDisplay[] [] [] consolidationdisplay=new 
LDisplay[NumberOfAgent+1 ] [NumberOfActivity+1 ] [NumberOfJob+1 ]； 




consolidationdisplay [i] [j ] [k]=new LDisplay()； 
„ } } 
} 





consolidationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addAgentNumber(O); 
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consolidationdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .addJobNumber(O); 
consolidationdisplay[i][j][k].addActivityNumber(0); 
/* -1 means white color */ 
consolidationdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .IntaddColor(negativeNumber)； 





int i i ; 




Vector job2=new Vector(); 
job2=conl.c jobl ; 
float mixXForC2=conl .minXforC; 





int GenerateColorNum52=l 80; 
int GenerateColorNum61=10; 
int GenerateColorNum62=240; 









float DisplaySavingCost=(con 1. savingcost) *mixXForC2 ； 
for(int t=0;t<=job2.size()-l ;t++) 
{Integer k3=(Integer)job2.get(t); 
k=k3.intValue(); 
consolidationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addAgentNumber(needagentnumber); 
consolidationdisplay[i] [ j ] [k] .addJobNumber(needj obnumber); 
consolidationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .addActivityNumber(needactivitynumber); 
consqlidationdisplay[i] y] [k] . addconsolidationNumber(ConsolidationNumber)； 
consolidationdisplay [i] Q] [k] .addSavingCost(DisplaySavingCost); 
i f (XOptimal[ i ] [ j ] [k]>0) 
{ 
consolidationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] • StringaddColor(ssC)； 
int positiveNumberC= 1 ； 




int negativeNumberC= -1; 
consolidationdisplay [i] [ j ] [k] .IntaddColor(negativeNumberC)； 
} 
}//end o f t 
}//end of i i 
System. out.println( ” <p> <p> <p> <p><h 1 >consolidation information</h 1 >"); 
System, out.println( "〈table border〉"）； 
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System.out.print("<tr>"); 
System.out.println("<th bgcolor=\"white\">"+" activity "+"</th>"); 
for ( j= l y<=NumberOfActivity;j++) 




for(k=l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) { 
Systeni.out.println("<tr><td colspan=30 
bgcoloM"white\">"+"Job:"+displayJob[k]+"</td></tr>"); 
for( i= l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) { 
System.out.print ("<tr>"); 
System.out.println("<tdbgcolor=\"white\">"+"Agent: "+displayAgent[i]+"</td>")； 
for ( j= l y<=NumberOfActivity;j++) {int coi=consolidationdisplay [i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorl; 
ConColorStrmg=consolidationdisplay[i][j][k].ColorNumberS; 
if(consolidationdisplay [i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorI<zero5) 
{System.out.println("<td bgcoloM"whi te\">"+"</ td>") ; } 
if(consolidationdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .DisplayColorI>=zero5) 
{ConColorString=consolidationdisplay[i] [j ] [k] .ColorNumberS; 





System.out.println("<p><h4>You can see above table in vertical direction:"); 
System.out.println("<p>the check with same Color in same column"+ 
“represents one consolidation choosed by model </h4>"); 
int iChangeRow=l ； 
int factor2=2; 
System.out.println("<p><h3>"); 
for(i = 0; i<=vXconsolidation.size()-1 ； i++) 
{Lconsolidation oConso=(Lconsolidation)(vXconsolidation. get(i)); 
float Displaysavingcost=(oConso.savingcost)*(oConso.minXforC); 
int consolidationNumber=i+l; 
System.out.println("the Saving Cost of Consolidation "+consolidationNumber+" is 













for(k=l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) { 
inum=0; 









whi le(( j<=NumberOfActivi ty)&&(scost[ i ] [ j ] [k]>0)) 
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{ j = j+ l ; 
} 




}//end of i f 




public void FsubIntegration(int i,int k,int ibegin，int iend) 
{ i n t number=iend-ibegin+1 ； 
for(int (in=2 ;dn<=number;dn++) 
{for(int j j=ibegin;j j<=iend-dn+l ;jj++) 
{ in te j j= j j+dn- l ; 
float savingcost=Of; 
for(intjs=0;js<=VIDB.size()-l; js++) 
{LinteRecord InteRecord 1 =(LinteRecord) V IDB .get(j s)； 
i f ( ( i= In teRecord l .AgentNumber)&&(k==InteRecordl .JobNumber)&& 
( j j=InteRecordl . InteBeginAct iv i ty)&&(ej j=InteRecordl . InteEndAct iv i ty)) 
{savingcost=InteRecordl .SavingCostl; 
//System.out.println(" <p> match**** inte i="+i+" k="+k+" 
j j - ' + j j + " e="+ejj+" sav="+savingcost); 
}//end for i f 
}//end for js 
int zero=0; 
//System.out.println(" <p> inte i="+i+" k="+k+" j j="+ j j+" e="+ejj+" 
sav="+savingcost)； 
vintegration.addElement(new Lintegration(i,k,jj,ejj ,savingcost,zero,-1)); 
}//end o f j j 
}//end of dn 
} 
public float IntegrationMatch(int i，int k，int ibegin,int iend) 
{float zero=0; 
float savingcost=zero; 
for(int js=Oijs<=VIDB.size()-l ;js++) 
{LinteRecord InteRecord 1 =(LinteRecord) VIDB.get(js); 
i f ( ( InteRecordl .AgentNumber=i)&&(InteRecordl . InteBeginAct iv i ty=ibegin)&& 
(InteRecord 1 . InteEndActivi ty=iend)&&(InteRecordl JobNumber==k)) 
{savingcost=InteRecord 1 .SavingCostl ； 
}//end for i f 
}//end for js 
retum(savingcost); 
} 




public void FindNonZeroElementO 
• {Vector NonZeroElement=new Vector(); 
int NumberOfNonZero ； 
int i，j,k; 
for ( i= l ;i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{for(j=1 ；j <=NumberOfActivity ；j++) 
{NumberOfNonZero=0; 
NonZeroElement.removeAllElementsO; 
for(k= 1 ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 
{ 
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}//end of i f 






}//end loop o f j 
}//end loop of i 
}//end method of FindNonZeroElement 
public void CombinationForConsolidation(Vector NonZeroElement) 
{ 
int j , i ’k ’n; 
i n t i 2= l J2= l , k2= l ; 
int NumberOfNonZero=0; 
n=NonZeroElement.size(); 












}whi le((u[ j ]>0)&&(j<n)); 
u[ j ]=l； 
for ( i= l ; i<=j - l ; i++) 








{Vector cjob=new Vector(); 
for(k=l;k<=n;k++) 
{ 
i f (u [k ]==l ) 
{LIndexGroup IndexGl=new LIndexGroup(); 
IndexG 1 =(LIndexGroup)NonZeroElement.get(k-1); 
i2=IndexGl.i; 
j2=IndexGl. j ; 
. k2=IndexGl.k; 
• cj ob.addElement(new Integer(k2)); 
// System.out.println(" k2="+k2); 
}//end of i f 
}//end of loop k 
float savingcost=ConsolidationMatch(i2,j2,cjob); 
i f (savingcost>0) 
{ -
vconsolidation.addElement(new Lconsolidation(i2, j2, savingcost, 0,-1，cjob)); 
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} 






}//end of loop i 
} 
} 










int vjob=0,vactivity=0,vagent = 0; 
int i,j,k; 
Vector vConsoRecord=new Vector(); 






//System.out.println("The jobs size is:"+jobs.size()); 












}//end of inner while 
//compare with consolidation in program 
consoRecord ConsoRecord=new consoRecord(); 
rmark=0; 
if(j obs • size()==vConsoRecord. sizeO) 
{for(k=0;k<=jobs.size()-l ;k++) 






if((ccj ob ！ =vj ob)l|(agent2 ！ =vagent) | l(activity2 ！ =vactivity)) 
{rmark=l;} 
}//end of k 





int zero 1=0; 
omark=zerol; 
notfmd=l; 
} / /endo f i f 
DBpointer=DBpointer+1 ； 
}//end of outer while 
//System.out.println("<p> <h4> notfind="+notfind+"</h4>")； 
i f (not fmd=0) 
{for(k=0;k<=jobs.size()-1 ；k++) 
{Integer Icj ob={Integer)j obs.get(k); 
int ccjob=Icjob.intValue(); 
} 
} • retum(savingcost); 
} 
public void CalcuConIncreSavCost() 
{ 
int MaxElementNumber= FmaxNumber( vconsolidation)； 
for(intnum=2;num<=MaxElementNumber;num++) 
{ 
for(int ic=0;ic<=vconsolidation.size()-1 ；ic++) 
{Lconsolidation OneConsolidation=(Lconsolidation) vconsolidation. get(ic)； 
int agent=OneConsolidation. agent; 
int activity=OneConsolidation.activity; 
Vector vjob=OneConsolidation.cjobl; 
float savingcost=OneConsolidation. savingcost; 




vconsolidation. set(ic,new Lconsolidation(agent,activity,savingcost,DS,0,vjob)); 




}//end of i f 
}//end for ic 
}//end for num 
} 
public int FmaxNumber(Vector vcon) 
{Vector job=new Vector(); 
int imax=0: 
‘ t 
for(int k=0;k<=vcon.size()-l ;k++) 
{Lconsolidation con3=(Lconsolidation)vcon. get(k)； 
job=con3.cjobl; 
if(job.size()>imax) 









for(int num=2;num<=SelfNumOfSet-1 ；num++) 
{Vector Vsubset=new Vector(); 
Vsubset=FindSubSet(OneConsolidation,num); // the element of Vsubset is a number-set 
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int u[]=new int [n+l ] ; 
for(i=0;i<=n;i++) 
{u[i ]=0;} 
int mark=l ; 






j= j+ l； 
}whi le((u[ j ]>0)&&(j<n)); 
u [ j ] = l ; 
fo r ( i= l ; i<= j - l ; i++) 
{u [ i ]=0 ; 
} 
NumberOfNonZero=0 ； 
for( intk=l ;k<=n;k++) 
{ i f (u [k ]== l ) 
{NumberOfNonZero=NumberOfNonZero+1 ；} 
} 
i f (NumberpfNonZero=number) 
{Vector cjob=new Vector。； 
for ( in tk=l ;k<=n;k++) 
{ 
i f ( u [ k ] = l ) 
{Integer k3 =(Iriteger)wj ob.get(k-l); 
mtk2=k3.intValue(); 
cjob.addElement(new Integer(k2)); 
}//end of i f 




for( i=l ; i<=n; i++) 
{ i f(u[ i ]==0) 
{mark=0;} 





public float FindConsolidation(int agent2，int activity2,Vector jobs) 




for(int vp=0;vp<=vconsolidation.size()-1 ； vp++) 
{ 
Lconsolidation OneConsolidation=(Lconsolidation)vconsolidation.get(vp); 
int vAgent=OneConsolidation. agent; 
int vActivity=OneConsolidation. activity; 
Vector vJob=OneConsolidation. c job l ; 
i f((agent2==vAgent)&&(activity2=v Activity)) 
{if(jobs.size()=vJob.size()) 
{int jmark=one; 
for(int kk=0;kk<=jobs.size()-l ;kk++) 
{Integer kkj obs=(Integer)j obs.get(kk)； 
int elj obs=kkj obs. intValue()； 
Integer kkJob=(Integer)vJob. get(kk)； 
















public void CalcuInteIncreSavCost() 
{ 
int MaxElementNumber= FmaxInteNumber( vintegration)； 
for(int num=2 ；num<=MaxElementNumber;num++) 
{ 
for(int ic=0;ic<^integration.size()-1 ；ic++) 
{Lintegration OneIntegration=(Lintegration)vintegration.get(ic); 
int agent=OneIntegration.agent; 
int j ob=OneIntegration.j ob ； 
int beginActivity = Onelntegration.beginactivity; 
int endActivity= Onelntegration.endactivity; 
float savingcost=OneIntegration.savingcost; 
int element=endActivity-beginActivity+l; 
i f (element=num) 
• { 
float InteDS=flnteIncreamentSavingCost(OneIntegration,savingcost); 
vintegration. set(ic,new Lintegration(agentJob,beginActivity,endActivity,savingcost,InteDS,0)); 
} / / endo f i f 
}//end for ic 
}//end for num 
} ‘ 
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public int FmaxInteNumber(Vector vcon) 
{ 
int imax=0; 
for(int k=0;k<=vcon.size()-l ;k++) 
{Lintegration inte3=(Lintegration) vcon.get(k)； 







public float flnteIncreamentSavingCost(Lintegration Onelntegration, float SavCost){ 
float TotalSub=0; 
int SelfNumOfSet=OneIntegration.endactivity-OneIntegration.beginactivity+1 ； 
for(int num=2;num<=SelfNumOfSet-l ;num++) 
{Vector Vsubset=new Vector(); 
Vsubset=FindSubSet(OneIntegration,num); // the element of Vsubset is a number-set 
consolidation 









public Vector FindSubSet(Lintegration Oneintegration’int number) 
{ Vector vNumEleInteSubset=new Vector(); 
int i=Oneintegration. agent; 
int k=Oneintegration.j ob ； 
int ibegin=Oneintegration.beginactivity; 
int iend=Oneintegration,endactivity; 
int Elenumber=iend-ibegin+l ； 
for(int dn=2 ；dn<=Elenumber;dn++) 
{for(int j j=ibegin;jj<=iend-dn+l ;jj++) 
{ in te j j= j j+dn- l ; 
float savingcost=Of; 
int length=ej j- j j+l ; 
if(length==number) 
{ 











for(int vp=0;vp<=vintegration.size()-1 ； vp++) 
{ 
Lintegration OneIntegration=(Lintegration)vintegration.get(vp); 
int vAgent=OneIntegration. agent; 
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int vbeginActivity=OneIntegration.beginactivity; 
int vendActivity= Onelntegration.endactivity; 
int vj ob=OneIntegration.j ob ； 










public void FIntegrationForX(float[] [] [] xc) 
{ 
for(int k l = l ；kl<=NumberO0ob;kl ++) 
{ 
for(int i 1=1 ;i 1 <=NumberOfAgent;i 1 ++) 
{ 
for(int j 1=1 ;j 1 <=NumberOfActivity;j 1 ++) 







for(k=l ；k<=NumberO0ob;k++) { 
inum=0; 





while((xc[i] U] [k]==0)&&(j<=NumberOfActivity-1)) 
( H + 1 ; 
} 
ibegin=j; 
whi le(( j<=NumberOfActivi ty)&&(xc[i ] [ j ] [k]>0)) 






for(int js=Oy s<=VIDB.size()-l ;js++) 
{LinteRecord InteRecord 1 =(LinteRecord) V IDB • get(j s)； 
if((InteRecord 1. AgentNumber==i)&&(InteRecord 1 .InteBeginActivity==ibegin)&& 
(InteRecord 1 .InteEndActivity==iend)&&(InteRecord 1 JobNumbe i=k ) ) 
{savingcost=InteRecordl.SavingCostl ； 
‘ }//end for i f 
}//end for js 
vXintegration.addElement(new Lintegration(i,k,ibegin,iend,savingcost,minX)); 
}//end of i f 






public float FindMinXForI( int i’int k，int ibegin,int iend,float[][][] xc) 
{float ininX=xc [i] [ibegin] [k]; 
for(int j=ibegin;j<=iend;j++) 
{//System.out.println("inte xc="+xc[ i ] [ j ] [k ]+" minX="+minX); 
i f (minX>xc[ i ] [ j ] [k ] ) 









public void FindNonZeroX(float[] [] [] xc) 
{Vector NonZeroX=new Vector(); 
int NumberOfNonZero; 
int i，j，k; 
for ( i= l ；i<=NumberOfAgent;i++) 
{ fo r ( j= l y<=NumberOfActivi ty; j++) 
{NumberOfNonZero=0; 
NonZeroX.removeAllElementsO; 
for (k= l ；k<=NumberOfJob;k++) 




} / / e n d o f i f 





}//end loop o f j 
}//end loop of i 
}//end method of FindNonZeroElement 
public void InsertXConsolidation(Vector NonZeroX,float[] [] [] xc) 
{int agent2=0，activity2=0’k2=l; 
Vector cjob=new Vector(); 
for(int k=0;k<=NonZeroX.size()-l ;k++) 
{ 
LIndexGroup IndexG l=new LIndexGroup(); 
IndexG 1 =(LIndexGroup)NonZeroX.get(k)； 
agent2=IndexGl .i; 
activity2=IndexG 1 .j ； 
k2=IndexGl.k; 
cjob.addElement(new Integer(k2)); 
}//end of loop k 
float minXforC=FindMinXForC(agent2,activity2,cjob,xc); 
int zero=0; 
‘ int notfmd=zero; 
int DBpointer=zero; 
int one=l ; 
int omark 二 one; 
float savingcost=zero; 
int RecPointer=0; 
Vector vConsoRecord=new Vector(); 





int NewConNum=RecordOfConDB • ConsoNumber; 
int 01dConNum=NewConNum; 
while((NewConNum==01dConNum)&&(RecPointer<=VCDB.size()-2)) 










consoRecord ConsoRecord=new consoRecord(); 
int nnark=0; 
if(cj ob. size()=vConsoRecord.size()) 
{for(int k=0;k<=cjob.size()-1 ；k++) 
{Integer Icjob=(Integer)cjob.get(k); 





















{for(int k=0;k<=cjob.size()-l ;k++) 
{Integer Icjob=(Integer)cjob.get(k); 




public float FindMinXForC(int agent2,int activity2,Vector cjob,float xc[ ] [ ] [ ] ) 
{Integer k3=(Integer)cjob.get(0); 
intk4=k3.mtValue(); 
‘ float miiiX=xc[agent2] [activity2] [k4]； 

















public class DataHandling{ 
public static Statement statl; 
public static Connection conn; 
public DataHandlingO { 
public void OpenDatabase () throws SQLException { 
try{ 
DriverManager.registerDriver( (Driver) Class.forName( 
"oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver").newInstance()); 
}catch(Exception e){ 
System.out.println("JDBC Register Error"); 
} 
//System.out.println("int01********")； 








public ResultSet GetData(String stmt) throws SQLException { 










public class TabuList extends Vector { 
public static int len; 
, public TabuList(){} 
public TabuList(int length) { 
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